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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Cherge
The Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges (ACCJC) embarked upon
"Project Renewal: Evaluation Plan for ACCJC" in spring of 2000. To accomplish the
project, a seven-member External Review Committee (ERC) was convened by Dr. David
Wol[ Executive Director, in July 2000. The charge to the ERC was "to bring the various
perspectives of its members to bear on all aspects of Commission operations." Project
Renewal zuggested that the team's work be informed bV (l) analysis of the proposed
institutional survey and ethnographic interviews, (2) attendance at workshops for team chairs
and members, (3) observation of and participation in team visits, (4) study and observation of
the Commission's work, and (5) extensive review of recent literature regarding the quality of
accreditation. The team was asked to review all Commission documents, policies, and
process€s. To carry out its charge and respond to the Project Renewal suggested work plan,
the ERC developed a purpose and process for its review, which resulted in a set of nine
purpose statements or criteria for evaluation.
Findings
The ERC concluded that the ACCJC meets or exceeds all nine purposes; nonetheless, in the
spirit of quality improvement the team also made recommendations for improvements and
enhancements to the work of the Commission. Member institutions highly respect and value
the work of the Commission. The Commission is viewed as a resource of best practices and
help for institutions wishing to make change; however, there is a desire on the part of
member institutions to expand the leadership role of the Commission. These expectations
can only be met by providing additional revenue for the organization.
The ERC found that the ACCJC accepted and seriously responded to recommendations of
the 1994 External Review Committee. Additional findings include:

l.

The Commission operetes usefully end effectively. The surveys, training
workshops, interviews, team visit observations, and office audit all confirm that this purpose
is fully met. Almost without exception, key people within higher education institutions
understand and appreciate the accreditation process and the role and performance of the
Commission and its staff The Commission could be a more valuable resource for member
institutions if the budget and staffing were increased.

2. The Commission positively impacts end improves the quality of the
eccreditation process through its activities. From training to guidebooks, from workshops
to staff responses, every activity of the Commission was seen as assisting colleges with the
accreditation process and resultant institutional improvement of quality. Commissioners
were clear that their decisions were intended to help colleges.
3. The Commission helps institutions improve quality through the
Stendards, Self Study, and Team Reports. Overwhelmingly respondents to the structured

questionnaire used in Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2 were positive about the effects of
the Standards, Self Study, and Team Reports on institutional quality. ERC observers at team
visits were impressed by the positive and appreciative response of colleges to the
recommendations of the visiting team. Clarity and appropriateness of the Standards, value of
the Self Study, and accuracy of the Team Reports were all rated higily by institutions.

The Commission makes decisions that rre feir (consistent) and
(velueble).
The 1994 External Review Committee reported a perception "on
merningful
the part of outsiders that the Commission is reluctant to take negative actions, even when

4.

such actions appear to be well deserved." The 2001 External Review Committee found that
this perception may exist to some extent but that it is not prevalent. Where it does exist,
more effort to publicize the purpose and process of accreditation can ameliorate the situation.
The accreditation team reports are viewed by most as providing a balanced assessment of
their colleges strengths and weaknesses and that teams are made up of objective people.
Interviews with presidents of institutions that received sanctions felt the action was fair and
helpful. In their deliberations, commissioners take the matter of fairness and equity very
seriously.

5.

The Commission sets standards that ere cletr, eppropriete, consistent,
rnd sullicient to mersure and communicete quality and eccountability. Nearly twothirds of respondents in Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2 considered the standards to be
very appropriate and that the current standards are very clearly stated. The area of
institutional effectiveness measures was cited as needing improvement by approximately
of respondents. The ERC reviewed all of the standards from a contextual reference; the
comments and suggestions for revision will be given to the five Project Renewal Task Forces
established for the review and revision of standards. Unlike other regional accrediting
bodies, the ACCJC regularly reviews its standards so that they measure and communicate
both qudity and accountability.
50olo

6.

The Commission responds edequetely to issues end tensions surrounding
eccreditrtion. Clearly the staff is knowledgeable about issues and tensions surrounding
accreditation as documented in publications and conference presentations. The ACCJC has a
strong reputation among national accreditation leaders and member institutions for being a
leader in addressing accreditation concerns. Commission members support staffin its role of
advocacy on accreditation matters and encourage the Executive Director to participate in
meetings with other regional accrediting associations. Chapter II of the 2001 ERC Report
expands upon the complexities surrounding accreditation. The staff is commended for its
leadership in addressing the external complexities and pressures on accreditation.

7.

The Commission uscs its eccumuleted informetion/date to essist member
institutions fecilitete chengc. Without question, the Commission is recognized as playing
an important role in facilitating change among its constituents. The member institutions
value the various publications of the ACCJC for the guidance and direction they provide, and
the Assessment Institute is a very popular resource for college staff development and
expertise in measuring effectiveness. Staff is viewed as being responsive to all requests for

assistance. The majority of colleges would like to see the ACCJC develop more systems that
link institutions with sources of information about best practices and mechanisms to facilitate
change.

t.

Thc Commission echieves e behnce between bcing the eveluetor of
institutiondly detcrmined quelity vs. being the impetus for institutionel chenge. The
Commission is primarily an evaluator of qudity as described in the standards. The evidence
demonstrates that the Commission's procedures are heavily weighted in favor of "evaluator
institutionally determined quality." This emphasis
further supported by
recommendations being diagnostic rather than prescriptive. There is, however, much
sentiment among institutions that the Commission increase its role as leader, catalyst, and
resource for change.

of

is

9. Thc Commission demonstretes lerdership to its memb€r institutions by
providing informetion peftinent to chenging educntionel conditions end future trends.
The Commission has responsibility to develop and maintain a set of standards that
establishes criteria for assuring quality and for encouraging institutional improvement, which
requires a set of activities that extend beyond compliance. At present, the Commission helps
institutions improve eflectiveness through the Assessment Institutes, articles in the quarterly
newsletters, pres€ntations at professional conferences, support for the creation of the
Community College Leadership Development Institute (CCLDI), and the adoption of various

policy statements and principles of good practice. As noted in other purpose

synops€s,

member institutions desire ACCJC to take a proactive role in promoting change. One way to
do this would be to provide a series of Best Practices on the website with referral information
on related resources. Using the Assessment Institute as a model, conferences on quality
issues would be helpful to member institutions.

for further study The External Review Committee addressed three areas of
particular concern for ACCJC; they are Distance Learning, Technical Support, and Alternate
Approach to Accreditation.
Arees

The growth and complexities of Distance Learning require special consideration as the
standards are reviewed. The ACCJC prepared a set of Guidelines on Distance Learning to
assist interested parties in addressing accountability and quality issues. However, the current
standards related to Distance Learning are somewhat narrow in focus and need to have higher
visibility throughout all appropriate standards.
Although the 1994 External Review Report recommended the use of a Management
Information Systems (1"flS) grid for cornmon data collection, its implementation is flawed for
a variety of reasons. The 2001 External Review Report suggests mechanisms for improving
the collection of data to support preparation of the Self Study by all member institutions in
the region.

The in-depth assessment of an Alternate Approach to Accreditation concluded that there is
flexibility in the current procedures for an institution to try new models. At this time the
5

2001 External Review Report does not recommend a major move toward an alternate
approach but rather the topic be revisited in the future.

Conclusion
The ERC is unanimous in its positive assessment of the ACCJC operations. It notes in
particular that the reputation and quality of the Commission is due in large measure to the
quallty worlq diligence, and competence of the stafr, notwithstanding the commitment of the
commissioners.

The ERC encourages the Commission

to be equally vigilant in its

accountability and improvement of community and

oversight

of

both

junior colleges.

COMMENDATION
Thc Erccutivc Director, Associete Director, rnd Assistent Director are commended for
their knowledge rnd leedership in eddressing end influcncing netionel issues
surounding eccreditetion rnd for their eveilability end strategic communicetion which
providc hetp in resolving institutionel tensions releted to accreditrtion.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations and suggestions of the External Review Committee, based upon the
extensive study of the policies, processes, and activities of ACCJC, fall into three major
themes or categories: Increased Funding; Extended and/or Enhanced Components in the
Accreditation Process; and Improved Assessment Systems, Data, and Outcome
Identifi cation/fvleasurement.

I. Increased

Funding

In order to sustain current levels of service to the field and to respond to important related
opportunities, the ACCJC needs additional and consistent funding. Clearly, there is an
immediate need to increase stafEng to meet the expectations for reports and the logistics
required to carry out the functions of the Commission and to support improvement and
expansion of services desired by member institutions; such as, an annual conference on
qudity issues and increased Commission participation in conferences and meetings in the
Increased staffng would allow greater involvement in the Self Study and Team Visit,
which would improve consistency and quality of reports. Also increased funding would
allow for enhancement of the website as a resource to member institutions and provide
greater visibility for ACCJC. (See Purpose I and Purpose 7.)

field.

RECOMMENDATION
Appoint e committee, which includes appropriate expertise end reflects the diversity of
ACCJC constituents, to review the relevency, edequacy, end methodology of the fee

structurc to insure fiscal heelth, sufficicnt stefT, end to provide the financial meens for
surtrined cxccllence/improvcment in the eccreditrtion process.

II. Enhanced and Extended components in the Accreditation

Process

The conclusion of the External Review Committee is that the ACCJC performs its operation
and leadership functions at an exceptionally high level, particularly considering the levels of
financing and staffing. The Commission has taken steps to respond to needs of member
institutions. Members could not expect more; however, there are additional services and
improvements that are desired.

RECOMMENDATION
Urc Projcct Renewel, including thc Externel Rcview Committee Rcport, for stretegic
plenning. To thet end, consider eppropriete improvements to thc accreditation process,
sct prioritier for their implcmentetion, end estimrtc costs to provide edditionel services
or enhencements. Identified improvements end enhancements, which erc elaboreted on
in the Purposc Statemcnts, include:
Improvcments

l.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Rcview the treining regimen, including the use of tcchnologr. Consider
rdditionel usc of technolory in the eccreditetion proccss end for communicetion
rbout the proccss.
Utilizc thc results of the Tesk Forc6 (5), Survey on Stenderds, rnd the ERC
Rcview of stenderds to meke the stenderds more outcomes oriented. Integrete
policy with the stlnderds stetements. Add suggested qucctions to the stenderds
to rid self study rnd visiting teems in inetitutiond evrluetion. Add distrnce
lcerning more prominently to the strnderds.
Add to the institutionel ennual report questions thet identify erees where thc
inctitution might be essisted, review the content of the ennull institutionel report
so it ir morc focuscd on progress end chengc, end mekc it e more relevrnt rcport
in thc rccreditrtion process for both thc mcmber institution end the ACCJC.
Whcn eppropriete, usc the flexibility eveitable to ertend thc duretion of the mid
term rnd intcrim visits.
Concider edding r ncw ection cetegory, such ls, *Exprersion of concernr. thlt
would precedc or replece *Werning.tt
Add to the handbook e Stetement of Confidentielity thet mey be distributed to
thc medie.
Make the Assessment Institute end other conferences self-supporting.

Enhsncements

l.

Include best prectices end bibliogrephicel resources on the website.

2. Urc thc Assessment Institute

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

es e model for edditionel conferences on quelity

improvcment irsues.
fncrcesc stelf perticipation in visits end conferences.
Provide en Accreditetion Lieison Officer (ALO) hendboolq treining, end ennual
conference.
Devclop e hendbook for multi-college district self study end cvrluetion by team
members. Providc treining in use of the hendbook Integrete districUsystem
olficc rclf study end teem rcports into the Commission dccision-meking proc$s.
Providc treining for Borrd members end term cheirs rcgerding thc role of the
Borrd in eccreditation, espccielly in multi-college districts. (Thc 1994 Extcrnal
Rcview Report recommended, *The Commission should creetc mechenisms to
bcffcr tssurc thrt governing boards tre substentively involved in the
eccrcditrtion process.')
Encourage the Commission and membcr institutions to meke accrcditetion
proccsses, reports, end actions more public. (The f994 ERC stressed thc need
for public eccountabitity and steps have been teken to communicate with the
public.)

III. Improved

assessment systems, data, and outcome identificatior/measurement

To improve the quality of accreditation Self Study Reports, there is a need for institutions
to rely more heavily on data for documentation. The 1994 External Review Report
recommended, 'A uniform 'template' (or common data format) should be developed for
the reporting of basic data required by the accreditation process." The "Responses to the
Recommendations from the 1994 External Review Committee" identifies actions taken
by staff in this regard, but also notes that compiling institutional data and creating
benchmarks are challenges given the diversity of the membership and the level of
staffing.

RECOMMENDATION
Increesc the use of institutional assessment systems leeding to improved effectiveness.
Review drtr sources to engurc they ere appropriete for eccreditetion eccountebility end
evrilsblc to ell membcr institutions the Integreted Postsecondery Educetion Dete
System (IPEDS). Note Chepter on Technical Suppott.

IV. Alternate Approach to Accreditation

The 1994 External Review Committee recommended "The Commission systematically
should experiment with the accreditation process." The 2001 ERC considered the Baldrige
Award Criteria as an dternative system in-depth and does not recommend a change or
extensive experimentation at this time. The ACCJC policy and practice provides an option
for a special study based upon institutional request. This mechanism is adequate for
experimentation. (See Chapter VI on Alternate Approach.) The staff is knowledgeable of
changes being made in the process by other regional associations and collects data on special

studies, such as, use of a re-engineering model.

refined, this matter should be revisited.

(See

Accreditation, Conclusion, page 87 )
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As these new approaches are tested and
Chapter \|[, Alternative Approach to

I.

THE EXTERNAL REVIEW PROCESS AND REPORT

In March 2000, Dr. David Woll Executive Director of the Accrediting

Commission for
Community and Junior Colleges (ACCJC), created the External Review Committee (ERC),
including experts in quality assurance, as a component of the Project Renewal Evaluation
Plan authorized by the Commission. The initid meeting of the External Review Committee
was held July 10, 2000, with subsequent monthly meetings through February 2OOl, except
December. The team is comprised of the following members:

Dr. Lois A. Callahan, Chair
Chancellor Emerita, San Mateo County Community College District
Scott R. Loring
Past Chairman, President and CEO, Heald Colleges

Dr. Angela Meixell
Provost, Windward Community College, Hawaii
Dr. Bill Piland
Professor of Post Secondary Education
San Diego State University

Dr. Charles Ratlifi, Consultant
Joint Committee to Develop a Master Plan for Education

Dr. Jay Thompson, Executive Director
Consortium for Open Learning
Contributing Member:
Alma Aguilar
Professor of Political Science, Southwestern College
Editorial Reviewer:
Dr. Carmen Maldonado-Decker
Professor of English & Humanities, Fullerton College

Staffto the Committee:
Dr. David B. Wol{, Executive Director
Dr. Gari Browning, Associate Director
Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges
The paper "Project Renewal: Evaluation Plan for the ACCJC" suggested that the team's
work be informed by (1) analysis of the proposed institutional survey and ethnographic
interview, (2) attendance at workshops for team chairs and members, (3) observation of and

1l

participation in team visits, (4) study and observation of the Commission's work, and (5)
extensive review of recent literature regarding the quality of accreditation. The team was
also asked to review all Commission documents, policies, and processes. In addition, the
ERC was asked to provide information in the following areas:

A. Institutional attention to self improvement
B. Efficiency of Commission processes
C. Contextual review of standards
Executive Director Wolf informed the Chair, "The External Review Committee's mandate is
to bring the various perspectives of its seven members to bear on all aspects of Commission
operations." In the first communication to the whole committee, Dr. Wolf identified the
specific role of the External Review Committee "to examine the ef[ectiveness and usefulness
of accreditation standards and processes." He said specifically that the Commission seeks
thoughtful commentary on the important aspects of its operations, and specific
recommendations for improvement.

At the first meeting, the *1994 External Review Report" was carefully reviewed. At the
second meeting the Executive Director provided a follow-up report entitled, "Responses to
the Recommendations from the 1994 External Review Committee." Subsequently he also
provided a report entitled, "The Current Context for Regional Accreditation." Both of these
papers are included in the 2001 External Review Report.

The team established a purpose and process for its review, which rezulted in a set of criteria
for examining the effectiveness and usefulness of the standards and processes of the
Commission. The External Review Committee deliberated and agreed upon the following
purpose and criteria for use in its evaluation.
The 2001 External Review Committee determined its purpose to be assessment of whether or
not the Commission:

l.

Operates usefully and eflectively.

2.

Impacts positively and improves the quality of the accreditation process through its
activities.
Helps member institutions improve quality through the Standards, Self Study, and
Team Reports.
Makes decisions that are fair and meaningful.
Sets standards that are clear, appropriate, consistent, and sufficient to measure and
communicate quality and accountability.
Responds adequately to issues and tensions surrounding accreditation.
Uses its accumulated information/data to assist member institutions facilitate change.
Achieves a balance between being the evaluator of institutionally determined quality
vs. being the impetus for institutional change.
Provides leadership to its member institutions regarding information pertinent to
changing educational conditions and future trends.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

L2

The ERC designed its study to evaluate whether or not the Commission meets the nine
evaluation criteria stated in the purpose of the review, which is distinct and separate from the
ACCJC Purpose Statement (See Appendix A). To make a comprehensive assessment of the
Commission's achievement of the review criteria, team members conducted the following
activities:

Visits to the central ofEce to review documents, policies, handbooks, and

processes,

including the operating budget. (4)
Observations of the Commission at work (3)
Observation of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges Board meeting
Participation in training sessions for team chairs, assistants and members (3)
Participation in midterm and regular team visits (3)
Attendance at campus Self Study assistance and orientation sessions (2)
Attendance at Assessment Institute
Participation in Hawaii executive staff debriefing
Presentation of analysis and review of surveys (Ethnographic Interviews, Standards
Survey, and Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2)
Interviewed Commission members and national professional leaders in the field of
accreditation (l 8 questions)
Review of Commission Self Evaluation
Interviewed four CEOs at Institutions under sanction
Review of the Responses to the 1994 External Review
Review of the literature
Assessment of the current standards
Discussion regarding issues surrounding accreditation

All information and data gathered from the study activities were discussed by the full ERC.
Written reports and documentation of the aboveJisted ERC activities are available in the
ACCJC office. Individual members were assigned to each criterion for the purpose of indepth assessment and preparation of a draft evaluation statement which was reviewed by a
second committee member and submitted to the entire committee for feedback and
cons€nsus.

The report of the 2001 External Review Committee includes commentary, assessment of
criteria Nos. l-9 above, and recommendations for areas of improvement and enhancement.
The term "Commission" refers to the ACCJC itself and staff representation of its policies and
activities.

The ERC is exceedingly grateful for the support provided by the ACCJC Executive Director
and Associate Director throughout the entire process. The ERC is also indebted to Dr.
Carmen Maldonado Decker, Professor, Fullerton College and former Commissioner, for
reviewing the final draft of the 2001 Report.
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II. OVERVIEW AND CONTEXT OF ACCREDITATION
A report from the Executive Director
As the Commission itself, the External Review Committee, the Editorial Board, and the
Standards Task Forces and others conduct the work of Project Renewal, the current network
of forces impacting upon regional accreditors generally, and the ACCJC in particular, should
be kept clearly in mind. The purpose of this paper, which has been modified and extended in
response to comment, is to outline these forces, organizing them in a useful manner. The
ultimate intent is to develop an outline which will both inform those participating in this most
important effort, and ultimately help serve as an important reference to determine the extent
to which the Project has recogruzed the salient forces shaping quality in higher education
today.

FRAMEWORK
The complexity of issues facing regional accreditors is increasing. When the ACCJC last
undertook a comprehensive review, the major contextual themes had to do with federal
regulatiorq increasing pressure for outcome measures, globalizatioq distance learning, and
public accountability. All of these issues continue but have become more elaborate. In
additiorU there are specific issues that today spur change in accreditation directly that did not
exist in the mid-1990's. For purposes of discussion, the context for accreditation at the
beglnning of the 2l$ century is organized around those issues that emanate from higher
education institutions, those that emanate from the government and nationally based
organizations, and those that emerge from the accreditors themselves.

INSTITUTION-BASED CONTEXTUAL ISSUES
The Learning Paradigm and the Competency Movement: "Learning centeredness" can be
considered the defining issue of these times. It has taken center stage in most strategic
discussions of institutional (and programmatic) accreditation. While discussion about
moving collegiate focus from teaching to learning is not a new idea, colleges have typically
been slow to operationalize such a shift. A big part of the reason for this is that an emphasis
on learning strongly implies the assessment of learned competencies. Indeed, in its purest
fornL these competencies displace "seat time" as a figure of merit in defining the
requirements for certifications, including the degree. Adjustments like these are very
complex and the accreditation and quality assurance issues associated with them are many.

With the advancement of the "Learning Paradigm" has come increased emphasis on the
assessment of the learning that takes place as a result of particular institutional efforts. Some
success has been achieved in the advancement of these measures at the course level, but this

is less the case at the program (major) and degree level (note also the discussion on
Effectiveness and Accountability, below). Additional measurement problems are created
when an institution employs measures of "competency'' in assessing learning, as opposed to
grades for seat time. Comparison or conversion of measures of achievement between
"competency'' and "credit hour" systems has yet to be commonly accepted.
15

The assessment of "prior learning" is a related matter. Enhancing systems which evaluate
the entering students level of advancement and preparedness for instruction in a particular
program (particularly some vocational programs) is a matter of some curency. Gven
increasing numbers of more mature students, returning to college to obtain rather specific
learning goals, it is likely to be of even greater importance in coming years.
Effectiveness and Accountability: With the release of the ACCJC Standards of 1996,
effectiveness received new attention. Our standards joined other ficrces calling for
accountability through the improved specification of institutional objectives and especially
learning outcomes for students. Colleges have clearly made good faith effcrts to respond to
these pressures though no institution can be said to have done so in a fully adequate manner.
There is much yet to be done on developing the state of this art. While the locus of pressure
for accountability continues to emanate from sources externd to the institutions (the states,
the federal government, student interest groups), the institutions themselves are increasingly
engaged internally in substantial responses. Colleges are now asking much more
sophisticated questions pertaining to measures and ass€ssment, and the accrediting
community should be playing an active role to assist.
Strategically, the initid emphasis on institutional effectiveness has focused on building the
capacity to assess institutional performance. Some institutions are now ready to establish
performance bench marks with the intent to "raise the bar" over time. The Commission
needs to be prepared to work with institutions that reflect a very wide range of sophistication,
but lend more emphasis to those institutions that have developed the capacity and now are
using this capacity to define specific effectiveness goals.

Distance Education: Throughout

the nation traditionally organized institutions

have

diversified the methods they employ to deliver educational programs. The technology-based
diversification of instructional delivery that began with instructional television has been
mightily impacted by the world wide web and the Internet. While television is still a very
popular delivery method, the computer-based devices are by far the fastest growing element.
Even as the computer has captured the imagination of students and faculty, its use in
instructional delivery has raised a number of new questions regarding quality assurance.
Assuming the effectiveness of computer-based delivery systems, the necessity for
appropriate instructional and student support services delivered at a distance arises. As well,
student readiness for use of higher forms of technology must also be determined. Distance
education raises other quality issues which will be discussed below.

Virtual Libraries and Information Literacy: The nature of information storage and access is
changing rapidly in our institutions. For most students and faculty the training necessary to
conduct electronic information searches and retrieve the information sought is now essentid.
Establishing institutional expectations in this regard and providing appropriate training
opportunities is an institutional quality issue.
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Faculty Roles: The impact of instructional technology on campus (as distinct from distance
education but including distance education) is leading, in many cases, to a redefinition of the
rol{s) of faculty. While this has been most clearly dramatized by some of the "new
providers" (e.g., Western Governors University, Jones International University) many of our
traditiond institutions are re-contouring faculty responsibilities in similar ways. This
phenomenon is sometimes referred to as "unbundling" of traditional faculty roles and
establishes specialties such as academic advising, program design, course development,
instructional delivery and assessment; circumstances now exist where persons considered
faculty spend all of their time in one of these specialties. Clearly, these changes have
implications for accreditation standards in a number of dimensions.
Other matters have to do with part time faculty. One has to do with simply the proportion of
institutiond instruction that is supplied by part time faculty. The second matter has to do
with the equity of support provided to part time as opposed to full time faculty (office space,
computers, development opportunities, etc.). A third dimension relates to unbundling; in
some cases institutions may be defining their full time faculty core in a unique manner and
employing significant numbers or exclusively adjunct personnel to fulfill some faculty
responsibilities. All of these matters can have quality implications.
Student Attendance Patterns: The transfer of student credits has become a more significant
issue in recent years. No doubt in part due to resource limitations in higher education, course
availability for students has made timely degree completion more difficult and for
community college students work obligations are commonly an additiond personal
scheduling issue. As a result, students are more commonly taking credits from more than
one institution as they seek to complete degrees. This has made more significant the transfer
procedures that institutions employ when deciding whether to receive credit that a student
has earned elsewhere. Also noted should be pressure from nationally accredited institutions
who have expressed, with increasing energy, their concern that regionally accredited
institutions heavily emphasize regional accreditation when accepting credit earned elsewhere.
Equity to transferring students is a matter deserving additional attention.

Major change in occupational settings requires, in many cases, individuals to return to
student status from time to time during their careers. Community colleges seem to be
particularly well suited to meet these needs, even for persons with baccalaureate or advanced
degrees. Both attention to the preparation of students for lifelong learning and providing
appropriate pedagogy and support services may be a quality issue in many institutions.
Student Diversity/Affirmative Action: The ACCJC has clear expectations with regard to
diversity issues. Historically, institutions aligned affirmative action plans with some of these
diversity matters. In recent years formal affirmative action systems have waned in
significance, somewhat heightening the prominence of accreditation standards on this issue.
Revisiting diversity in the standards will be an important but sensitive undertaking.

Efficiency Issues: Especially in public education, increases in enrollment are anticipated over
the foreseeable future but proportionate resources are not likely to be available. Thus,
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attempts to make educational service delivery more efficient are of great interest. One
measure in this regard has been the desire of the four-year segments of education to
concentrate remedial education elsewhere, presumably in the community college. Another
attempt at increased efficiency involves the sharing of educationd facilities in the form of
"higher education centers." These facilities typically provide classroom and instructional
support capacity for more than one higher education provider (frequently at the baccalaureate
level) and are commonly located on a community college campus and/or managed by a
community college. Third, evidence of concerns for efficiency is the increased pressure for
system-wide articulation agreements to ease the transfer of students between community
colleges and four-year institutions.

Technolory: Previous mention has been made of technological matters as they arise in
distance education and virtud libraries; however, technology is now a ubiquitous force
throughout our colleges. This has impacted college policy and organizational structure. It is
making new fiscal claims and requiring complex planning, both to take maimum advantage
of new developments and to anticipate obsolescence.
Computer systems are becoming larger and much more complex. The necessity to undertake

major system conversions from time-to-time can create circumstances that jeopardize
institutional operations of every sort (administrative and instructional). Protecting the quality
of institutional operations vulnerable to system conversion problems is a very practical issue
of these times.
System complexity and regular system upgrades (and occasional major system changes)
increases the need for training. This extends to faculty, staff, and students. The technology
training required of the major campus constituencies may be different with regard to
substance and delivery.

Where colleges are making major commitments to classroom technology, conventional
faculty workload formulas may have to be revisited and issues of course and materials
ownership may need to be clarified. Especially where asynchronous learning systems are
involved (and especially at a distance), new issues of academic honesty and ethics now must
be addressed.

Outsourcing: Contracting with vendors for items such as food and bookstore services has
been a cornmon practice in colleges for a long time. Now, a different sort of outsourcing is
emerging and it is closer to the core operations of our institutions. Specifically, the provision
of "portal," "platform," and instructional support services are now more cornmonly the
subject of contracts. All of these services directly relate to the delivery of instruction, and
thus failure on the part of a vendor could have a crucial impact on a student's experience. As
colleges seek to achieve additional efficiencies, there is an attractiveness of new vendor
relationships (especially in the area of student support services) that have so far not appeared
in wide practice.
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New Providers: We have noted that distance delivery technology has permitted traditional
institutions to reach new student markets as well as serve their traditional clientele more
conveniently. This technology has also spawned "new providers." These new entities are of
several types and pose a number of significant challenges for accreditors.
Some new providers are not accredited organizations but can provide curriculum, frequently
of excellent quality, directly to the student. In some cases, accredited institutions find
delivery agreements with these providers to be advantageous. This is not a new
phenomenon" but the extent to which accredited institutions are entering into such
agreements is expanding rapidly.
second type of new provider is the "virtual college." This organization is not traditional in
that there is no campus to which a student could commute. Rather, all offerings and support
services are provided at a distance. Some virtual colleges seek regional accreditation. While

A

we have some initid

experience (Western Governors University and the related
InterRegional Accrediting Committee) with this kind of institution, there is still much to be
learned about both appropriate standards and procedures in dealing with them.
groups of
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accredited
work than any single member could supply individually. To the extent that the degrees
offered have been typically through the individual accredited entities, these consortia have
not posed major accreditation challenges. However, recent discussions at the national level
indicate that at least some of these organizations that do not grant a degree in their own name
would nonetheless desire a means to discuss and certify the quality of their operations, and
regional accreditors would be natural partners in this regard. Furthermore, at least one
consortium ofFers a degree in the name of the consortium. Appropriate criteria and processes
will very likely have to be developed for both such circumstances.

A third type of new provider is the "virtual consortium." These are typically

Time to Degree: As noted earlier, student course-taking profiles are complex and varied. In
an environment of increased course-taking demand and of resource scarcity, the structure of
course availability will be a continuing challenge. The ability of students to obtain the
educational elements they need when they need them is likely to be increasingly important
and thus a more significant institutional quality indicator.
Carnegie Unit (or Whatever): Relating to some of the new delivery modes discussed above
and much experimentation in course structures is the viability of the Carnegie Unit (one unit
equals one hour per week of lecture with three hours of out of class study for l7--or is it t6
or l8--weeks). In practice, one finds a great variability in the interpretation of the Carnegie
Unit. Should measures of competency displace the credit hour or exist next to it, important
questions regarding equivalencies and transfer conversion must be solved. These certainly
represent instructional quality assurance challenges.

Custom Training. Community colleges have for many decades engaged in special vocational
programs designed for particular employers. Increasingly, this programming has been done
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under contract. While this phenomenon does not represent much that is new, it does suggest
that added emphasis be given to institutional curriculum control and approval processes to
guard against undue influence by purchasing parties.
International Education: The marketing of course work to foreign nationals is not a new
issue. This very frequently appears as on-campus programs for other than American citizens.
It has also taken the form of contractually specified programs for foreign nationals delivered
overseas by American accredited institutions. Institutions now have the ability to market
distance learning course work just about anywhere in the world. The ability to fulfill
accreditation standards when supporting these various types of programs is raising a variety
of difficult iszues.

NATIONAL AND FEDERALLY BASED ISSUES

New USDOE Regulations: With the sigmng of the Higher Education Act

of

1998,

discussions began which have resulted in a new set of implementing regulations pertaining to
federally recognized accrediting agencies. There are many changes in the new regulations
(which went into effect in July 2000). Some simplified accreditation (the elimination of
State Postsecondary Review Entities, the elimination of the "unannounced visit"), some
added new emphasis (making learning outcomes a more significant priority in accreditation
standards), and some new matters were added (requiring attention to litigation in which an
institution might be engaged, gathering of specific data on all institutions and stating how
this data is used by accreditors, specific attention to quality in distance education offerings).
All federally recognized accreditors are revisiting their policies and procedures in light of
these changes and will have to demonstrate compliance with them at the time of their next
federal review (the ACCJC is scheduled to submit its next report in May 2OO2).

CTIEA Recognition: The Council for Higher Education Accreditation (C[IEA) has recently
developed its recognition procedures. These will require participation in both eligibility and
comprehensive review phases. The first accrediting agencies are just now participating in
eligibility reviews. The ACCJC is scheduled for review in fall 2002. CI{EA recognition will
also require a careful re;rriew of our practices and will be greatly assisted by our Project
Renewal efforts.

National Initiatives: The U.S. Department of Education is sponsoring two distance education
projects of special interest to accreditors. The Distance Education Demonstration project is
experimenting with different ways in which federal financial aid can be provided to students
through institutions that primarily deliver instruction through distance methods. At the
present time, federal regulations do not permit federal financial aid through institutions that
provide 50 percent or more of their instruction at a distance. The Learning Anytime
Anywhere Project offers federal support to a wide variety of distance education experiments.
Some of these have to do with specific technologies, some have to do with organizational
arrangements internal to a traditional institution, some have to do with new organizational
forms including consortia. From this project will come new possibilities and information and
no doubt new accreditation challenges.
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The PEW Charitable Trust has, for several years, focused considerable attention on regional
accreditation. They have funded major standards and process revision experiments with
WASC-Senior, and North Centrd, and Southern Commissions (they have undertaken a
smaller project with New England) and have just funded a final project with all eight regional
commissions at this time. The more precise outcomes of these initiatives are discussed
below. Suffice to note here that these experiments have fostered significant departure from
traditional accreditation practices and are "opening up" important possibilities.

ACCREDITATION-BASED ISSUES
Increased Interregional Cooperation: The eight higher education regional commissions have
for many years met periodically to discuss matters of mutual concern. As recently as eight or
nine years ago the necessity to meet proved very limited. With the Amendments to the
Higher Education Act in 1992 and the ensuing demise of the Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation (COPA), this changed somewhat. The fashioning of a COPA replacement
(eventually this became the Council for Higher Education Accreditation) brought accreditors
together around this single issue. By 1996 the desirability of a formal organization to
facilitate gatherings of the eight higher education commissions was discussed, and an initial
retreat of all of the staffs of these commissions was conducted that summer. The Council of
Regional Accrediting Commissions (C-RAC) was formally established in 1998 (consisting
of the Chairs and Executive Directors of the eight commissions) and the frequency of
meetings and the number and complexity of issues addressed by this group has been
increasing over time. Having recently established common accreditation policy and
procedures for institutions that have physical operations in more than one region, C-RAC is
now working on common protocols for the review of distance education. Such matters as
developing consistent protocols regarding assessment of student learning and recognizing
accreditors in foreign countries could be on the C-RAC agenda in the future. Though the
exact content of that agenda is not clear at this time, the likelihood of significant continuing
cross-regional cooperation is considerable.

Technololy as Employed_bf aggfedttglg: Even as technology is impacting educational
institutions, so it is a matter that both makes more possible and requires resources and
training for accreditors. Technology could impact the ACCJC in many ways; several
examples have been under discussion by staff:

l. Making wider use of the website as a means of obtaining information from member
institutions and perhaps others. The web has the potential to make both routine report
submission and perhaps special surveys very efficient.

2. Making use of the website as a training tool. We have just launched a first evaluation
team member refresher course on the web. This is a simple text-based effort, but offerings
that include streaming video and perhaps web exchange with a staffmember are possible.
3. Electronic data storage. We have been working on this for some time, and we are storing
some self study and team report text in electronic form presently. In the future we would like
to convert as much of our institutional files to electronic form as possible.
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4.

Data base consolidation. Relational data base software now make possible the
consolidation of all the data that is routinely handled by our office. This has the potential to
geatly simplify the maintenance of the information we use regularly (mostly the evaluator
data base and various mailing lists).

5.

Automation of evaluation team formation proc€sses. This has been done with varying
degrees of success by other commissions. It has the potentid to both speed the formation
and repair of teams and promote a more thoughtful use of our evaluator resources. .i,i
6. Commissioner text delivery. The time may not be far. off when, rather than Sirpply
Commissioners with hard copy in preparation for meetings, the text could be provided either
through a lap top computer and a CD or DVD or some similar system.
Some of these changes are probably feasible now, and some will await further technical and
pricing improvements. Gven the rate of new possibilities provided by technology, other
usefuf ideas will certainly present themselves. Prudently adopting these opportunities will
require careful analysis.

Extended Services: In general regional accreditors are working more closely with member
institutions than ever before. More extensive interaction in gathering and disseminating
information from institutions, and offering self study and other report preparation assistance
are conventional ways in which service is being extended. However, more sophisticated
types of consultation in such areas as learning outcomes measurement and bench-marking are
under consideration by some commissions. Providing accreditation services to nonAmerican institutions is another service that some are already providing. These additional
services are, in many cases, intended to be a source of additional revenues.
Competition: While no significant case has emerged yet, new accrediting organizations can
be created at any time to meet needs that are not being filled or not being properly filled. The
current array of federally recognized regional, national, and specialized accrediting bodies
has been stable for many years. Some, for example, have suggested that virtud institutions
would likely warrant an accreditation agency contoured to their type of institution. Others
have mentioned the possibility of accreditors from other nations doing work in the United
States.

Public Disclosure: Most federally recognized accreditors have taken steps over the last
several years to provide more public access to accreditation information (the ACCJC has
done so as well). Self studies, interim reports from institutions, evaluation team reports, and
action letters continue to be considered privileged documents by most accreditors. In the
future there will likely be continued calls for increased "transparency," and finding a hedthy
balance between providing candid information widely while permitting ,institutions the
opportunity to discuss problems in a manner that results in improvement will require some
creatMty.

Alternative Ouality Assurance/Improvement Systems: Accreditation is an evolving art form.
The focus of accreditation standards has changed over time (to institutional resources was
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sdded proc€sses and then outcomes). Now accreditation proc€sses as well as standards are
being scrutinized, and interesting new approaches have been developed and are being
implemented. The North Central Association is encouraging its members to consider
employing a new "Academic Quallty Improvement Project" which is built around Baldrige
Award t)'pc criteria and processes. The WASC Senior College Commission has adopted new
more streamlined standards and a process that stems from "academic audit" practices. Both
of these welt funded and highly publicized efforts feature a strong emphasis on measuring
student learning, organizational improvement, and more continuous contact between the
institution and the commission. There is much to be learned from these and other efforts at
reform and advancement. There is an interest on the part of several ACCJC member
institutions in dternative models, particularly Baldrige type review'

CONCLUSIONS
Project Renewal is underway at a time in which much change is in the wind. Some of the
contextual issues would have clear implications for change in existing ACCJC standards and
practices. Others suggest significant possibilities. We find ourselves at a moment which
would app€ar to be able to sustain change. The challenge now will be to find the appropriate
actions that will both sustain the strong reputation of the Commission as a quality assurance
agent, and provide leadership for institutional improvement by continuing to purposefully
challenge member institutions.
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III. EVALUATION

OF PURPOSE STATEMENTS
PURPOSE

1

The Commission operetes usefully and effectively.
BACKGROUND:

The Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges exists for quality
to make sure that institutions meet minimum quality standards; to encourage and
support institutional improvement; and to assure institutional integrity, making sure that the
institution does what it says it will do and what it claims to do; in short, quality assurance,
institutional improvement, and institutional integrity.
assurance,

ACCJC accredits 138 member institutions. These include 7 Hawaii public institutions, 2
Hawaii private institutions, 6 West Pacific Islands public institutions, 107 California state
public institutions, 14 California private institutions, and 2 other public institutions in
California.

In a typical

year the Commission's five-member staff will coordinate 25 comprehensive
institutional reviews and 15 follow-up, on-site activities. The staff prepares all of the
materials and documents needed for Commission meetings. The staff has also developed
handbooks that are used by the institutions and teams. Each year the staff conducts
numerous training workshops for those involved in the self study and evaluation processes.

In addition to an annual retreat, the Commission holds two meetings per year. The first part
of the meeting is an open session during which the Commission operates as a board of
directors and considers reports from organizations, discusses and acts upon matters such as
eligibility requirements, standards and policies, and conducts its financial business. In the
second part of its meeting, the closed session, the Commission discusses all business that
pertains to institutional accreditation actions.

It is clear upon reviewing and observing these activities that the Commission does operate
usefully and effectively.
liVll)lrN('ll
L Evaluating the Evaluators: Round

2

When asked about accreditation and Commission attributes, respondents ranked them dl
very high. For example, 99/o of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the
orientation provided by the Commission to visiting team members was useful. Ninety-eight
percent agreed that the handbooks provide effective guidance to colleges completing self
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study reports. f.rrrd 99/o agreed or strongly agreed that the Accrediting Commission staff
support, including on-site assistance, phone conzultations, and email communications, was
treipful. Ninety-seven percent agreed or strongly agre€d that the orientation provided to
colicges pr€paring self study reports was useful. And the author of, Evaluating the
Evaftutqs: Round2, indicated that, "Respondents were happiest with Commission support."

2.

Site Visit Observations by External Review Committee Members

Many of the members of the External Review Committee went as observers to the various
workshops and presentations of Commission staffmembers. Without exception, their reports
indicatod ttrc high value of these activities to the participants from the individual campuses.
All activities wCre carefully planned and professionally executed. At the conclusion of each
activity qucstionnaires were handed out regarding the value of the workshop, presentatiorl
etc. itre ti:eOUack from the questionnaires was then used to fine-tune upcoming activities.
Thus, all activities of Commission staff are under constant review and evaluation in order to
improve their effectiveness. As a result, workshops and presentations continue to get high
ratings fior usefulness, effectiveness, and satisfaction.

3.

Team Training Workshop Evaluations

Statistics from the questionnaires were kept from the spring of 1998 through the fall of 2000.
The workshops always received solid, positive ratings.

4.

Self Study Workshop Evaluations

For these workshops, statistics were kept from the fall of 1998 through the fall of 2000.
Once again participants rated the workshops very positively.

5. Team Chair Workshop Evaluation

In a recent evaluation of the Team Chair Workshop for the year 2000-2001,

participants
evaluated the workshop overall just under "excellent." In written comments, there were many
positive statements about the format of the workshop, the content of the workshop, the
materials provided, and the exercises.

6. Ethnographic Interviews
The ethnogfaphic interviewers found that generally in the field the Commission has an
excellent reputation. Both Commission staff and programmatic aspects of the Commission
received high reviews. At the same time evidence was collected to pinpoint where specific
aspects of the accreditation process could be improved. These appeared most often in the
following seven areas: "standards, Public information and public relations, Models, Team
and/or staffvisits, Commission decisions, Follow-up, and Training."
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7. Interviews with Hawaii's Community Colleges
Five provosts and one vice chancellor from five of Hawaii's community colleges were
interviewed using the same questions that were developed for the Commissioner interviews.
All agreed that the Commission operates usefully and effectively. The Commission and its
staff provided, "fast, efficient, and accurate information." The composition of the visiting
team and the coordination of logistics were considered "exemplary." They felt the handbook
and guide for preparation for the self study were very useful. They rated the staff as
professional, timely, and supportive.

8. Interviews of Commissioners
During interviews with Commissioners by members of the External Review Committee, dl
of Commissioners indicated that the Commission does operate usefully and effectively.
Although some people may automatically feel that Commissioners' views would naturally be
biased, it was clear from the evidence that Commissioners are in excellent positions to be
able to observe and evaluate the results of their actions and efforts. The Commissioners hold
deep, positive convictions about education and were very honest and forthright in their
answers. Without exception, they take their jobs very seriously and put in an inordinate
amount of work to make sure that their decisions are accurate and fair. They are very sincere
in wanting their efforts to make a positive contribution to quality higher education.
9. Operational Review
Information gathered from several visits to the commission office in Santa Rosa showed that
operations currently run adequately. Both facilities and equipment meet present needs.
However, there is a pressing call for additional staff to provide appropriate services for
member institutions. There is also concern that future Commission budgets could soon
struggle with the need for additional office space to accommodate this staff as well as the
requirement to keep pace with ever changing technology upgrades. Since there is a threeyear budget cycle, with constant fees, it is difficult for the Commission to pass on the
accelerating costs of doing business.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:
Although the Commission and its staff almost always received high marks, people who are
participating in this review were also willing to indicate areas where there could be
improvement. Remarks were balanced in that respondents recognrzeA the high quality of
personnel and work of the Commission but at the same time gave cargfully thought out
responses on how a very solid operation could still be improved in some areas. They were
willing, truthful participants in the process of continual improvement.
CONCLUSIONS:

Clearly, the Commission operates usefully and effectively. Almost without exception, key
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people within higher education institutions understand urd appreciate the accreditation
ptoo"* and ttrc role and pcrformance of the Commission and its staff. Overall, the
bommissioq its stafi, and the accreditation process are viewed very positively. However,
therc are still areas that can be improved upon and strengthened. Those areas and
srggestions for improvement are found throughout this study.
The budgeting prooess needs to be addressed to provide adequate rnd consistent funds for
good operationl. Many times improvement efforts need increased financial resources. Staff
is currently stretched to an extraordinary level and that can have a very negative impact in the
long run. While the Commission is to be commended for its careful expenditure of funds, it
stroutO not have to struqgle to make budget driven decisions. Operating usefully and
effectively should include access to appropriate office space and equipment and sufEcient
and adequately compensated staff.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Increesc stelfing to meet thc erpcctetions for the reports end logirtics required to cena
out the functions of the Commission end to support improvemcnt end expension of
scrvices to mcmber inrtitutions.

Appoint e committe, which includcs rppropriete expertise end rcllccts the divcrsity of
lb-C.lC congtituents, to rcview the relevency, edequrcy, end methodolory of thc fee
structurc to cnsurc ficc{ hcelth end to providc the finencid meens for continuing
ercellcncc in the eccreditetion process.
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PURPOSE 2

Thc Commiesion positivcly impects end improves the quelity of the eccreditetion
proccsr through its ectivitics.

BACKGROUND:

The Accrediting Commission may often be described as an external peer review agency;
however, in reality, the Commission has always provided a broad range of services to its
member institutions. Through standards, handbooks, institutional and individual training, the
Commission provides all the tools necessary for member institutions to conduct successful
and productive self-reviews.

In addition to providing manuals for every aspect of the accreditation process (self study and
report development, chairs, and evaluators), the Commission has a website that provides a
wealth of information. Through the website one can access accreditation standards, policies,
handbooks, and even an online, a self-paced training course for evaluators.
On-site training is oflered to colleges who are about to begin the self study process. Training
is mandatory for new evaluator team members, subsidized for repeat members if they need a
refresher, and required again when Commission standards have been revised. Team chairs
receive intensive training that they are required to repeat with each assignment.

In

to

group training sessions and published materials, Commission staff make
themselves available to help member institutions at any point in the accreditation process.
addition

EVIDENCE:

l.

Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2

The survey showed that most respondents agree the Commission's orientations (97Yo),
handbooks (98%), website (97yo), and staff support (99/o) are "useful" or "helpful" in the
accreditation process (Table l, 2000 Accreditation Survey Results). In the survey, and
various other sources of feedback, those institutions that had self study training were
particularly convinced of the value of Commission services toward their accreditation
processes.

2. Observations of Self Study Workshops
External Review Committee members observed Self Study Workshops iot t"rrtn colleges
that were about to begin the process. After attending all of the sessions and informally
interviewing participants, they observed the training to be "very beneficial and worthwhile."
One commented afterwards, "the Commission should be commended for its support and
assistance to institutions."
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3. Observation of Team Chair Training Session

An External Review Committee member observed the 2000 Team Chair Training session and
found that chairs were given a handbook that was extensive in content, with samples of best
practices. They observed that the participants appeared to take the training very seriously,
even though many were experienced chairs.
4. Commissioner Interviews

Members of the External Review Committee interviewed ACCJC Commissioners and
national accreditation professionals. In all instances the respondents indicated that the
Commission improves the quality of the accreditation process through its activities. This is
consistent with the responses to the Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2, and the
Ethnographic Interviews.
5. Commissioner Self-Evaluations

In the self-evaluations performed by the Commissioners, some of the highest ratings were in
the area of "has identified stakeholders and understands their needs and perspectives." It is
clear that Commissioners take pride in the way that "The Commission provides its
membership with effective leadership and direction on accreditation issues" (1.25 on a I to 4,
l:highest scale.) And "The Commission provides appropriate guidance to institutions as they
prepare self studies and other reports" (1.25.)

6. Ethnographic Interviews

and Individual College Interviews

Ethnographic Interviews were performed at three colleges representing the spectrum of
ACCJC accredited institutions. In additiorq members of the Externd Review Committee
interviewed representatives of five Hawaii colleges that had just undergone review, and two
colleges that had received sanctions. The interviews indicated that most felt that the
Commission's actMties were helpful in improving their self study and accreditation
proc€ssos. In particular, training sessions, orientations, sample self studies, handbooks, and
standards were noted as helpful. The video, however, came up more than once as needing
revision. One of the useful "training" experiences noted by many in the various surveys is the
experience of serving as a member on a visiting team.

7. Office Audit

of the External Review Committee visited the Commission offibe to review all
reports, written processes, operations, and internal evaluations. Included were the

Members

institutiond annual reports.
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8. Observation of Interim Visits
Members

of the External Review Committee observed two interim visits and

reviewed

documents from an number of others. The observers felt that one case would have benefited
from additional time.

9. Bibliographic Materials
Members of the External Review Committee reviewed an extensive bibliographic collection
of materials. There were multiple comments indicating that Commission materials have been
continuing to improve in their usefulness. The process of constant evaluation and change is
commended, and it is desirable that it be continued.
10.

member of the External Review Committee interviewed representatives from five Hawaii
colleges, all of whom had recently completed an accreditation cycle. They were unanimous
in agreeing that the Commission helps institutions to improve qudity. One commented,
"The standards provide a vehicle for objectivity and uniformity in evaluating colleges,
particularly those in a system."

A

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:
Just as accredited institutions are asked to conduct an in-depth study on a regular basis, the
Commission leads by example. It is vigilant in evaluating and adapting all of its activities for
constant improvement. For example, participants at every training session are asked to
provide feedback for quality improvement. Training sessions are provided to institutions that
will b€ undergoing accreditation, tearr chairs and team assistants, and team members. An
orientation and a mentor are provided for new Commissioners. Every five to six years, the
Commission establishes a process for major external and internal review of the Commission,
including the handbook and standards for the self study, and operations.
CONCLUSIONS:
The External Review Committee found significant evidence that the Commission, through its
staff and services, positively impacts and improves the quality of the accreditation process.
From training to guidebooks, from workshops to individual staff responses, every activity of
the Commission's work is directed at assisting colleges with accreditation piocesses.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Thc Commission should consider the following improvements end enhancements to the
visit end review process.
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Improvcments
o intcgretc policy references within thc ctenderds.
. cterify thc role of thc rccreditetion lieison ollicers, end provide them with treining
end e hendbook
o create e mechanism to femilierize board members with their role in accreditetion.
Enhencements
o cxpend institutionel ennual reports to includc significent innovetions, best prectices,
rnd identificetion of rrees where the institution is seeking essistance from the
Commission.
o review rnd updete the videos used in training.
o ertend the time for midterm end interim visits to 1.5 or 2 deys when appropriete.
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PURPOSE 3
The Commisgion helps institutions improve quelity through the Stenderds, Self Study'
rnd Term Reports.
BACKGROUND:

The External Review Committee sought to assess the effectiveness of institutional
improvement as it relates to the quality of the Standards, the process of the Self Study, and
the ensuing Team Reports. The Committee reviewed many documents, interviewed
Commissioners, and observed both midterm and comprehensive team visits to colleges.
Purpose 3 focuses more closely on the concept of "helps institutions improve quality'' as the
standard of perficrmance than the general nature and systems of the Standards, Self Study, or
Team Reports themselves. For example, there is a separate "Standards Assessment Survey"
that addresses respondents' opinions on specific sub-parts ofthe standards.

EVIDENCE:

l. Evaluating the Evaluators: Round

2

The survey responses regarding the standards produced positive agreement between 90 to
95Yo for "clarity'' (Table 7b) and "comprehensiveness" (Table 7c). As regards institutional
quality improvement, the survey indicated that the process is effective in "maintaining
quality'' with a 96Yo agreement (Table 1). As regards usefulness of the accreditation process
for quality improvement (Table 3), there were ranges of responses in 24 categones that
reflect an uneven benefit. This range is reflected in a high useful percentage of 93Yo for
"Reviewing/updating college mission and goals" to a low percentage of 4OYo for
"Developing measures of effectiveness that are useful at the program level". Table 3 Accreditation Impact, delineates areas where the usefulness of accreditation in the quality
improvement is not effective or only moderately effective in specific areas. However, there
was a 97Yo agreement that the process "identified important issues", which colleges need to
address, and a 94o/o agreement that the process "stimulates institutional improvement" and
96Yo agreement that it is "valuable to the college". Table 4 - Accreditation Response
indicates that 88% of the 633 respondents "moved to address the findings in
recommendations to their institutions". Table 6 - Value of the Prrcess, finds that 94Yo felt
that it "stimulates institutional improvement" and 94% agree, "The Commission's
accreditation processes should be integrated into the ongoing improvement systems of the
institution" (Table 8a). Finally, 85o/o of the respondents felt that accreditation should focus
on quality improvement regarding "an institution's basic operating capacity to serve its
students and require minimal levels of performance" as well as "the achievement of each
institution's unique mission as demonstrated through student outcomes, e.g., grades, transfer,
jobs, and demonstrated ability to think critically" (Table 8f).
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2. Commissioner Interviews

These interviews reflected a strong belief that the Commission's work was a substantial
impetus for quality improvement. Some areas of concern, such as the stendrrds themselves,
are being presently addressed. The specifics of the comments will serve as a guideline of
respondents' concerns to be addressed in discussion by the members of the Commission.
3. Ethnographic Interviews

These 38 interviews confirmed that member institutions value the accreditation process.
Question 17 asked how effectively the Commission's services, processes, and materials
assisted self-improvement. On the whole, responses reflected an appreciation of relevant
impact on quality improvement.
4. Observation of Team Visit
The team visit observation used the college's self study and other school documents as their
basis for analysis, observation, and evaluation. The chair directed the team members to focus
on responses to previous recornmendations and to validate the college's self assessment and
conclusions using the stendards as the benchmark of quality. The team was well prepared,
professional, and knowledgeable and canied out its efforts in a collegial manner. The
observer's conclusion was that this process carried out by the visiting team is at the heart of
accreditation effectiveness and leads to substantial quality improvement.
5. Observation ofMidterm Visits

Members of the External Review Committee observed two midterm visits by the
Commission Teams. Their reports focused on progress made from recommendations
received during the comprehensive visit. It was clear in both instances that there was
substantial evidence of the Commission providing help in quality improvement. In one
instance the observer related that the college "implied that the recommendations of the
Comprehensive Team Visit were helpful in improving the college's processes". In another
report the observer stated, "It was evident that campus members had put a great deal of work
and effort into the Midterm report. Thirty exhibits were prepared and readily available for
the visiting team. It was clear that all key members of the campus took the accreditation
process and this visit very seriously. They cared for their campus, were concerned about the
issues, and wanted to see improvement in all areas that were identified during the initial visit
of the accreditation team several years earlier."

After reviewing other midterm reports wherein institutional planning recommendations were
made, it is apparent that planning and evaluation methodologies are being given very serious
consideration and that this heightened awareness is a result of quality improvement
assessment and recommendations through the Commission's
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work. As one institution wrote,

"the midterm report provides discipline, focus, and follow-up to observe tangible
improvement. We now systematically and regularly examine ourselves in all facets."
6. Mdterm Report Summaries

As a matter of policy, the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges
requires of its members a mandatory Midterm Report in the third year of the six-year
evaluation cycle. Midterm reports are progress reports on the institution's responses to the
team recommendations, their self-identified plans, and any focus which the Commission may
request.

The most recent report (January 13, 2000) provided information that showed a strong
indication of effort toward quality improvement as a result of the accreditation team visit and
recommendations. The reports showed that colleges were "responding earnestly to
recommendations and making substantive progress". While the improvement progress
varied from institution to institution, the reports consistently confirmed that the Commission
and the process helped colleges with quality improvement.
The report also indicated that some teams continued to "issue very excessively detailed
recommendations". This criticism is a valuable self-analysis finding that underlines the
Commission' s mission and self-regulation awareness.

The Commission Action Summary for the past 3 years indicates a moderate reduction in
institutions placed on Warning & Probation and a corresponding increase in Reaffirmation
with or without Stipulation. These statistical percentages offer preliminary indications that
the Commission is helping colleges with quality improvement.
7. Evaluations of Team Chairs

These evaluations provide grading and commentary on the team chairs by the people that
compose the visiting teams to the colleges. The most recent (fall 2000) report indicates that
of 106 grades, 93 or 87Yo fell in the "A" category with 9 or 9Yo in the "B" category. Among
the six criteria for grading there is ample evidence of team leadership that stresses fairness
and integrity of assessment, which would allow for institutions to recognize the objective
effort to improve college quality.
8. ACCJC Commission Meeting Observation

The observer related that, "Institutional representatives from one college clearly affirmed that
the team report served as a spark for immediate change" and "another institution was referred
to as having been resuscitated by the persistent action of the Commission."
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9. Responses to Previous Recommendations

Every recommendation from the External Review Committee's Report of 1994 concerns
quality improvement for the Commission to better accomplish its function. Indeed, the major
theme of accreditation, along with quality assessment, is quality improvement. However,
there are no specific recommendations from the 1994 report pertaining to "helping
institutions with quality improvement" vis a vis the Standards, Self Study, and Team Reports.
Related concerns that are still in the process of being addressed include:
A. Lack of Board involvement in the self study and accreditation process
B. Need to experiment with the alternative accreditation concepts
C. Assessing distinctly different processes for compliance and improvement
As to the previous External Review Recommendations, the responses included in the ACCJC
StaffReport of September 13, 2000, show significant acceptance and understanding of the
challenges presented as well as considerable progress in addressing those recommendations.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:
The foregoing evidence provides a comprehensive and appropriate picture of the positive
impact that the accreditation process has on helping institutions improve qudity through the
Standards, Self Study, and Team Visits. While there are areas identified in the Survey and in
the Interviews that require emphasis and attention, the Commission fulfills its mission quite
capably and to the substantial benefit of its members. The Commission should continue to be
responsive to the member institutions' requests and opinions as well as appropriate external
research, proposals, or suggestions that would improve the process.
Careful consideration of Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2, Table 3 - Accreditation
Impact, should provide the Commission with specific subjects to review for potential focus.
The Commission would be able to decide which topics should be prioritized for improved
results and to determine what budget and other resources are available for such focus.
CONCLUSIONS:

The Commission is to be commended for the quality of its effort and the corresponding
results. The overwhelming judgment of the institutional constituents as reflected in
Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2, other reviewed data, and anecdotal evidence implies
that the Commission is successful in fulfilling its core mission of institutional improvement
through the accreditation process.

RECOMMENDATION:
Complete the development of the Handbook for multi-college evaluetion end provide
treining for teem memberc end teem cheirs for these types of institutions, including
attention to the role of the Boerd.
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PURPOSE 4
The Commission mekes decisions that ere feir (consistent) and meaningful (valueble).
BACKGROUND:

The 1994 External Review Team reported a perception "on the part of outsiders that the
Commission is reluctant to take negative actions, even when such actions appear to be well
deserved." (Creating ltself Anew: ACCJC Faces tlre Future). That perception may still exist,
but to a much smaller extent. To ameliorate the problem, the Commission is making an effort
to better publicize the actions that are taken. Without compromising confidentidity it is
possible to let the community know that various types of actions with sanctions are
frequently taken.

Among "insiders", that is Commissioners, representatives from institutions, and others close
to accreditation processes, the perception seems to be that the Commission makes decisions
that are fair (consistent) and meaningful (valuable).
EVIDENCE:

l. Evaluating the Evaluators: Round

2

The survey entitled Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2 showed that 72Yo of respondents
believe that the Commission takes negative action when warranted, l9/o believe that it
sometimes does, and 8olo believe that it rarely or never does. Relative to other outcomes from
the survey, these percentages are low, indicating that some respondents do not trust the
pro@ss. The survey also showed, however, that 887o of respondents found that accreditation
team reports provided a balanced ass€ssment of their college's strengths and weaknesses, and
87Yo responded that accreditation teams are made up of "objective people". (Table 2,
Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2.)
2. Ethnographic Interviews

Ethnographic Interviews were performed at three colleges representing the spectrum of
ACCJC accredited institutions. Most respondents were positive in their comments about the
"appropriateness" of the recommendations and Commission action. At one college where
there had been serious sanctions, several respondents indicated that the Commission "waited
too long to act". Most others, however, reported the sanctions to be appropriate and helpful.
3. Individual Institution Interviews

One member of the External Review Team interviewed representatives of two institutions
that had recently received sanctions. At both institutions, respondents stated that the
Commission had been "fair"; both also expressed some concern that their institutional
models had not been clearlv understood. Another External Review Team member observed a
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second follow-up visit and asked campus representatives whether the team recommendations
had been fair and helpful. The response was a definite and unanimous, "Yes".

4. Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CFIEA) Survey Report

Higher Education Accreditation (CIIEA) "Letter from the
presideni', results are summarized of a survey of more than 1,000 adults. One of the
questions addressed "What kinds of standards does accreditation require?" The "LetteC'
indicates that "a large majority of the public believes that institutions must meet moderate
(34 %) or high (5i %) standards to receive accreditation." This would indicate that the

In a July 1999, Council for

general adult public finds accreditation to be a meaningful process.
5. Commissioner Interviews

Members of the External Review Committee interviewed ACCJC Commissioners and
national accreditation professionals. Commissioners were asked whether decisions made
were fair and equitable. Most Commissioners agreed that the decisions made are fair and
equitable, "including taking negative action when warranted." Several Commissioners
dCscribed the efficrt that is made to assure that fairness. (Commissioner Review Responses,
Appendix B). Some concern was expressed about equity of decisions over time and the
OCnnition of terms. Another concern related to the influence of team chairs and report
quallty on decision-making.
6. Recently Reviewed Institutions

member of the External Review Committee interviewed representatives of five Hawaii
colleges that had recently undergone review. All affirmed that the Commission made "fair
and j-ustifiable" decisions. One respondent had served on a team that had made a negative
recommendation and felt it had been fair and appropriate. Another mentioned awareness of a
variety of lesser actions, such as follow up visits, and said that in all cases he thought it had
been ilear why the action was taken. It was noted that most actions echo the Self Studies. At
least one collige had an experience where a strong recommendation had resulted in positive

A

change.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:
Commissioners take the mandate of equity quite seriously and work very hard to make fair
and justifiable decisions. They also look at "meaningfulness" to the subject institution,
seeking to take actions that will have maximum positive impact. This may sometimes create
a diffiiult choice between equity and appropriateness. As one Commissioner said, "The
Commission really struggles to be fair. In areas where there is latitude, they try to decide
which sanction would be the most helpful." (Commissioner Review Responses, Appendix B)

The Commission abides by a Conflict of Interest policy that specifically provides guidelines
for fairness and avoidance of conflict of interest'
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"Sinc€ 1996-97, the Commission has published an annual report which quantifies and
presents Commission actions" (Responses to the Recommendations of the 1994 ERC,
ACCJC Statr,7/2000). This goes to a broad mailing list to inform member institutions and
the public. The Commission developed a "statement of Accredited Status" for member
institutions to use to inform their public. It is expected that this increased notice will continue
to assure acceptance of the credibility and equity of the accreditation process.
CONCLUSIONS:
There is strong indication that the Commission makes decisions that are fair and meaningful.
The Commission takes this mandate very seriously and puts much effort into its
accomplishment.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Provide Commissioners with written tools to essist in essessing consistency in decisionmaking.
Rcview end possibly revise the levels of sanction and their terminologr.

Intcgrrte DistricUsystem Self Studies end Teem Reports into Commission decisionmaking priocesses.
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PURPOSE 5
The Commission sets stenderds thet lre clerr, appropriate, consistent, and suflicient to
mersure end communicetc quelity end eccountebility.
BACKGROUND:
The External Review Committee sought to assess two sets of questions that need to be
addressed with regard to this purpose. First, is the assessment of the standards themselves.
Are they cle8r, consistent (both internally and externally), and appropriate to measure quality
and accountability? Second, who or what are the audience(s) to whom the standards are
intended to communicate qudity and accountability and do they do so effectively?
EVIDENCE:

Data and other information researched to assess this goal included: (l) the Accreditation
standards; (2) the Accreditation Sunrey; (3) the ACCJC website; (4) the California
Assessment Institute; and (5) the MIS Matrix.

l.

Accreditation Standards

The current accreditation standards are contained in the ACCJC Handbook of Accreditation
and Policy Manual. For the most part, the standards are clearly stated, although some of
them could benefit from editorial refinement. Others would benefit from a more
comprehensive framing to provide a more balanced perspective. (See Appendix F for a more
detailed review of the standards.) Examples are provided below:
Standard One

-

could benefit from wording addressing the outcomes

achieve, both at the institutional and learner levels.

it

hopes to

Standard TWo could benefit from language in statement I (or in a newly added
statement) that includes the responsibilities and obligations of the institution to its
students, faculty, and administrators to balance the statement of responsibilities and
obligations of students.
Standard Three - could benefit from sharpening the language to better communicate
that clear criteria should be developed to guide research and evaluation of the extent
to which the institutional mission is being achieved and that evaluation is used to
improve programs, services, and practiceJpolicies.
could benefit from additional language assuring that criteria have
Standard Four
been developed for certi$ing that students have achieved learning outcomes for
degree and certificate programs @.3); and that students completing the general
education program demonstrate the designated competencies (C.4). The standard as
currently worded implies that it addresses collegiate-level courses that lead to
designated competencies only, yet the subsequent text addresses both credit and noncredit courses (D.6) Higher education generally does not consider non-credit courses
to be collegiate level. Refinements should be made to the language to indicate that all

-

-
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courses offered, both collegiate (credit) and non-collegiate (non-credit,
developmental, remedial) should lead to student acquisition of designated
competencies.
Standard Five

-

is quite clear.
is quite clear.

Standard Six Standard Seven is clear but perhaps somewhat awkwardly worded. It might be
more concisely stated without losing any of its intent
Standard Eight - is quite clear.
is clearly stated and understandable. In the enumerated text that
Standard Nine
follows, the standard may benefit from clarification that financial control mechanisms
should be incorporated, notjust created (B l)
Standard Ten - is clearly stated. The enumerated sections that follow the standard,
however, would benefit from editing to reflect the dual existence of single college
governing boards and multi-college district governing boards (which are typical in the
Cdifornia Community Colleges).

-

-

2.

Accreditation Survey

Sircy-one to seventy-two percent of respondents to the survey evaluating the ACCJC
indicated that current standards are "very appropriate" for assessing quality, particularly the
quality of educational programs (Table 7A). More than half of all respondents (50% to 66Yo,
Table 7.B) felt that current standards are very clearly stated. Standard Three (Institutional
Effectiveness) was reported to be the least clearly stated standard with only 50% rating it as
very clearly stated. Over 5OYo of respondents indicated that the current standards are
comprehensive in their coverage of quality related areas of institutional performance (Table
7C). However, only 46Yo indicated that current standards are very comprehensive in
coverage of institutional effectiveness measures and only 49/o felt that way about coverage
of governance and administration matters.

3.

ACCJC Website

The ACCJC website is well designed and contains very useful information on not only the
standards themselves but also (l) Commission policies designed to insure quality and spur
qudity improvements; (2) the Commission's commitment to communicate to the general
public accreditation actions and "enhance confidence in institutions of higher education"; (3)
Commission principles that encourage institutions to disclose more information about their
effectiveness; and (4) a listing of all institutions accredited by the Commission, including the
initid date of institutional accreditation, the date of most recent accreditation action, and the
next scheduled date for accreditation review. The website is both comprehensive and
informative to all who choose to access the information contained there.
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4.

CaliforniaAssessment Institute

Through fall of 2OOO, there have been seven separate California Assessment Institutes
attended by hundreds of participants representing a broad cross-section of the colleges that
have received accreditation by the Commission. ACCJC involvement in this institute stems
from Commission staff recognition of the importance of helping institutions understand the
value of using data to address issues of institutional accountability. The Assessment Institute
contributes to building a momentum among colleges to proactively work at improving their
institutional capacity to assess learner outcomes and to elevate the priority assigned to
assessing what happens with the students who enroll in the courses offered by the college. In
additioq the Assessment Institute has been used as a means of helping colleges improve the
manner in which they communicate with various publics about what they attempt and
actually achieve with students.

5.

MIS Matrix

The Commission attempts to provide helpful information and supplementary materials to
assist member institutions to better understand and apply the standards to assess and improve
institutional quality. The Management Information System (l"trS) matrix, entitled Reports for
Accreditation and Accountability, is a document prepared and distributed by ACCJC staffto
colleges as an aid to those preparing for an accreditation visit or who were interested in
focusing campus attention on issues of institutional accountability. The matrix provides a
template with which institutions can bring data to bear in answering key questions about
institutiond performance and student outcomes. The matrix contains 64 data elements
routinely collected by most community colleges that are then matched to various components
of the current ten accreditation standards used by ACCJC. The data elements are derived
from data routinely contained in the Management Information System of the California
Community Colleges, as well as data required to be submitted to the National Center for
Educational Statistics (NCES) as part of the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data
System (IPEDS)

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:
The aforementioned evidence provides a fairly comprehensive illustration of the extent to
which the Commission seeks to be clear in expressing the standards that are used to assess
institutional quality and to use every available means to clarify understanding among
member institutions. Feedback from member institutions suggests that there is broad
agreement that the Commission has been effective in this regard. There is less compelling
evidence that audiences outside of the member institutions fully understand the purposes of
accreditation or the standards that are used to assess quality. This observation is not due to
inattention by the Commission. Rather it results from the mystery associated with the
confidentiality requirements the Commission imposes on itself To partially address this fact,
the Commission has adopted principles that urge member institutions to disclose information
about its effectiveness to their various publics.
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CONCLUSIONS:
The Commission has been open to critical self examination and revision of its standards and
services to member institutions, as needed, to assure that standards are both clear and
appropriate for assessing institutional quality and for promoting improvement. To the extent
that resources permit, Commission staff have been open to offering additional services to
member institutions to improve understanding and application of Accreditation standards.
As a result of feedback from member institutions and the observations of the External
Review Committee members, revisions to the wording of some of the standards are
warranted to clarify the manner in which they should be interpreted in the current educational
environment that has elevated the priority of accountability and use of technology to extend
quality teaching and learning opportunities.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Underscorc the prevelence of technology as e tool for improving both teaching and
leerning ts eppropriate in all standards. (See Appendix G, "Distance Learning,"
Conclusiorq page 162\

Review the MIS Matrir and consider replacing it with e comparable matrix that relies
primerily on deta contained in the IPEDS system such that its utility would be more
appercnt to non-Celifornie institutions. (See Chapter V, "Technical Support,"
Conclusion, page

8l)

Increlse public communicetion of Accreditation standards and Commission meetings
and actions.
Enhence use of the ACCJC website as an informational resource, including addition of
refercnccc for best practices and bibliographic references for verious topics pertaining
to current educationel conditions and future trends. (See Appendix G, "Distance
Learning," Conclusion" page |62)
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PURPOSE 6
The Commission responds edequetely to issues and tensions surrounding accreditation.
BACKGROUND:
As a component of the ERC Report, Dr. David Woll Executive Director, prepared a paper
on "Overview and Context of Accreditation," which extensively addresses the issues and
tensions surrounding accreditation (See Chapter II). The contextual themes identified in
1993 continue to exist, but they have become more elaborate. In addition, there are new
issues of the 2ls Century. The paper elaborates on these institutional issues, which include
The Learning Paradigm and Competency Movement, Eflectiveness and Accountability,
Distance Education, Virtual Libraries and Informational Literacy, Faculty Roles, Student
Attendance Patterns, Student Diversity/Affirmative Action, Efficiency, Technology,
Outsourcing, New Providers, Time to Degree, Carnegie Unit, Custom Training, and
International Education. He further identifies and describes national and federally based
issues, such as, New USDOE Regulations, CFIEA Recognition, and National Initiatives.
Other accreditation-based issues are explained as Increased Interregional Cooperation,
Technology as Employed by Accreditors, Extended Services, Competition, Public
Disclosure, and Alternative Quality Assurance/Improvement System. There is also
governmental pressure to incorporate a function of monitoring regulations into the process.
On the national scene there is concern that the current emphasis on student learning could
become a single lens for accreditation and diminish the assessment of quality on a broad
base. Jane Wellman in "Accreditors Have to See Past 'Learning Outcomes"' argues that
academic freedom, institutional commitment to the public interest and other important
aspects historically evaluated through the governance standard in the traditional process
should not be sidestepped. She also suggests that in the new model of accreditation, once an
institution is accredited. as long as it is showing effort it will be almost impossible to deny
accreditation. Dr. Judith Watkins, former Associate Executive Director of ACCJC, has noted
a dynamic tension between two roles of accreditation: certification that an institution meets
accepted standards and quality improvement. The general public at large does not fully
understand the role of accreditation in setting forth a set of standards for quality assurance by
which institutions are measured to be "accredited" and the use of the accreditation process
for encouraging quality improvement.
EVIDENCE:

l.

Commission Publications and Conference Presentations

In the April 2000 "Accreditation NOTES" published by the ACCJC, Dr. Gari Browning,
Associate Director, lists fourteen major changes facing institutions, all related to quality
issues surrounding accreditation. She identifies the appearance of new structural forms of
higher education and notes that "traditional" institutions are incorporating new approaches to
respond to issues identified in Chapter II.
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2.

"The Eligibility Brochure: Requirements for Accreditation"

Requirements for Accreditation" spells out the core
characteristics of an accredited institution and the Commission's expectations of institutions
to be considered for membership.

"The Eligibility Brochure:

The staff frequently make presentations about the accreditation process and the issues
surrounding it at various conferences. For example, Dr. Wolf was a major presenter at the
Northern California CEO Conference in March 2000. Staff presentations at various
Statewide and regional conferences are well attended; they have been particularly effective at
the Assessment Institutes.
J.

Standards

In carrying out its functions, the Commission has established a "Code of Good Practice,"
both for its relations with institutions it serves and with regard to its internal organzation and
procedures. Every institution seeking and receiving Commission recognition is expected to
abide by the standards and policies of the Commission as stated in the ACCJC Handbook of
Accreditation and Policy Mamtal, 1996 Mition.

The addition of Standard Three made explicit the shift that was taking place in higher
education requiring greater accountability for student learning outcomes and the concomitant
emphasis on learning in addition to teaching. Through sponsorship of the Assessment
Institutes and presentation of specific requirements of the Commission at these Institutes,
staff introduced a greater focus on the necessity for and evaluation of institutional evidence
in the self study and team training workshops. When invited, staff also make presentations
on assessment and other quality issues at individual institutions. The now common use by
self study participants and teams of the term "culture of evidence" was generated by staff
leadership.

4.

Commission Retreats and Interregional Meetings

Commissioner interviews revealed that they see issues and tensions in three areas: threats to
fulfillment of their mandate, issues related to the perceived need to change, and attention to
issues brought to the Commission by participants regarding participants and the process. The
interviews with Commissioners specifically noted that their retreats provide opportunity to
spend time on issues, such as, distance learning, quality and public policy. The ACCJC
Distance Learning Guidelines prepared for the Commission and others by staff is an example
of a leadership effort to stay ahead of the curye and influence the discussion.

The ACCJC Executive Director is an active participant and influence in interregional
discussions surrounding issues according to national leader interviews. The Commission
Self-Evaluation Results gave a 1.56 rating (l being Strongly Agree) to the statement,
"Commission interaction with other commissions is useful."
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5.

Relations with Governmental Bodies

The Commission has sought recognition and periodically seeks renewal of recognition by the
Secretary of Education in order that member institutions achieve and maintain eligibility to
participate in programs such as IIEA Title IV financial aid. In the event of clear evidence of
titt. IV fraud and abuse is obtained by the Commission, that information is forwarded to the
Department of Education. The Commission notifies the Department of Education and
relivant state agencies of all actions immediately following the meeting at which action is
taken. The Commission maintains regular communication with the Department of Education
and relevant state agencies. It responds to inquiries from government agencies and forwards
respons€ to complaints about institutions that have been routed to the Commission by those
agencies. It also notifies institutions and asks them to respond if the Department of
Elucation communicates complaints or allegations of fraud and abuse to the Commission.

6.

Institutional SupPort

As documented by interviews with CEOs at institutions that have received sanctions, the
Executive Director is known to be available and helpful when institutional tension arises
during the accreditation process or because of Commission actions. Other interviews

identified that the Commission provides both technical support and continued monitoring as
needed as well as operates ethically and with fairness. In interviews with Commissioners
and national leaders, there were compliments for the high level of professional demeanor,
leadership, and for the work of the Executive Director and staff. One national leader noted
that there is a long history of synergy between the Commission and the member colleges.
When deliberating or acting upon matters that concern specific individuals or institutions, the
Commission meets in Executive Session and invites representatives to be present and
participate. In all cases of negative action, the Commission will give the institution written
i*nr for its decision. The Executive Director attempts to reach agreement with the
institution on a public statement to be used by both parties. However, the Commission
reserves final authority in event of an impasse.

7.

Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2

As noted in Purpose 4, an issue with regard to accreditation is whether or not the

Commission takes negative action when warranted. As with the 1993 survey, the perception
that the Commission takes negative actions when warranted is viewed differently among
groups. Of a total 460 respondents to this issue on the 2000 structured questionnaire (Q2g)
by employee category, those who checked "Always" ranged from a perfect lD0yo by CBOs
to a ilN by CEbs- to a low 66Yo among faculty. Of total responses, 72Yo responded
general, CBO ratings were higher than other employee groups.) The
"Always." (In
'Self-evaluation
Results on the statement "The Commission takes negative
Commission
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actions when warranted" were a 1.75 rating (l being Strongly Agree), which may indicate
slight concern on the part of some Commissioners.

Another iszue is the role of the Commission in change. The responses to the structured
questionnaire indicate that the Commission is considered an important participant in
discussions related to change. When asked if the Commission should participate in forums
discussing and addressing trends, issues, and future directions for higher education" 74Yo
indicated this should be a high priority; 6lolo of respondents thought a high priority should be
Commission focus on being an advocate for, springboard for, and partner in change (2b).
Sixty-one percent of total respondents "Strongly Agree" that the accreditation process
identifies important issres, which colleges need to address. Seventy-four percent give high
priority to Commission participation in forums discussing and addressing trends, issues, and
future directions for higher education (5a). Clearly, respondents believe strongly that
accreditation should focus on moving higher education into the future. The Commissioner
Self-Evaluation Results of a 2 (l being Extremely High Priorif) on the statement, "ACCJC
should focus on being an advocate for, spring board for, and partner in change" shows
concurrence with the field on the role of the Commission in change.

With regard to communication, responses to the statement, "The Accreditation Commission
staff support including onsite assistance, phone consultatiorL and email communication is
helpful" (Qle) wu 99/o agree. Ninety-seven percent indicated "Always" to the statement
"The Accrediting Commission clearly communicates its decision to the institution." In 4a,
"The Accrediting Commission should increase stakeholder understanding of its mission and
worlg" 760/o gave this statement a high priority. In 4b, "The Accrediting Commission should
develop new systems of communication to better engage and inform member institutions and
other stakeholders," 70 percent gave this statement a high priority.

With regard to separating the institutional accountability and quality improvement aspects of
accreditation,5l%o of 552 respondents gave this item (li) a low priority.

8.

Interviews with Commissioners

The feeling of the Commissioners, based upon individual interviews, is that the Commission
does respond adequately. One Commissioner said, "fn our litigious society, the Commission
must always be careful about the issues and tensions surrounding its action." Commissioners
felt the Commission responds adequately within the limits of confidentiality and without
micro-managng. Most Commissioners agreed with this thought, "When key issues are
brought to the attention of the Commission, they look at everything related to the issue and
try to make fair and justifiable decisions on how best to respond to the issuq."

9.

Interviews with National Accreditation Leaders

Interviewees verified that the Commission puts a lot of responsibility on the Executive
Director in this regard; for example, dealing with new administrations and regulations. One
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leader indicated the Commission is tryrng to respond to broad issues like evidence of learning
outcomes, dealing with new providers and public accountability. She indicated that most
folks do not want to move into the new arenas but that is not so with ACCJC.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:

The ACCJC has gained a strong reputation for being a leader in addressing issues and
tensions, and the Commission is extremely supportive of the Executive Director and staff in
this role. Although the Commission has a variety of publications and constantly
communicates about accreditation matters, a well thought out educational campaign might
help the general public better understand the purpose, process, and actions of accreditation as
carried out by the ACCJC and other accrediting bodies. The practice of jointly preparing
news releases with member institutions on accreditation is a first step. Member institutions
rely on ACCJC stafffor assistance in resolving tensions.
CONCLUSIONS:

Clearly, staff is knowledgeable about issues and tensions surrounding accreditation as
documented in publications and conference presentations. Not only do they identify the
issues and tensions, they are prepared to be an influence upon them. Staff willingly and
purposefully assist member institutions in resolving tensions arising from accreditation
matters. Commission members participate in discussion and development of response to
issues and tensions. The Commission has a history of confronting emerging issues, including
federal attempts to make incursions into the process, through written and oral statements.
COMMENDATION:
The Executive Director, Associate Director, and Assistant Director are commended for their
knowledge and leadership in addressing and influencing national issues surrounding
accreditation and for their availability and strategic communication in resolving institutional
tensions related to accreditation.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
None
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PURPOSE 7
Thc Commission uses its eccumuleted informetion/dete to assist member institutions

frcilitrtc chrnge.
BACKGROUND:

The External Review Committee sought to assess the effectiveness and efEciency of the
Commission regarding the timely transfer of information and data to member institutions to
assist them to facilitate change. Data and other information researched to assess this goal
included: l) Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2,2) the ACCJC website, 3) Institutional Self
Study Workshops, 4) the Assessment Institute, 5) Phone help and referral, 6) Annual
Report/1.{ewsletter

-

"Accreditation Notes", 7) Standards Review.

EVIDENCE:

l.

Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2

The survey indicates in Table | - Accreditation/Commission Attributes that 98Yo feel that
"Commission handbooks provide effective guidance to colleges completing the self study''.
Another 97Yo state that the "Commission website is helpful", 99/oindrcate that "Commission
staff support, including on-site assistance, phone consultations, and email communication is
helpful". lurrd 9ff/o note, "the Assessment Institute is helpful in focusing institutional
attention on measuring student learning". In Table 8a - Transformation of the Accreditation
Prrcess, 88yo of the respondents agleed, "the Commission should inventory best
accreditation practices, innovative initiatives and benchmarks, and should share these items
with the colleges", and 84%o felt "the Commission should develop systems that link
institutions with sources of information about best practices". Table 8e reflects that 72Yo of
respondents felt that, "Accreditation systems should serve as a catalyst and support for
change, innovation, improvement, and experimentation" was a priority.

2.

ACCJC Website

The ACCJC (Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges) website is
located at www.accjc.org, or it can be accessed through the WASC (Western Association of
Schools and Colleges) website at www.wascweb.org. This electronic resource provides
information on the purpose and the process of accreditation" the ACCJC stafi, the
Commissioners, a list of ACCJC Accredited Institutions and relevant data on almost every
aspect of self study, evaluation, and assessment. It also provides online training to keep
experienced evaluators curent.
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3.

Institutional Self Study Workshops

staffto assist and to inform campus personnel
process. Led by Darlene Pacheco, the
institution's
study
prepare
for
self
the
as they
Commission provides ample information concerning accreditation background: the purpose,
the report, the team visit, and the entire process. Questions are fielded and clarification
provided. This is one of the more routine services provided by the ACCJC and one of the
most important.
These workshops are conducted by the ACCJC

4.

The Assessment Institute

Concerns for the quallty of undergraduate education have given rise to a significant national
movement to assess student outcomes and institutional effectiveness. Assessment is really
quite unique to each institution. These infcrmational institutes provide an opportunity for
attendees to benefit from speakers and material that address areas of assessment that may be
problematic for colleges. Attendees are offered an opportunity to explore what assessment
is, what outcomes are, and how assessment can be used to improve programs and institutions.
Colleges are encouraged to develop a <iampus culture that emphasizes the accrual and
analysis of evidence as an important value it its day-to-day activities. Through fall of 2000,
there have been seven separate California Assessment Institutes attended by 1085
participants representing 284 colleges. One of the external review observers noted that the
Assessment Institute..."contributes to building a momentum among community colleges to
proactively work at improving their institutional capacity to assess learner outcomes and to
elevate the priority assigned to assessing what happens with the students who enroll in the
courses offered by the college."

5.

Phone Help and Referral

Two of the strong and appreciated traits of the Commission staffare the effort provided and
the results produced for member institutions. The Executive Director considers the ACCJC
to be a "service agency," and the past practice was to have stafftime allocated to allow for a
rotating response to phone and email requests. A more recent and improved innovation is the
assignment of professional staff to specific colleges so a relationship of trust, comfort, and
understanding can be developed. The staff strives to respond to inquiries within a day's
timeframe. Commission staff efforts are focused on providing information, data, forms and
manuals, and answers to questions and concerns, along with help within the concept of
"shared problemVshared solutions.

6.

"

Annual Report/Newsletter

The Annual Report provides an extremely comprehensive recap of the year's Commission
proceedings including messages from the Chair and the Executive Director, institutional
actions taken" the annual budget, and relevant operational undertakings.
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,'Accreditation Notes" is published and distributed quarterly. This communication provides
member institutions with data and articles pertaining to current accreditation practices. It
serves as one of the ACCJC tools to develop institutiond awareness regarding quality
improvement and potential changes in accreditation methodologies and processes to that end.

7.

Standards Review

The standards are reviewed on a six-year basis to assess quality, clarity, and relevancy.
Project Renewal has created five task fiorces that are responsible for the review and
recommendations for specific standards. There was a Standards Survey conducted to poll the
ACCJC membership. The External Review Committee offered suggestions and
recommendations. Substantial review is in progress.

8.

Interviews with Hawaii Colleges

member of the External Review Committee interviewed representatives from five Hawaii
colleges, all of whom had recently completed an accreditation cycle. They expressed that
Hawaii and Pacific island colleges would welcome increased sharing of "best practices and
models." One suggestion was a periodic report that covers trends and issues emerging from
the self studies and how institutions are coping with those issues.

A

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:
The Commission is recognized as playrng an important role in facilitating change for its
constituents. Their ability to address many issues and concerns put them in a position to
provide key advice and information to facilitate quality improvement. An excellent example
bf tne responsiveness to facilitate change is the role the Commission played in developing
Assessment Institutes for its constituents.

With the strong conviction that colleges must internally make the decisions to change as it
fits their mission and quality achievement, the Commission nevertheless provides substantial
informatiorU data, and guidance to assist positive improvement opportunity.
CONCLUSIONS:
There is ample evidence that the Commission makes great effort in providing information
and data to its member institutions. However, there is minimal information for member
institutions to access regarding best practices or other quality improvement methodologies or
systems. Judglng by the response to the survey as shown above and the strong interest of
need related in the ethnographic interviews, the implementation of this resource would be an
excellent opportunity for ACCJC to serve its constituents.

Due to resource constraints, both in personnel and assets, performance is impacted as with
any organization. If budget resources were to increase as a result of member institutions
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valuing additional and more comprehensive data, information, best practices, and solutions,
then the Commission knows how to respond. It is clear that the Commission has and will
continue to serve as a valuable catalyst for institutional improvement.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Conduct operations that will make the Commission more visible to their members and
the public. (See Appendix G, "Distance Learning," Conclusion, page 162)
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PURPOSE 8
The Commirsion echieves r bdrnce between being the evelurtor of institutionally
dctcrmined quelity vr. bcing thc impetus for institutionel chenga
BACKGROUND:

The External Review Committee sought to ascertain the Commission's role in "quality
assurance" and "quality improvement". Data and information that guided the Committe€'s
work to make this determination included a review of standards, team reports, midterm
reports, accreditation survey, and Commissioner interviews.

For decades the fiocus of most accreditation activities has been on quality assurance. While
this accreditation role remains paramount, more emphasis is being placed on quality
improvement emanating from the accreditation process. The Commission strives to achieve
a balance between these two major accreditation functions.
EVIDENCE:

l.

Standards Review

The ten standards that guide the Commission's accreditation decisions were reviewed by the
External Review Committee. Committee members assessed each standard. While specific
suggestions were made regarding each standard, it was determined that the standards
provided the framework for the Commission to assure and improve quality. The standards
are especially effective in determining quality.

2.
A

Team Reports

review

of team reports demonstrated that visitation teams

used the standards when

study. Observations, conclusions, and recommendations made
by teams were predicated on the standards. Each recommendation made by the visitation
teafii was directly linked to an appropriate standard. These recommendations upheld the
quality assurance role of accreditation and, in a generd sense, provided direction for
assessing an institution's self

institutional change.

3.

Midterm Reports

Overwhelmingly, midterm reports reflect the directions indicated, in team report
recommendations. The specificity of midterm reports varies in details of how
recommendations were addressed. Primarily, the impact of team recommendations is
reflected in the ways institutions identify quality improvement initiatives. In those infrequent
cases when an institution has not adequately addressed improvement initiatives, the
Commission, in its review of midterm reports, takes appropriate actions to encourage an
institution to change.
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4.

Evaluating lhe Evaluators: Routd 2

Evahuting the Evaluators: Rourd 2, the accreditation survey report, provided abundant
evidence that the accreditation process is meeting its quality assuranc€ responsibilities.
Fully, 89/o of respondents agreed that the process "provides quallty assurance to the public."
Another Wo agerd that the process "certifies the institutions are meeting their educational
objective." The ten standards were assessed as "very appropriate" for "ass€ssing quality" by
over 60/o of respondents. Finally, 85Yo gave 'high priority" to the statement that
"accreditation should focus on quality assurance."

The exact same percentage (85) reported a "high priority'' response for the statement
"accreditation should focus on quality improvement." The quality improvement role is
viewed as important as the quality assurance role of accreditation. Further analysis, however,
shows slightly less support for the impetus for change. For example, 72%o of responses
showed I "high priority'' for "accreditation systems would serve as catalyst and support for
change, innovation, improvement, and experimentation." Finally, 62Yo of survey completers
gave a "high priority'' to the statement "the Commission should focus on being an advocate
for, springboard for and partner in change."

5.

Commissioner Interviews

Commissioners recognize the balance between determining quality and being the impetus for
institutional change and they are comfortable with the balance. However, some
Commissioners were less clear about the impetus for change role. A few Commissioners
indicated that colleges might focus on the process rather than the end result, when responding

to accreditation team recommendations.
GENERAL OBSERVATION:

A

review

of the evidence illustrates the strength of the Commission's long-standing

commitment to the evaluation of institutionally determined quality. The quality assurance
role is strongly reflected in ail of the pieces of evidence utilized to support this purpose
statement.

There is substantial evidence that the Commission is fulfilling its role as being the impetus
for institutional change. The evidence supporting the quality improvement role, however, is
not quite as cornpelling as evidence for the quality assurance function. Commission
pro""r*r and actions have, according to the evidence, led to change and impiovement in the
overwhelming majority of institutions.
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CONCLUSIONS:

The Commission has made substantial progress since its last review in striking a balance
between qudity assurance and qudity improvement. The Commission is functioning more
and more as an impetus for change for its member institutions. Some improvements in this
area, however, are warranted.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Conridcr modifying thc eccrcditetion epproech to better rssist institutions in their
plenning pnoccsses leeding to institutionel chenge end improvement. For exemple:

r
o
o

StrcnShen thc effectiveness of standerds by focusing them on outcomes
Provide edvice end essistrncc on institutionel plenning
Support conferences, best prectices, and informetion sharing among
institutions.
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PURPOSE 9

Thc Commission demonstretes leadership to its member institutions by providing
informetion pertinent to chenging educetional conditions and future trends
BACKGROUND:

The Commission has a responsibility to develop and maintain a set of standards that
establishes criteria for assuring qudity and for encouraging institutional improvement.
Encouraging institutional improvement requires a set of activities that extend beyond
compliance with a set of standards. It involves recognition that higher education institutions
serve a student clientele and community that is in a constant state of change. The ACCJC is
one of three commissions comprising the Western Association of Schools and Colleges
(WASC) and has specific responsibihry for community colleges. Community colleges, more
so than their university counterparts, are designed to be responsive to the postsecondary
educational, career, and technical education needs of the communities in which they are
located. Such responsiveness must also preserve the basic core of quality in institutional
operations and program offerings. Monitoring educational conditions and future trends
provides valuable information to institutional planning processes so as to permit orderly
change.

The External Review Committee sought evidence of the extent to which the Commission
seeks to provide a service to its member institutions by providing leadership and information
leading to early identification of educational conditions and trends that could, or should, have
an impact on institutional planning and operations.
EVIDENCE:
Available evidence reviewed in relation to this function includes: attendance and evaluation
of the California Assessment Institute (CAI); quarterly newsletters; participation and
presentation at professional conferences; collaboration with Community College Leadership
Development Institute (CCLDI); bibliography of readings; and policy and context statements
of national issues pertaining to accreditation (e.g., principles of good practice in
electronically-delivered courses, etc.). A brief synopsis of this evidence is provided below.

1.

California Assessment Institute

The Assessment Institute is an outgrowth of an emphasis on institutional accountability,
particularly student learning outcomes, that has been increasing at local, state, and national
levels. This emphasis overlapped a two-year public dialog among WASC Commissions and
member institutions about ways to direct greater attention to student achievement among the
quality standards used by the Commission to assess institutions. The Commission willingly
joined community college researchers in organizing and sponsoring a continuing series of
institutes that focused on using empirical data to document student learning and to improve
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instruction. The Assessment Institute has become an effective way of assisting college
personnel to use empirical data effectively as a part of a strategy to develop a "culture of
evidence" on ways the college seeks to promote student learning and achievement. To date,
seven Assessment Institutes have been held throughout the state, attracting larger numbers of
indMduals and institutional teams to each institute. (see Purpose 7)

2.

Quarterly Newsletters

quarter, the Commission publishes and distributes a newsletter to member
institutions. Typically, each newsletter will include an article from Commission staff
members sharing information and ideas they have learned while interacting with their
counterparts in other regions, or a reprint of an article from an expert in higher education on a
topic relevant to member institutions.

Once

3.

a

Professional Conferences

Commission staff have sought to maximize their ability to reach personnel of member
institutions by attending, and frequently making presentations at, professional conferences,
s€minars, and institutes. By attending professional gatherings, Commission staff expose
themselves to the most prominent ideas, policies, and practices in higher education. In turn,
they are able to share this knowledge with member institutions, providing an informational
resource that might otherwise not been available to them, or at least not in as timely a
fashion. As resources permit, Commission staff have sought to meet periodically with their
counterparts involved in accreditation activities, conferences sponsored by the Community
College League of California (CCLC), the California Postsecondary Education Commission
(CPEC), conferences sponsored by the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education
(WICI{E), and meetings with state and federal government officials. Member institutions are
very supportive of these activities as reflected in the accreditation survey. Seventy-four
percent of the respondents on the survey indicated that having Commission staff participate
in forums discussing trends, issues, and future directions for higher education is a high or
extremely high priority (Table 8e). Eighty-eight percent of respondents indicated that the
Commission should maintain links to information on best practices (Table 8b).

4.

Community College Leadership Development Institute (CCLDI)

Creation of the CCLDI stems from growing recognition that the leadership of member
institutions will need to be substantially replenished over the next decade. The demand for
additional leadership is both quantitative (in response to enrollment increases, resignations,
and retirements) and qualitative, in terms of the knowledge and skills needed to be effective
as an instructional leader and site administrator. A survey of accredited institutions of higher
education within California revealed little focus in the state's academic program offerings on
the development of community college leadership. Gven these findings, Commission staff
agreed to assist community college chief executive officers in developing new program
capacity to address this unmet need.
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5.

Bibliography of Readings

Commission staff maintain an array of articles, reports, an other publication listings that are
made available to member institutions upon their request. External Review Committee
members read a number of these references covering such topics as: alternative accrediting
models and processes; principles of good practice in the delivery of distance education;
institutional accountability; and federal poliry options pertaining to dteration of the
prohibition from participation in fbderal financial aid programs by institutions offering a
substantial portion of required coursework entirely at a distance. Committee members report
these readings to be quite informative.

6.

Policy and Context Statements

The Commission has, over time, adopted a series of policy statements and principles to
communicate to member institutions and the general public its posture related to emerging
educational conditions and trends and the ways in which the Commission incorporates them
in its review process. For instance, the Commission has adopted "principles of good practice
in electronically-delivered courses" recommended by the Western Consortium on
Educational Telecommunications (WCET), an affliate of WICIIE, in response to the
growing ubiquity of technology use in higher education. All such principles and policy
statements are included in the accreditation handbook provided to member and prospective
member institutions and are readily availatle to the general public on the Commissions web
page.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:

The aforementioned evidence clearly demonstrates that the Commission actively seeks to
provide leadership to member institutions by remaining alert to educational conditions and
emerging trends of import. Commission staff uses its resources as efficiently as possible to
share new information with member institutions and the general public without
overwhelming them with hugn amounts of printed materials. In addition" several External
Review Committee members have cited the knowledge and responsiveness of Commission
staff as an informational resource that should not be overlooked. They have been quite
iesponsive to committee member requests for information and assistance in understanding
broad educational issues as well as nuances of the accreditation process itself. At the same
time, it must be noted that human and fiscal resource limitations have limited the ability of
the Commission to communicate more broadly the educational conditions and trends of
which it has knowledge. The high level of priority given to this function by survey
respondents indicate that ways should be sought to expand Commission capacity in this area.
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CONCLUSIONS:
The Commission is fortunate to have attracted such a capable and dedicated staff. They have
been diligent in their efficrts to balance the responsibility for evaluating and assessing
institutional quality with the responsibility to provide leadership and encouragement for
institutional improvement. Their knowledge of key issues in education and their willingness
to share that information with member institutions is commendable. However, given the
rapidity of change in the educational environment, even more eftiort will be required in this
area. The External Review Committee offers the following recommendations:

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Seek the resources end host an annual conference on quality issues and attract major
education stakeholders end consumers beyond member institutions (e.9., state oversight
and regulatory agencies).
Seek external fiscal support to maintain Commission involvement in focused institutes,
such as the California Assessment Institute and the CCLDI.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

COMMENDATION
The Executive Director, Associate Director, nnd Assistant l)irector ere commended for
their knowledge and leadership in addressing and influencing national issues
surrounding eccreditation and for their availability and strategic communication which
provide help in resolving institutional tensions related to accreditation.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Puroose 1
Increase staffing to meet the expectations for the reports and logistics required to carlX
out the functions of the Commission end to support improvement and expansion of
services to member institutions.

Appoint a committee, which includes appropriate expertise and reflects the diversity of
ACCJC constituents, to review the relevency, adequacy, and methodolory of the fee
structure to ensure liscal health and to provide the financial means for continuing
excellence in the accreditation process.
Purpose 2
The Commission should consider the following improvements and enhancements to the
visit and review process.

Improvements
o integrate policy references within the standards.
o clarify the role of the eccreditation liaison oflicen, and provide them with training
and a handboolc
o create a mechanism to familiarize board members with their role in accreditation"
Enhancements
expand institutional annual reports to include significant innovations, best practices.
and identification of areas where the institution is seeking assistance from the
Commission.
o review and update the videos used in training.
o extend the time for midterm and interim visits to 1.5 or 2 days when appropriate.

.

Puroose 3
Complete the development of the llandbook
training for team members and team chairs
attention to the role of the Board.
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for multi-college evaluation and provide
for these types of institutions. including

Puroose 4
Provide Commissioners with written tools to assist in assessing consistency in decisionmaking.
Review and possibly revise the levels of sanction and their terminolory.

Integrate District/System Self Studies and Team Reports into Commission decision
making processes.
Purnose 5
Underscore the prevalence

of technology as a tool for improving both teaching and
learning as appropriate in all standards. (See Appendix G, "Distance Learning.'
Conclusion. page 162)

Review the MIS Matrix and consider replacing it with a comparable matrix that relies
primarily on data contained in the IPEDS system such that its utility would be more
apparent to non-California institutions. (See Chapter V, "Technical Support," Conclustorr
page 86)

lncrease pubtic communication of Accreditation standards and Commission meetings
and actions.
Enhance use of the ACCJC website as an informational resource, including addition of
references for best practices and bibliographic references for various topics pertaining
to current educational conditions and future trends. (See Appendix G "'f)istanct'
Learning," Conclusion, page 162)
Purpose 6
None
Purnose 7
Conduct operations that will make the Commission more visible to their members anc
the public. (See Appendix G. "Distance Learning," Conclusion, page 162)

Purpose 8

Consider modifying the accreditation approach to better assist institutions tn
planning processes leading to institutional change and improvement. For example.

thero

o Strengthen the effectiveness of standards by focusing them on outcomes
o Provide advice and assistance on institutional planning
c Support conferences. best practices, and information sharing am(n!
rrtstitutions.

6l

Purnose 9
Seek the resources and host an annual conference on quality issues end attract major
education stekeholders end consumens beyond member institutions (e.9., state oversight
and regulatory egencies).
Seek external fiscal support to meintain Commission involvement in focused institutes,
such es the California Assessment Institute and the CCLDI.
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A Report from ACCJC Staff

In 1994, the seven-member

External Review Committee, selected for their expertise and
independent judgment, wrote a report based on a review process developed by the
committee. Committee members gathered information through a variety of means, including
Interviews of policy makers and professionals of the committee's choice
Direct observation of all types of training sessions
Careful review of all training materials
Direct observation of team visits to institutions
Testimony from team chairs
Direct observation and evaluation of Commission meetings, including review of
agendas, summaries of actions, and Commission reports
Evaluation of committee meetings and executive sessions
Review of all documents, policies, and processes
Direct observation of the work of the Commission, stafi and volunteers in meetings,
workshops, and visits
Attendance at related meetings: WASC, CPEC
Review of higher education accreditation literature
Review of the work of the previous external review group
The process yielded twelve recommendations in three areas:
Past and Present Processes: The Current Context of Accreditation
Public Accountability: Measuring and Reporting Outcomes
The Capacity to Deal with Emerging Needs.
Although the External Review contains a long list of commendations, the list of concerns is
presented in each area to provide context for their recommendations. This report represents steps
taken by the Commission (in italics) to respond to those recommendations.
Past and Present Processes: The Current Context of Accreditation

The findings of the External Review are largely positive concerning established accreditation
procedures, but the report lists the following concerns:

.

.

The usefulness of accreditation is highly dependent on the extent to which it becomes an
integral part of an institution's regular, ongoing process of orderly and accurate data
accumulation, planning, and self assessment. The quality of this integration is quite
uneven among the numerous and varied colleges which comprise the ACCJC
membership.

The accreditation process works better on some issues and institutions than on others.
Specifically, peer review is seen to be more useful in improving planning and evaluation
in both academic and student service programs than the more difficult areas of student
and staff diversity, resource allocation, and staff quality.
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.
.
.
.

The accreditation structure is not as effective as it should be in involving governing
boards in the proc€ss. This is a particularly serious shortcoming in some, especially
larger, multi-campus districts.
Good as the use of standards is, especially in providing a common basis for helping to
assure quality among a highly varied group of institutions, over reliance on these
standards-especially any tendency to give equal weight to all--can inhibit the ability of
institutions to retain flexibility in defining their missions.
There is a need to experiment with innovations in the accreditation process which are not
readily achieved due to over reliance on evaluation by the standards.
ACCJC and its process are too parochial, i.e., biased too much toward California, the
public s@tor, and the customs and practices of the western region.

Recommendations:

1. A uniform *templete' (or common data format) should

be developed for the reporting
of basic, institutionel dete required by the eccreditation process.
Descriptive Summary'.
The intent of this recommendation was to build even and consistent data on institutions for the
Commission to use in reporting on public colleges. Beginning with the inception of the new
Standards in 1996, Commission staff met with staff from the California Community College
Chancellor's Ofice to understand better what data were already being collected electronically
from the colleges in that rystem. The gml was to assrsl colleges in using the data to adfuess
accreditation issues by arraying the available data around the ten 1996 Standords. A template
of data types (the Management Information Systems tMISI grid), especially applicable to the
California ptblic community colleges, was developed and made available to those colleges in
1997-98 through the California Community College Cluncellor's Ofice.
ACCJC collects information from its member institutions through an anmral report. The report
asks for data on program clunges, new locations, programs and agreements for non-US
nationals in foreign countries, and contracts with other scfunls or agencies. Required are dota
on fiscal issres including year-end operating balance, results of indepenfunt audits, and the
college's student loan default rate- Plans for significant institutional changes and distance
learning offerings are also addressed in the sarvey. These data are reported in aggregate to the
Commission in public session, providing an accounting of general institutional health.
Under the sponsorship of the Council for Higher Mucation Accreditation (CHEA), the Common
Data Project recently concluded. Its purpose was to collect information relevant to regional and
other accreditors such that reporting by institutions could be made most fficient. One major
conclusion from this project encouraged accreditors to employ data which institutions are
required to sabmit to thefederal IPEDS svrvey, reducing duplicative data development burdens.
Evaluation:
Given the diversity of our membership, devising useful benchmarks is a challenge. Compiling
institutional data and creating benchmarks are also stffing issues for ACCJC. Partly because
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of these dfficalties, the Commission has not developed a template or benchmarks in response to
this recommerdation.

In the last three years, data relevant to accreditation has been available through the California
Community College Clnncellor's Ofice to the 5l California public colleges evaluated during
that perid. We do not lsrow how many of those colleges luve availed themselves of those data,
nor how m(my luvefowd the data useful in the accreditation process. Nor does the Commission
use there funfor reporting purposes. Making clear how to apply the data to the standards, not
just identifying which stardards relate to which elements, is crucial in achieving mecmingful
application. As our prtrcesses are now, they do not give this direction.
Beyond providing clear data application guidelines to colleges

for

use in their self studies, using

the Chancellor's Office data elements has proved problematic. Issues ACCJC has ifuntified
include availability of data to member institutions not part of the California public system and
currency of the data due to the time span required to obtain the data, develop a self stuSt, and
undergo an evaluation visit.

The annual report provides timely and consistent information on all of our institutions on a
regular basis. A supplement to the report has proved useful in collecting detailed data on
distance learning courses, and therefore could be augmented to collect basic data on
institutional health and concerns specific to accreditation.
Planning Agenda:
In establishing benchmarks, ACCJC will first consider their usefulness in helping institutions
support their assertions regarding learning outcomes with more than anecdotal evidence. To
identify data elements and establish benchmarks, ACCJC plans to review what other regional
accreditors are compiling and how they are using the collected data. Information from
institutions tlut hove established core indicators of their effectiveness will also be collected and
carefully consifured.

To evaluate the applicability of the Chancellor's Office data to accreditation purposes, the
Commission will determine the number of colleges engaged in self studies which reference these
data and the extent to which they find them helpful. The Commission will also ascertain which
elementswould be helpful to the remaining thirteen public community colleges in Hawaii and the
Pacific and whether a similar data matrix should be set up for them. Consideration should be
gwen to providing private institutions with a generalized matrix of clearly defined dota elements,
organized as they would apply to the accreditation standards. Providing the matrix may allow
the Commission to require all of its member institutions to include the sme data as part of the
statistical fuscription required in the self study.
Using the annual report to collect a mdest amount of institutional dnta from all member
colleges in a consistent form will be explored. These data would center around enrollment,
budgets, and employees, for instance, and would provide some measure of institutional health to
the public and to the institutions themselves. The form of these data could tqke its lead from
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common accreditation practices, such as those established by CHEA. Employing the annual
report in this exterdedfashionwill commence in spring 2001.

otd benchmarlcs established, ACCJC intends to provide
information to institutions on how to relate the data to their processes for institutional
improvement. Our processes and training will inclufu guidance on how to qply the data to the
Once data elements have been selected

standards.

Documentation:
MIS grid
Sample Institutional Anrual Report
CHEA Common Data Proiect Report

2. A high priority should

be placed on ways to facilitatc the flexibility of institutions to
define rnd redefine their mission within the context of the uniform standards adopted by
the Commission.
Descriptive Summary:
As the 1996 Standards were developed, care was taken to ensure their applicability to all types
of member institutions, and members from all 6pes of ACCJC institutions were included in the
standards review taskforces (i.e., stnall and large California public colleges, multi-college and
single college districts, and private institutions). The rewlting Standard I, solely devoted to
institutionol mission, was established. That standard is designed to accommdate the wide
range of institutions in ACCJC membership including Hawaii and Pacific Island colleges,
private colleges, specialized colleges such as the College of Oceaneering, and rural and urban
colleges.

Evaluation:
l{e have seen some modification of missions under Standard I, e.g., Ceno Coso College (a
smatl public college) and Broolcs College (a private specialized college), which suggests that the
standard is operating as it was intended. Team reports often indicate that colleges are reviewing
and revising their mission statements regularly. As further evidence, a wide variety of
institutional types seek candidacy through ACCJC, including small religious colleges, small
private technical colleges, and public institutions.
Planning Agenda:
AII accreditation standards, including this one on institutional mission, will be reviewed by a
task force with inclusive membership. Where there are overarching system missions, such as for
the California public colleges, they will be accommdated. The standard review process will
commerrce in 2000-01, antd new standordswill be released infall 2002.
Documentation:
Standard I
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3.

Visiting teems should include members from other rcgions, four year institutions,

and/or high schools.
Descriptive Summar!:
The intent of this recommendation was to provide bruder perspective and to talce advantage of
wccessful practices in other regions, states, ard segments. The Commission has not responded
to this recornmerdation in a wholesle fashion. Instead, we lwve used a variety of evaluators
depending on circumstances. For instance, the spring 2000 tean that evaluated Heald Colleges
included a member provided by the Nortlwest Regiorul Commission evaluator pool to assisl
with the college's branch camrys in Portlard, Oregon. The Deep Springs College evaluation
team irrcluded a member provided by the WASC Senior Commission. The team sent to the
College of the Marshall Islands, which has a program in teacher education, included a teacher
training specialist from WASC Senior. In fall 2000, a team with membership from both ACCJC
and WASC Senior will evaluate Northern Marianas College, which is seeking to ofier a single
Bachelor's fugree program. Since 1997, we hove been inviting a Hawaii member to participate
on most teoms tlut go to a non-Hawaii colleges to provide diversity as intended in the
recommendation. We have also included individuals from the Schools Commissions on our
teams and have npplied evaluators from our own pool to participate in evaluations for that
Commission, WASC Senior, and other occupational accrediting agencies. Notably two of our
evaluators participated with their counterparts on a ten-Wrson team which visited Western
Governor's University in spring, 2000.
In further response to the intent of this recommendation, Commissioners and Commission staff
hove participated in a wide variety of intenegional activities over the last three years, including
Council of Higher Mucation Accreditation (CHEA) conferences and meetings, Council of
Regional Accrediting Commissions (C-MC) membership, interregional retreats, and the
Intenntional Network of Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher Mucation QNQAAHE). These
organizations provide the opportunity /or extensive idea exchange. Interregional retreats are
expressly fusigned to foster such exchange. The Execative Director attended commission
meetings at the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools and New England Association
of Schools and Colleges and visited the ffices of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schrcls, sitting in with staff to discuss procedures of interest to us. He hos also attended WASC
Senior and llrASC Schaols Commission meetings. Additionally, Commission staff have
participated on committees of and made presentations to these organizations:
CHEA Task Force on Common Data, Assistant Director
Intene giornl Re tre at P lanning C ommi tte e, A ssi stant D ire ctor
CHEA Statement on Transfer and the Public Interest, Former Commission Chair and
Executive Director (See CHEA committee roster.)
Creation of general natiornl policies on branch camryses and distance learning, C-RAC,
Executive Director
Current C-MC Chair, Executive Director
INQAAHE, Executive Director
North Central Association "Academic Quality Improvement Project" Design Task Force,
F,xecutive Director
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North Central Association, Task Force on the Baccalaureate Degree in the Community
College, Execative Director
The ACCJC llas joined all of the other seven higher education regional commissions in
sponsoring a propowl to the Pew Foundation that is focused on developing better tools for
assisting institutions to focas upon and measure learning outcomes. This 5500,000 has been
funded ad is newly unfurway.
Evaluation:
According to team chairs, including evaluators from other commissions and other states in the
region on evaluation tenns has at least provided the opportunity for greater diversity of
perspctive in the evaluation process. Persons who luve prticipated from these commissions
and locations lwve commented on the desirability of being included in these activities, the
primary reason being the chqtnel for the exchonge of accreditation experience, and the
opportunity to connect with professionals with similar interests. These adtqnces come with a
price tag, both with respect to some direct expenses absorbed by the institution, and indirect
costs which impact the Commission budget.
Increased communication with other agencies has provided the opportunity to develop crossregional and cross-segmental policies with these agencies. ACCJC has also been able to share
operational policies, database technologt, and new approaches to accreditation with other
agencies in a fashion tlut lras been mutually beneficial. The Pew funded project promises not
only to enhance the contact among the eight regional commissions, but also develop common
information and tools to enhance the pursuit of best practices in the use of student learning
outcomes.

Planning Agenda:

Interaction between ACCJC and other regtonal agencies will continue to enhance
communication on issltes tlnt cat across agendas flch as distance learning, institutional
consortia, increased and more efiective use of learning outcome measures, the appropriate
accreditation response to for-profit sabsidiaries of affliates of accredited institutions, and
increased ofering of four-year degrees by historically two-year colleges. We will seek
opportunities to diversify accreditation teams as appropriate for individual institutions,
recognizing the direct and indirect costs involved.
Docamentation:
CHEA Committee on Transfer and the Public Interest
Pew Grant: Regional Accreditation and Building Capacity to Exnmine Student Learning

4. The Commission systemeticelly should experiment with the accreditation

process.

Descriptive Summary:
Several ACCJC institutions have unfurtaken non-traditional accreditation review processes in
recent years. In fall 1996, Santa Barbara City College used a "re4ngineering" model for its
self study. The college.found tlnt this unustal self study format helped them develop their own
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while vtisfying tlreir accreditation evaluation. Heald Colleges employed nr umtsral
iccreditation process, described briefly in #3 above, for its fifteen sepeate locations, with one
out of the legton. Infalt 1998, Mt. kn Antonio College organized its self study around the seven
Bal&ige Aiard Criteria. A ryecial teen was composed and provided a mdest amount of
sryciaiized training. Mt. SAC used the work done for accreditation in seeking quality awards
jrom other agencies. In response to the new Poliqt and Prrcedures for the Evaluation of
the Commission is cotducting two
tnstintons in Uuttt+o
The anticipated reslt is a
consultant.
pilot studies in the 2000-01 year inwlving a ryecial
handbook to assist multi-college districts with the accreditation process. We used a variation of
this new pticy for the Hawaii colleges for the second time in fall 2000, reviewing them in a
fashion de si gned for their circumstances.
systems

Several larger ard more fiscally able accredifufion agencies have experimented extensively with
new apprmches to the accreditation process. As part of Proiect Renewal, the Commission seeks
n capitalize on these eforts by examining them for features which might be of benefit to our
membership. In response to interestfrom a small mtmber of institutions, the Executive Director
attended an Acafuiic Quality Improvement Program workshop sponsored by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools (NCA). As part of Proiect Renewal, a group has been
compored to explore the feasibility of offering a Bal&igeJikc accreditation option to our
institutions. This alterrute apprmch could be based on the Bal&ige Award Criteria as it has
been mdified by NCA in its Academic Quality Improvement Proiect (A-QIP). Under
consideration is the notion expressed in carrent Mitorial Board discassions of allowing
institutions which lwve met a certain threshold of achievement on standards in previous
evaluations to more easily participate in an alternate approach of their choosing.

Evaluation:
Commission experiments with other accreditation mdels have been mccessful from both the
institutions' and the Commission's pers2rcctives. However, the propowl to fuvelop a Bal&igelilrc alternative lus not yet spuned brmd interest among member institutions. Results of the
recent survey to institutions and team members tns identified a small mrmber of colleges with
wch an interest, and a cohort of similar size tlnt has an interest in some other non-traditional
apprmch.
Planning agenda:
ffue Cimnissfon staff will continue to monitor the alternative apprmches developed by the
North Central and WASC Senior Commissions and remain receplive to the possibility of
constructing a Baldrige-lile optionfor interested institutions. The Commission remains open to
negotiating special comprehensive studies ard visits as institutions fird this attractive: one nontraditiotul self study is canentlt in completion @iverside City College), a4 two entities were
approvedfor special self study (knta Barbara City College, Contra Costa CCD District Ofice).
Pioiect Renewal may result in self study processes which encourage institutions to employ
(including Bal&ige-based fusigns) to express institutional
frameworlrs
-improvementdf their choosing
plans. We also plan to futty implement the Polic! and Proce&tres for the
Eialuation ollnstitutions in Multi"eollege/multi-unit Districts or Systems and lnndbook.
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Docttmentation:
Letter from Wi I liam Feddersen
Peter MacDougall's comments in Commission meeting mimttes
Polic-v ard Prrcedurestor the Evaluation of Institutions in Multi-Collegeltlulti-Unit Districts or
Sltstems

Mt

San Antonio College 1997-98 Special Self Study: Integrating Accreditation Stmdards within

Bal&ige Mtcational Quality Criteria
Santa Barbara City College, institutional Self-Studyfor Reafirmation of Accreditation, October
1996

A-QIPfolder

5.

Standerds ought not to be weighted equelly, and self studies end evaluations by visiting
teams should reflect the greeter importance of specilic stendards as determined by the
Commission.
Descriptive Summary:
ACCJC Stardards 3 and 4 taken together relate to outcomes-this is what we are stressing in our
evaluations ud communications, and wlnt the U.S. Department of Mucation (USDOE) advises
accreditors to emplnsize. In our training sessions, extra time is spent on these standards. Since
1997, the Assesstnent Institute has directed its auendees to the issues that correspond to these
standards. At the sme time, as we espouse and practice, our teams are evaluating institutions
in the contexts of their awn missions and purposes, a practice which emphasizes standords
according to the college's unique needs.

lns recognized distance learning, assessment of stufunt learning outcomes, and
institutiornl planning as critical standards isszes for the future. More overt treatment of
distance learning in the standards is already receiving much thought. Thus far, we have
developed a Distance Learning handbook and evaluated our standards from two perspectives:
The Commission

rubparts tlnt already adfuess distance learning and sabparts where focas on distance learning
is needed. A distance learning expert has also been included as a member of the current
External Revi ew C ommittee.
Evaluation:
As a practical matter, standards on institutional efectiveness, faculty and staff, educational
programs, and governance have received more attention than other standards, as evidenced by
the fact that they prompt the most recommendations. Teams emphasize standards in a fashion
that matches their recommendations.

Commission training and exchange of information with other accrediting .agencies have
prepared us to make appropriate changes in our standards to meet distance learning needs.
Working with the Western Cooperative for Mucatiornl Technologt WCED and C-RAC for
distance learning guidelines lns proved particularly helpful.
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Planning agenda:
Training efrorts will need revision to grve greater emphasis to distance learning. Assessnent of
Iearning oatcomes will also need to remain aftrcas in our revised standards, as will institutiornl
planning grounded in research. The Commission will explore the possibility of supporting
training in institutional planning. Emphasis will be contimted in cluir and team member
training on contouring the use of standards to the mission and issaesfacing the focal institution.
Documentation:
Californi a Asse ssme nt I nsti tute s Attendance Summary
Team Re commendations to Institutions

6.

The Commission should create mechanisms to better assure that governing boards are
substantively involved in thc accreditation process.
Descriptive Summary:
Typically, bmrd involvement in accreditation is significant in single college districts. However,
in multi-college districts and rystems, such is not the case. In order to increase trustee
unfurstanding and involvement in accreditalion, Commission staff lnve made numerous
presentations for burds or at which board members have been present. In June 2000 in
Padetu, tlp Executive Director mafu sucft a presentation at California Community College
Trustees (CCCT), a professional tntstee gathering, andformer F-xecutive Director John Peterson
made a presentation to trustees at the College of Micronesia last May. A new policy, Poliqt and
PrrceduresJor the Evaluation of Institutions in Multi-college/multi-unit Districts or Systems. has
focused attention on the issue, and all but the newest multi-college districts hsve moved to
simultaneous site visits to encourage district and bmrd involvement in accreditation. ACCJC is
the only agency that routinely includes trustees on comprehensive teams. Additionally, self study
training urges tlut the btnrd be informed throughout the development of the self study and that
trustees be included as members on standnrd committees where appropriate.

Evaluation:
In the last three years, we hwe noticed a marked decline in the number of recommendations in
Standard 10, Governance & Administration, from 1596 to 9% of all recommendntions.
Recommendations adfuessing bmrds of tntstees have almost diwppeared. Certainly,
improvements in collegial governance prrcesses lwve contributed to the decline, but it is also
Iikely tlat in the process of addressing accreditation recommendations with which they had a
direct connection, better informed boards and ones that are more involved in the accreditation
process have resulted.

While the results are very preliminary, early indications from the pilot project of multi-college
districts which required central offices to produce self studies has seemed to draw these bcnrds
more directly into the accreditation process, The fact that in almost all cases colleges in multicollege districts qre now evaluated at the same time may also provide greater board focus on
accreditation in these districts.
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Planning Agenda:
Burd involvement in accreditationwill be evaluated in multi-college districts in the two districts
piloting the new policy. Training based on the lundbook to assist multi<ollege districtswith the
accredintion process may result. (See # 4 above.) Team training will give greater attention to
helping members understard the role of the bmrd.
Documentation:

Poliqt ard Prrceduresfor the Evaluation of Institutions in Multi-College/futulti-Unit Districts or
S!stems
Trustee Presentations

Public Accountnbilitv: Measurins and Reoortins Outcomes
The need for attention to public accountability was stressed in the External Review. The report
reflected deep concern that the dual-purpose accreditation system was "out of balance." The
report states,
One aim, that of meeting the needs of institutions to strengthen programs
and improve service to students, is working well. But the other, the
obligation of accreditation to build public confidence by keeping the
public well informed on the qudity and effectiveness of collegiate
institutions, is not being met. It is imperative for the future of
accreditation that the process correct this imbalance, that it be more
concerned with and reflective of its public accountability obligation.
There is a real public concern about the condition of higher education, its
cost, its accessibility, the time required to complete degrees, etc.

In addition:
.
A perception exists on the part of outsiders that the Commission
is reluctant to take negative actions, even when such actions appqr
to be well deserved.
.
The accreditation process does an inadequate job of measuring and
reporting quantifiable student outcomes.

.

The Commission inadequately describes its processes and findings

to the general public.
Recommendations:

7. ACCJC should make distinctly different processes of (a) the inspection'of colleges for
purposes of compliance with federel linenciel aid regulations, and (b) evaluation by
regional eccrediting egencies for purposcs of institutional improvement rnd public quality
assurence.
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Descriptive Summary:
In the interim since this recommendation was made, the USDOE has revised its requirementsfor
accrediting agencies. Agencies are no longer required to hwe direct involvement in student
Imn defauh rate management. The newly revised requirements for accreditation regarding
firnncial aid do not dictate unannounced compliance visits. Additionally, we are no longer
required to collect plans from institutions participating in federal financial aid whose student
lmn fufault rate exceeds 2004. In response to the tightening of federal financial aid
requirements at the institutional leve.l, a mtmber of ACCJC member institutions lnve with&awn
fromfederatfinancial aid programs. fdsy approximately 2I% of ACCJC member institutions
do not participate in these progrcrms, thus further reducing pressure to create a separate
compliance process.

In evaluating institutions for

the purpose of

public quality

ass-urance, an improvement has been

mafu: AII actions are now public.

Evaluation:
The impetus to separate the accreditation process into the two Wrposes described in the
recommendation has been reduced. Our primary focus remains quality assurance and
i nst i tuti orn I improvement.
Planning Agenda:
None
Documentation:
ACCJC member institutions not participating infederalfinancial aid programs
Policv and Procedures on Public Disclosure

8. At least one.third of the Commission membership shoutd consist of representatives of
the public.
Descriptive Summary:
In July 1997, the WASC constitutionwas changed to increase the number of public members. In
July 1998, the ACCJC Commission was expanded from seventeen to nineteen members in order
to include two additional public members. That addition brought the total public membership on
the Commission tofive, increasingfrom I8% to 26% the public proportion of membership. Only
the New England Commission has a proportion of public membership equal to ACCJC's, with
all other regiornl accrediting commissions having more mdest public representation.

Evaluation:
Public members have served on key Commission committees and have brought valuable
perspectives to Commission discussions and decisions consistently. As testimony to the
contributions and value of these members on the Commission, a public member was elected as
vice chairperson of the Commission for the first time and now serves as Commission chair.
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Planning Agenda:
None
Documentation:
Commission roster

9. The Commission should seek private grents with which to sponsor, at the campus level,
pilot experiments to develop the epplication of outcome measures of institutional
performence.
Descriptive Summary:
ACCJC, in conjunction wilh the California Community College Chancellor's Office and the
Research ard Planning Group, lns co-sponsored semiannual Assesstnent Institutes for the last
three years. These institutes are funded through the Chancellor's Ofice, and volunteers
shoulder the reryonsibility for leadership and organimtion of the institutes. The purpose of the
institutes has been to better equip member institutions to address assessment of stufunt learning
outcomes and to develop measurement of institutional effectiveness based on those outcomes.

In 2000, under the sponsorship of all of the C-MC commissions, a propowl was fuveloped
which would result in several prducts designed to assist commissions and institutions in
promoting the improved use of learning outcomes in the quest for improved institutional
performarrce. In December 2000, the Pew Foundation funded this project to the extent of
$500,000, ard as of early 2001 initial work is underway.

Evaluation:
Over the course of six institutes, teams from I 19 colleges hove participated in the Assessrnent
Institutes. One lrur*edfour (104 of those colleges, 8704, hove participated more than once,
typically serding difierent groups of indivi&tals each time. Evaluations of these institutes hove
been overwhelmingly positive. Concern for stability in funding and leadership for the
Assesstnent Institutes Ins been expressed, but those involved are committed to helping
institutions with these issttes. Evidence as to the effect of these institutes on the development and
application of learning outcomes is anecdotal, gleaned from reviewing team reports, but
indications are that some colleges are beginning to develop effective student learning measures.
It is dfficult to btow exactly how to attribute this progress. Partnershipfor Excellence, an effort
to tie funding to otttcomes in the California Community College system, has compelled these
colleges to report student outcomes including transfer rates, numbers of degrees and certificates,
and completion rates in various types of courses. Certainly these requirements have raised the
awareness about those types of learning outcomes among that segment of our institutions.
The Pew grant, whose prducts are expected to resalt over the next two years, has the promise of
fuveloping a set of principles to be used by accreditors and institutions which will assist in the
fuvelopment of afuas on student learning. Aswell, a major compilation of best practices in the
measurement of learning and related program outcomes is anticipated. In the process of
developing these aids, there is likely to result a more thorough understanding across regtonal
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commissions of learning outcome isszeg and improved channels
problem oreas.

for working together to resolve

Planning Agerda:

the Assessment Institutes, including ACCJC, oe discassing alternative
orgoimtiorml mdels, intend to & institutiorul planning to institute topics, and have
submitted a grort proponl to prduce a primer on ensessrnent for use by institutions. A means
of measaring tlp extent to which these institutes influence institutions to develop otttcome
measures will be devised.

Groups

will participate fully in the C-MC activities associated with the Pew grant, and will
appropriately involve member institutions in the development of anticipated products and the
dissemirution of them.
The ACCJC

Documentation:
California Assessment Instilute s Attendance Summary
Pew Grant: Regional Accreditation and Building Capacity to Examine Student Learning
procedures for much wider public notificetion of
reports
end documents on which its actions ere based.
public
to
tccess
its ections, including

10. The Commission should implement

Descriptive Summary:
Prior to each Commission meeting, all member institutions and other interested parties such as
representatives of the USDOE, other accrediling agencies, Directors of A&nissions for
California Snte University and the University of Hawaii, the California Postsecondary
Mucation Commission (CPEC), the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and
A&trissions Officerc (AACMO), the California Student Aid Commission, the Councilfor Higher
Mucation Accreditation (CHD4), the College Bmrd, the Community College League of
California (CCLC), and the League for Innovation receive a preliminary agenda. After each
Commission meeting, ACCJC notifies all member institutions of the actions taken. In addition,
each institution receives an action letter from the Commission shortly after each meeting where
an actionwas taken affecting tlut institution. All actions are likewise ptblished in the newsletter
dissemiruted immediatelyfollov,ing the meeting. The mtmber of newslettersvas increasedfrom
two tofour in 1997-98 to inform a brmd audience of the actions taken by the Commission and to
discuss other accreditation isntes of public interest. Particularly to the point was cm article on
pubtic disclosre appearing in the October 1998 issue. AII policies, standards, handbool<s,
actions, and accreditation statuses are published and regularly updated on the ACCJC web

wge.

Self studies ard team reports contimte to be the property of the institution and,are not distributed
without permission of the institution. However, in June 1999, the Policy and Procedures on
Public Disclosre was adopted which makes all accreditation actions matters of public record.
Accreditation statuses of all member institutions are available in the WASC directory and on the
ACCJC website, and the Commission provides the Statement of Accreditation Staus (SAS) to
inquirers. The SAS includes information on institutional legal status, affiliation, enrollment,
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degrees offered, location, accreditation history and current status, and most recent Commission
action.

Evaluation:
The Commission lus adfuessed this recommendation to the extent carrent policy permits. These
policies are consistent with every other regional commission at this time. Some measure of the
adequacy of our efforts may be available from the results of the recent Project Renewal survey,
which inquires about the clarity with which the Commission communicates its decisions to the
institution ard which asks for suggested improvements. The Commission and its policy
committee are remaining alert to the complex isszes sunounding public disclosure and hove
expressed intention to be as forthcoming with information to the public as generally accepted
practice will permit.

Planning Agenda:
None

Drcumentation:
Newsletters
Sample ACCJC web page
Sample Statement of Accredited Status (SAS)
WASC

Directory

pge action list
Evaluating the Evaluators: Rourd 2 (Accreditation Survey and Results)
Policy and Procedtres on Public Disclosure
Sample web

11. The Commission should issue en lnnual report on the'6state of the colleges."
Descriptive Summary:
Since 1996-97 the Commission has published an anmral report which quantifies and presents
Commission actions, identifies atd discusses current accreditation issues, outlines policy
changes, Iists Commission appointments, summarizes staff activities, and offers a fiscal
statement from the agency. In addition, an analysis of comprehensive evaluation team reports is
presented The report is sent to dislrict and college CEO's, the Chancellors of the California
Community Colleges and the UniversiQt of Hawaii, the Community College League of
California, the USDOE, the College Bmrd, the President of the California CommuniQt College
Academic Senate, the California Postsecondary Mucation Commission, the editor of the
Accredited Institutions of Postsecondary Mucation, Policy Arnlysis for California Mucation
(PACE), the Faculty Association of California Community Colleges flACCC), other accrediting
agencies, and the Commissioners.

Evaluation:
The Commission lns complied with the intent of the recommendation to provifu a means of
informing member institutions and the public on the accomplishments of the Commission over
the preceding year, explaining Commission actions, and identifuing exemplary practices. No
formal evaluation of the reach of, or reader satisfaction with, the annual report has been
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conducted However, Commission staff luve received both written and verbal comment on these
reports od it lus been quite positive. Singled out especially luve been the oulyses of problem
arecs i&ntified through team recommerfutions and tretds in college accreditation practice.
Suggestions for improvement luve included summaries of best practices discovered through
accreditation review.
Planning Agirfu:
Through tlre Ewluation and Planning Committee, the Commission will develop an qnmral
evaluation od planning process thatfocases attention on needed changes and key iswesfor the
next yeu. Progress on recommendations resulting from Project Renewal should also be
evaluated reguloly mdreported in the anmral report.
Docamentation:
Commission Antrual Reports - 1996-1997
Commission Anmtal Reprts - 1997'1998
Commission Anmtal Reports - 1998-1999

The Caoacitv to Deal with Emerpine Needs
The External Review expressed concern that the Commission was not equipped to address the
changing needs of accreditation. The report describes the group's concerns as follows:
Partly as a result of its burdensome workload, and partly as a result
of the way it is organized, the Commission is not sufficiently analytical
or reflective. By being so uniformly comprehensive in its evaluation
of institutions, the Commission may lose its capability to consider in
sufficient depth either the broader issues affecting the accreditation
community or specific aspects of Commission operations which may
need to be changed, especially in light of new circumstances. In addition:

.

.

Despite the fact that over the past year the staffhas provided
the Commission with extensive information and analysis
concerning the major developments now taking place, the
Commission does not yet appear to be adequately prepared to
carry out the kind of historic transition which the altered
environment of accreditation now requires.
The size of the Commission staffmay not be sufficient to handle
the substantially increased workload which the likely changes
discussed in this report will require

Recommendations:

12. Two new Commission committees should be formed, one focusing on policy' the other
on process.
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Descriptive Summary:

In June 1997, tIre Commission formed an d hoc policy committee to create new policies and
ad&ess revisions. In June 1998, tlnt committee becarne a starding committee meeting on a
regular Dasrs. Regarding a committee on process, there have been two ad hoc committees
dealing with prticalar processes. The first vas the committee on Telecommunications and
Electronic Data Storage, and the other researched and developed a pr@ess for Commission
evaluation. The work of both of these committees has been largely adopted.
maintain the cqacity of the Commission to da itswork, the position of Assistant Director was
added in 1997. As a restlt, staff lns been able to increase its efforts to duument new and
existing prrcedures. The prducts of these spcial efforts include anmnl revision and ufiating
of the Tean Clnir Hardb@k, publication of a new Interim Visit Handbook, development of
protocols for institutional representatives observing teon visits, Commission Practices on Policy
Review, ad step-by-step instructions for institutions to achieve eligibility for accreditation.
These procedural docaments are reviewed by the Policy Committee as qpropriate. Partly as a
result of tlrese efforts, the Commission lus not found the need for improved and docamented
pr(rcesses as urgent as the needfor clear evaluation and planning. To that end, an Evaluation
and Planning Committee was formed in June 1999. Review and improvement of processes may
emerge from either the Evaluation and Planning Committee or the Policy Committee.
To

Evaluation:
The Policy Committee has proved to be an active and vital addition to Commission operation. It
has taken a led role on development and revision of policy and has provided guidance on
distance leoning to the Commission in preparation for revision of ils standards. In giving
careful consideration to the recommendation to form a committee focasing on process, the
Commission recognizes that presently almost all Commissioners are serving on one or more
standing committees. In attempting to use its ktman resources fficiently, it Insformed ad hrc
committees as needed and used staff to dacament procedures. The need for a standing
committee to a&ess processes lns not emerged as a priority.
Planning Agenda:
Additional docamentation of procedures is planned. A Substantive Change Manual is unfurwry
and will be issed within the year. The new Professional and Ethical Responsibilities of
Commission Members policy, reviewed by the Commission for the first time in June 2000, will
serve as a Commissioner job description andform the foundation of a Commissioner hondbook.
Project Renewal, the next ACCJC USDOE re<uthorization, and the CHEA recognition process
may prompt additiorul efforts at documenting procedures.
Documentation:
Rosterfrom Committee on Telecommunications and Electronic Data Storage
Commission minutes on Telecommunications and Electronic Data Storage Committee

Rosterfrom Ad Hoc Committee on Commission Evaluation
Committee reportfrom Ad Hoc Committee on Commission Evaluation
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TASK LIST DERIVED FROM

PI}INNING AGENDAS:

Plorning Agerfu I:
In the development of benchmmks, first consider their usefulness in helping institutions
I.
learning outcomes.
support tlreir assertions
are compiling and how they are using the
accreditors
regiorul
2. Review wlnt other

3.
4.
j.
6.
7.
8.
g.

collected fun.
Seek md carefully consider information
irdicators of their effectivene ss.

from institutions that hwe established

core

Determine the rumber of colleges engaged in self studies which reference CCC
Clwrcellor's Office MIS data and the extent to which they find these data helpful for
accreditation.
Ascertainwhich data elementswould be helpful to the thirteen public community colleges
in Ha+'aii md the Pacific andwhether a similar data matrix should be set upfor them.
Consider providing private institutions with a generalized matrix of clearly fufined data
elements, organized as theywould apply to the accreditation stadards.
Explore using the annual report to collect a mdest amount of instilutional data
(enrollment, budgets, od employees) from all member colleges in a consistent form
(IPEDS) to provifu some measure of institutiornl health to the public and to the
instituti ons the m se lve s.
Provifu guidance to institutions on how to relate data to their processes for institutional
improvement.
Include guidance on how to apply data to the standards in ACCJC processes and
training.

Planning Agenda 2:
10. Review all accreditation standards, including the one on institutional mission, using task
Jorces with inclusive membership.
Planning Agenda 3:
II. Seek opportunities
institutions.

to diversify accreditation

teams as appropriate

for

individual

Planning Agenda 4:
12. F,xptore the possibility of constructing a Baldrige-like option to institutions seeking to
advance the use of accreditation as a basisfor improvement.
13. Futly implement the Poliqt and Procedureslor the Evaluation of Institutions in Multicollege/multi-unit Districts or Systems and handbook.

Planning Agenda 5:

14.

Revise
gtven.

training efforts lo increase emphasis on distance learning over what is carrently
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15.
16.

Frcas on assessment of learning outcomes and instilutional plmning grounfud in
rewoch in our revired stqfurds.
Explue wpporting training in institutiorul planning.

Plmning Agenfu 6:
17. Ewhtate Bmrd involvement in accreditation in multi-college districts in the two districts
piloting tlre new policy.
18. In tean training, give greater attention to helping members understand the role of the

Bwd

Planning Agenda 9:
Discnss alterrutive organizational mdels for Assessment Institutes.
Ail ittstitutiorul planning to institute topics.
Meastre the extent to which these institutes influence institutions to develop orrtcome

19.
20.
21.

measures.

Planning Agerda I

22.

23.

I:

Dewlop an anmral evaluation and planning process that fuases attention on needed
clunges ard key issaesfor the next year.
Regululy evaluate progress on recommendations resultingfrom Proiect Renewal.

Planning Agerda 12:
Duument ACCJC prrcedures.
Issue Subsnntive Clunge Marual within the year.
E^ploy tlp new Professiorul and Ethical Responsibilities
plicy as the foandation of a Commissioner handbook.

24.
25.
26.
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of

Commission Members

V. TECHNICAL

SUPPORT

BACKGROUND
The primary purpose of recognized accrediting bodies, including the Accrediting Commission
for Community and Junior Colleges (ACCJC), is to assure that postsecondary educational
institutions have the resources, are organized, and operate with integrity and qudity. The
primary mechanism through which accrediting commissions seek to assure quality is the
adoption of a set of discrete standards that serve as a template for evaluating institutional
operations. These standards are intended to assure that all institutions are evaluated according to
a cornmon set of criteria and hence are judged to have the capacity to provide high quality
teaching and learning opportunities once granted accredited status.
State and federal governments have traditionally used accreditation status as an indicator that use
of public funds to support student enrollment and sponsored research is an appropriate
investment. In addition, accreditation has traditionally been a pre-requisite to engage faculty in
discussions designed to articulate course content and equivalency between different institutions,
a practice that directly benefits students in their effort to achieve the educational goals they have
set for themselves.

A

series of studies focused on educational institutions and the students they serve have been
conducted over the past two decades. Some of these studies have focused on the economic
return to individuals stratified by educational level and demographic characteristics of students.
Others have focused on access, transfer, and degree,/credential receipt of students by various
demographic and socio-economic characteristics. More recently, policy and research interest has
turned to evidence of what students have learned while enrolled in a college or university. A
continuing concern about the amount of remedial education required by college students,
growing use of distance education and accompanylng suspicion that it is not of the same quality
as face-to-face education, and the economic question of the cost of providing college education
to a growing number of people has fueled the shift in policy and research interest.

UL

Impact on Accreditation

The changing policy environment in which colleges and universities operate has presented new
challenges to accrediting bodies and the institutions they accredit. The standards against which
institutions are evaluated have traditionally been the foundation upon which quality judgments
have been made. Increasingly, however, policy makers and members of the educational
community themselves have begun to question whether accreditation standards are sufficient.
They question whether the standards certiry more than minimum standards of quality and
whether they can actually serve as a catalyst for high quality and continuous irirprovement. They
question if the standards can move institutions much beyond compliance behavior and
documentation of institutional processes as they prepare for re-accreditation visits.
Certainly the capacity to deliver high quality teaching and learning opportunities does not
automatically translate into actual delivery of high quality education. Collectively, cunent
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accreditation standards do focus institutional attention upon whether an institution has assembled
a high quality instructiond stafi, competent administrative officers, adopted a mission statement
to guide the institutiorq established a series of policies designating the rights and responsibilities
of students and employees, and the availability of sufficient fiscal resources to remain viable
over time. Data are routinely collected, reported, and occasionally analyzed to provide both
internal and external assurance of institutional performance in many of these areas. Many
institutions have also developed, implemented, and periodically revised strategic plans to guide
institutiond performance. A key question that remains is whether the quality of an educational
institution can be properly evaluated if the learning outcomes of the teaching-learning process
are not systematically assessed.

IV.

The ACCJC Response

The Commission has periodically reviewed its standards in response to comments from member
institutions and emerging trends in postsecondary education to ensure that its standards remain
viable and continue to serve as a good set of criteria for assessing institutional quality. The
ACCJC has consistently provided technicd training and assistance to review teams and campus
personnel on how to interpret Commission standards and the type of evidence that might be
presented in response to each standard. The 1994 Ercernal Review Committee included in its
report a recommendation that "A 'uniform template' (or common data format) should be
developed for the reporting of basic, institutional data required by the accreditation process."
The intent of this recommendation was to build even and consistent data on institutions to use in
reporting on colleges.

To respond to this recommendation, the Commission staff developed a matrix matching various
data elements with the standards to which they could apply. The data contained in the
Management Information System (MIS) of the California Community Colleges was used as the
basis for the matrix due to the comprehensiveness of the data contained in the MIS and the
numbers of California Community Colleges among ACCJC member institutions. The MIS
matrix, entitled Reports for Accreditation and Accountability, is a document that lists a series of
data elements routinely collected by most community colleges, as well as data required to be
submitted to the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) as part of the Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). The matrix contains 64 data elements that are
organized under five broad topical areas. The topical areas include:

o
o
.
.
o

Student Access
Student Success
Student Satisfaction lno currently available informationl

StaffComposition
Fiscal Condition

The MIS matrix was prepared by ACCJC staff and distributed to colleges as an aid to those
preparing for an accreditation visit or who were interested in focusing campus attention on issues
of institutional accountability. The matrix provides a template with which institutions can bring
data to bear in answering key questions about institutional performance and student outcomes.
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While the MIS Matrix caq and has been useful to many colleges, it suffers from a number of
weaknesses that are summarized below.
o California Community Colleges have received a significant state investment to develop
and maintain a comprehensive set of data on institutiond and student outcomes. Not all
ACCJC member institutions have developed as sophisticated a data collection as
California and hence the MIS Matrix is not particularly helpful to them.
o The data elements are not "neat fits" to the accreditation standards in all cases.
Nonetheless, there are some relationships that can be easily inferred. For instance, 22
data elements are matched with the second component of Standard One: "The mission
statement defines the students the institution intends to serve ...." The data elements
matched to this standard would provide detailed demographic description of the students
actually served but does not easily document whether the mission statement is
zufficiently descriptive of the intended student population'
o The MIS matrix does not reflect the current emphasis on measuring learner outcomes.
For instance, data elements that report unit load attempted in the Student Access domain
are not balanced by a data element reporting unit load completed in the Student Success
domain. The current emphasis on learner outcomes seems to dictate a balance of data on
student access and student outcome measures with the same unit of analysis.
As stated in the ACCJC response to the 1994 External Review Committee report, it is important
make clear how to apply the data, not just identifying which standards relate to which data
elements, if the data are to be applied in any meaningful fashion. Commission staff recognize
that these weaknesses must be addressed if they are to assist member institutions to use data to
document their assertions about learner outcomes beyond presentation of anecdotal evidence.
Institutional Concerns
postsecondary education institutions are being bombarded by a number of external mandates that
challenge traditional measures of quality, fueled by what has come to be known as "the
competency movement." Nationally, the U.S. Department of Education has adopted regulations
rp""ifying data that must be reported annually under the Student Right to Know (SRK) Act.
i-ong tho* new measures are data on average time-to-degree. To ensure comparability of
datq institutions have been directed to utilize definitions of the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System (IPEDS). In fact, U.S. Department of Education-recogmzed accrediting
bodies are also being required to incorporate IPEDS data as the common data collected during
the accreditation p.ocers. Reflecting a similar concern for measures of learner outcomes, the
Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CFIEA) has issued reports on research studies
focusing on ways in which accreditation processes might incorporate competency-based
assessment

makers are concerned about the variation in achievement among
identifiable groups of students enrolled in publicly supported colleges and universities. They,
too, are *king for more measures of learner outcomes, explanations of why such variation
exists, and information on what strategies exist to improve learner outcomes. In some cases,
additional fiscal resources have been provided to support responsiveness to this concern. Not

At the state level, policy
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surprisingly, such fiscal support has been accompanied by demands for evidence that the
additional resources were used both effectively and efficiently. Private colleges do not escape
such pressure simply because they receive little, if any, public support. They must provide
tangible evidence to students and their parents that they receive value for the tuition they are
asked to pay, if these institutions are to retain or expand their market share of college enrollment
demand.

Internally, institutions dso place pressure upon themselves to improve their capacity to measure
effectiveness and to become more publicly accountable for their use of public funds. For
instance, the California Community Colleges proposed a Partnership for Excellence (PFE)
initiative that would exchange information on system and college performance across a set of
mission-related area in exchange for increased state investment in community colleges. Other
colleges and universities have increasingly embraced distance education as a means of serving
larger numbers of students and/or improving the teachingJearning process. In doing so, intense
debates have been sparked among faculty and policymakers about whether students can receive a
comparable quality of education through distance education when not required to be physically
immersed in the collegiate environment. If not careful, responding to all of these external and
internal demands for evidence can result in a loss of institutional focus.

V.

Purpose of Data Collection

It is important that institutions

understand the purposes for which they collect and retain data.
These purposes can be multiple but in all cases should be fully understood. The ordering of
ACCJC standards suggest that institutions should begin with a clear consensus on the mission of
the institution. What is the core business of the institution? Who is the institution intended to
serve? The answers to these questions should shape not only the structure and operation of the
institution but also define the ways in which it will know that it is achieving this mission. These,
in turn, will define the comprehensiveness of the information system needed by the institution
and whether the information system requires qualitative as well as quantitative data.

A data collection system may also be intended to serve the purpose of complying with local,
state or federal requirements. This purpose should not define institutional data collection
systems, however. Rather, this purpose should be examined to determine whether institutional
data collection requires augmentation and, if so, in what ways. It should also be examined to
achieve compliance while minimizing redundancy and workload
determine ways
requirements.
collecting data to improve
Additional purposes of an information system may include
planning capacity to
(2)
improve
institutional
institution;
the
efficiency and management of
facilitate orderly change and adaptation to emerging trends; and (3) evaluate the extent to which
the institution has successfully responded to student needs.

to

(l)

VI.

Unit of Analysis

Purposes that are intended primarily to demonstrate compliance with external mandates may
require less specificity than purposes that are intended to meet institutional improvement
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purpos€s. For instance, data that reports the aggregate numbers of degrees and certificates issued
annually may meet the needs of some external publics but provide no useful information to the
institution in response to such questions as: (l) how long does it take students to earn their
degree/certificate; (2) do different student cohorts take more time to attain degreeVcertificates
than other student cohorts; and (3) did students who failed to receive degrees or certificates still
meet their educational objectives? Additional layers of complexity are added if the institution
wants to know if various departments, programs, or services have different levels of success in
helping students achieve their educational objectives. Arguably, effcrts to answer these
questions can contribute to increased institutional qudity but require collection, retention, and
analysis of data at the level of individual students.

VII.

Organization and Cost

of

Information Systems

Developing and implementing a comprehensive information system can be both time consuming
and costly but is an invaluable resource to institutions genuinely concerned about institutional
quallty. Fortunately, rapid advances in computer technology have cut equipment and software
costs tremendously. Institutions now have the option of replacing "flat files" (files that require
retention of duplicate data in multiple files) with relational files (files that require only one or
two common data elements), which vastly expand the manner in which data from multiple
databases can be combined to examine different questions while containing costs.

Additional costs that must be considered include (l) the personnel needed to both manage and
maintain the information system; (2) staff that can train other campus personnel on how best to
access and use data for various purposes; and (3) regular review and upgrade of hardware and
software required by the information system. These costs are frequently offset by savings in
personnel compensation and benefits, consultant costs, and enhanced productivity.

VIII.

Observations

The ACCJC seeks to balance its responsibility for quality assurance with the role of encouraging
quality improvement. It is a delicate balance that relies heavily on the confidence of member
institutions that the Commission is acting in the institution's best interest and is accurately
interpreting the import of emerging trends in postsecondary education. It has appropriately
acknowledged the criticism among some member institutions that existing standards are not
entirely clear to those not comfortable with research-based evaluation and has sought to provide
tools and training to help clarify how data can be used to document institutional quality.

The MIS Matrix was a useful first step to helping institutions bring data to bear in assessing
institutional performance during the accreditation process. Modifications to this tool are
warranted to enhance its utility to a greater proportion of member institutions. Feedback
received from member institutions in a series of surveys and interviews conducted in conjunction
with Project Renewal have provided valuable information that will aid Commission staff in
providing more useful tools and training on ways to use data to document institutional
performance in areas covered by each standard.
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Commission co-sponsorship of the California Assessment Institute (CAI) is another example of
the Commission attempting to provide a service to member institutions seeking help in learning
institutional performance. According to fbedback from participating
to utilize research to
"rr.5
colleges and individuals, the CAI has been well received and perceived to be of increasing
Ueneit to colleges, particularly with respect to measuring student learning outcomes. The
growing particip.-ation of faculty has also highlighted an area of research-based assessment that
[as been bverlooked by many of the external demands for accountability and measures of learner
outcomes: the value of qualitative data. The MS Matrix does not contain data elements that
for a
address student satisfaction. Such data are not routinely collected and stored by institutions
variety of reasons. Nor are such qualitative data easily represented numerically. Nonetheless,
they irovide valuable insight into whether learners perceive they have received a high quality
education and ways in which their educational experiences might be improved'
CONCLUSIONS
Besed on its review of dete requirements member institutions face in providing empirical
evidence of institutionel performence ts prrt of the eccreditation process end the
Commission's elfort to prbvide eppropriate seruices and support, the ERC olfers the

following recommendations.

o

o
o

The Commission should conyene e dete review teem and cherge it with developing a
modcl that membcr institutions cen use to menagc institutional date. The model should
address the following needs:
o Usc of "o--or, definitions for dete elements, consistent with standards being
rdoptedbyregionr|rndspecir|izedrccreditingbodies
required by
o fOcntincetion of drta elements thet mey be desirebleinorennuel
IPEDS
eccreditrtion strnderds, beyond those routinely reported
sssures
also
that
submission, perticulerly for assessing learner outcomes,
collection of consistent dete on ell member institutions
o Development of e treining outline to eid member institutions adopt, in whole or
in pert, the components of the information system model
The Commission should essemblc e datebese conteining informetion on institutions
thet heve elreedy implemented effcctive informetion systems and contact information
to secure edditional informetion directly from the listed institutions. This data should
be posted on its websitc end member institutions notified of its existence.
The Commission should begin development of e data base on surrey instruments,
including both commerciel tnd "home grown' instruments, thet cen be used for
gathcring qualitativc detr on verious aspects of institutional per{ormance' such as
student setisfaction end crmpus climate. This detabase should be updated continually'
posted on the Commission's website, and member institutions notified of its existence.
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VI. ALTERNATIVE ACCREDITATION MODEL
BACKGROUND

In an Accreditation Group meeting on May 25, 2000, some participants

suggested the
They
suggested
approach".
Baldrige-like
model,
"a
accreditation
investigation of an alternative
that while this approach may not be applicable to all institutions, the traditional approach could
be strengthened by results ofan alternate approach.
The AQIP Approach

The alternative accreditation approach investigated for this report is the AQP (Academic
Quality Improvement Project) utilized by NCA (North Central Association). This approach is
based on the ideas of CQI (Continuous Quality Improvement), which formed the core of TQM
(Totd Quality Management).
Additiond Materials Reviewed

L
Z.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
g.

The Pocket Guide to the Baldrige Award Criteria
"Quality Improvement Advocates Praise Business-Related Evaluation Tool" by Ray Gles in
The News, Community College League of Californi4 Sacramento: CA Summer, 1999.
Mt. San Antonio College 1997-98 Special Self Study: Integrating Accreditation Standards
within Baldrige Educational Quality Criteria
Peter MacDougall's Comments Regarding the Visit to Mt. San Antonio College
Santa Barbara City College, institutional Self Study for Reaffirmation of Accreditation,
October, 1996
Letter from Deborah Sweitzer to David Wolf concerning "Notes from Accreditation Group
Meeting ofMay 25,2000"
"Accreditation in the Learning Paradigm" by Bob Barr and John Ta88,
"Implementing Academic Audits: Lessons Learned in Europe and Asia" by David Dill, May,

24,1999

WASC Accrediting Commission for Senior Colleges and Universities, Handbook of
Accreditation, November, 2000

Guiding Values for AQIP
There are l0 values that guide the AQIP approach. These values include:

l.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Focus
Involvement
Leadership
Learning
People
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6. Collaboration
7. Agility
8. Foresight
9. Information
10. Integrity

It is believed that these values permeate

colleges that have achieved a systematic approach to
"student
learning".
CQI. The focus of AQIP is said to be

Accreditation Processes

The backbone of the accreditation processes rests in an institution "articulating its goals with
measurable precision so that its performance in achieving them can be consciously tracked. An
institution will identify an approach and deployment of processes that helps it achieve its goals.
It will measure the performance of these individual processes in order to improve their
effectiveness."
Specific steps in the accreditation process include:
Step

1.

Interest Exploration (Institution understands CQI and the AQIP and is ready to
embark on a "quality journey")

Step

2.

Comprehensive SelGAssessment (Conduct a quality based formative assessment
with an outside perspective)

Step

3.

Collaborative Goal-Setting Workshop (Set challenging but realistic targets for
qudity improvement using Quality Criteria)

Step

4.

Institutional Ouality

Review

(Analyze quality systems and measure progress

against targets)

Step

5.

Annual Results Inventory (Filed along with an NCA Annual Report)

Step

6.

Repeat Steps 3 and 4 above every 3-5 years.

Step

7.

Formal Reaffirmation of Accreditation (No on-site visit or report required)

The Quality Criteria

This system substitutes "criteria" for "standards". The "Criteria take a systemic view, defining
and evaluating all of the processes in an institution as they relate to learning". There are 9
Quality Criteria.

l.

-

Examines an institution's processes for developing programs,
delivering instruction, measuring student academic achievement, etc.

Helping Students Learn
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-

2.

Accomplishing Other Distinctive Objectives Analyzes processes that complement student
learning and fulfill other portions of the institutiond mission.

3.

Understanding Students' and Other Stakeholders Needs
for assessing needs.

4. Valuing

People

-

Analyzes proc€sses
making structures.
governance
and
decision
establishing
Supporting Institutional Operations

7. Measuring

Examines systems and processes

Examines systems and processes for hiring and developing staff.

5. Leading and Communicating

6.

-

Effectiveness

-

-

for

communicating mission and

Analyzes processes for support services.

Examines the information system employed

to collect

and use

data.

8. Planning Continuous Improvement -

Examines what an institution hopes to do with what it

does.

g.

Building Collaborative Relationships

-

Examines relationships and how they contribute to

mission accomplishment.
Differences from Traditional Accrediting System

l.

Interactions and reviews occur on a 3-5 year cycle.

2.

Repeating cycle to foster CQI.

3.

More costly.

4.

No large report submitted.

5.

No accreditation teams on campus

6.

Periodic, planned peer assistance.

7. Emphasis is on CQI not Accreditation.
8.

No big 7 year review or external team.

Additional Observations
materials focused on some aspect of an alternative accreditation system,
either directly or indirectly. Following is a selective review of each document/item.

All of the following
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l.

Pocket Guide

Q and As regarding Baldrige Criteria. Listing and explanation of the 7 criteria.
Business oriented publication that has little direct application
people in the private sector.

2.

to education. It is written for

Quality Improvement Article in The News

Explains Mt. SAC's self study for accreditation that integrated traditional standards with quality
criteria from Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award for Educational Excellence. Focus of
the piece is on "systems thinking". References the Continuous Qudity Improvement Network
for Community and Technical Colleges (CQII.D Among the comments in the piece are the
ideas that the Baldrige criteria are all about "quality improvement" while accreditation standards
are about "quality assurance". The two sets of criteria are vastly different with accreditation
looking at "what is" and Baldrige looking at "results and outcomes". The Baldrige criteria
require a level of organizational rigor that most institutions don't have.

3. Mt. SAC Self Study
This study was organized along the 7 criteria for the Baldrige awards. ACCJC standards were
subsumed under the 7 criteria. This information is provided in a 2-page chart. There is a 7 page
Introduction section that explains the organization of the self study. The College has a "Quality
Improvement Steering Committee" which identified 9 critical systems that drive the College's
Quality Improvement Processes.
The actual self study uses the 7 criteria as the overall organizing framework and places responses

to accreditation standards within each of the criteria. The information in the report is similar to
information that is submitted in other self studies. The presentation of the information is
different.

4.

Peter MacDougall's Comments

These comments were made in a conference call at the winter, 1999 ACCJC meeting. The
comments emphasize the importance of meeting ACCJC Standards first, training the visitation
team in Baldrige Criteria, and having a Baldrige evaluator review the standards.

5.

Santa Barbara Self Study

This self study is focused on "Project Redesign". The report deals with the accreditation
standards in a straightforward manner and then introduces a section "Redesign Case Study''. The
ACCJC standards are contained within the Redesign section, also. Project Redesign is based on
the principles of continuous quality improvement (CQI) and reengineering.
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The information in the report is similar to information that is submitted in other self studies. The
presentation of the information is different in the Redesign Case Study section.

6. Letter from Debra Sweitzer
This letter addressed "BaldrigeJike" alternative accreditation models. It contains a point-bypoint listing of 2O issues regarding this topic. A few comments in the letter indicate that "the
knowledge of the Baldrige criteria is generally low in the community colleges", training of all
participants is critical, and there should be a demonstration of "institutional readiness" before an
dternative is attempted.

7. Barr and Tagg Article
This article identifies

5

"shoulds" for the accreditation process

in terms of the "learning

paradigm".

Accreditation should:

l.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Encourage institutional learning in colleges.
Encourage sophisticated learning feedback processes.
Examine institutional processes for their capacity and effectiveness in using feedback on
student learning and student success.
Encourage institutions to identify and adapt innovations that improve student learning or
student success.
Promote the local development and ownership of a culture of evidence about student
learning at colleges.

They also offer 4 concrete ideas:

1.

2.

3.
4.

Replace self study with a permanent, ongoing institutional self-assessment.
Major focus should be a longitudinal flow of data about student learning and not a site
visit.
Teams must be trained to look for data that indicate educational performance.
High standards for evidence of educational performance should be developed by the
accrediting agency.

8. Dill Article
This article compares (1) Program Review, (2) Accreditation, and (3) ,Academic Audits.
Program Reviews are usually focused on a particular subject field or program level. They focus
on criteria such as program objectives, program resources, and faculty quality. Accreditation
determines if an institution meets threshold quality criteria. The focus is on the mission,
resources, and procedures of an institution. Academic Audits focus on the processes which the
institution monitors its academic standards and acts to improve the quality of teaching and
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learning. Audits are concerned with the basic processes of academic quality assurance

and

improvement.

The remainder of the article reports on academic audits in some foreign countries. There is the
suggestion thst audits have helped to focus faculty attention and effort on maintaining academic
standards and improving the quality of teaching and learning.

9.

WASC Senior Commission Handbook

Addresses a new framework for accreditation, "Core Commitments" of institutional capacity and
institutiond effectiveness.
Core Commitment to Institutional Capacity

The institution functions with clear purposes, high levels of institutional integrity, fiscal stability,
and organizational structures to fulfill its purposes.
Core Commitment to Educational Effectiveness

The institution evidences clear and appropriate educational objectives and design at the
institutional and program level, and employs processes of review, including the collection and
use of data" that assures delivery of program and learner accomplishments at a level of
performance appropriate for the degree or certificate awarded.
Focusing on Educational Effectiveness

Articulating a Collective Vision of Educational Attainment
Organizing for Learning
Becoming a Learning Organization
The 4 Standards

l.
2.
3.

4.

Defining Institutional Purposes and Ensuring Educational Objectives (Institutional Purposes
and Integrity)
Achieving Educational Objectives through Core Functions (Teaching and Learning,
Scholarship and Creative Activity, and Support for Student Learning)
Developing and Applying Resources and Organizational Structures to Ensure Sustainability
@aculty and Staq Fiscal, Physical and Information Resources, and Organizational
Structures and Decision-making Processes)
Creating an Organization Committed to Learning and Improvement (Strategic Planning and
Commitment to Learning and Improvement)

This system appears to be a "streamlined" one that focuses on "inputs" (capacity) and "outputs"
(effectiveness). It is not directly related to Baldrige Criteria or continuous quality improvement.
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CONCLUSIONS

to accreditation might be favored by a few institutions seeking WASC
The AeIP approach
-o,
reaccredidation. The number would probably be very small and not worth the
accreditation
additional costs to implement such a system as an alternative to the more traditional form of
accreditation. Following are some of the reasons for this observation.
* Very few colleges are currently pursuing CQI at a total institutional level.

*

cQI is quickly becoming

*

Most faculties would resist an approach focused on CQI.

*

The costs to participating institutions and to WASC would be substantial.

*

A huge training effort in CQI would need to be undertaken in the colleges.

passe in higher education circles.

*

The system focus is on student learning yet the system emphasizes processes and their
improvemlnt. The link between institutional processes and student learning is not clearly
defined

h

postseondary education institutions.

However, these observations do not preclude substantial changes to the ACCJC accrediting
process or standards. Before any substantial changes are undertakeq ACCJC must assess its
prr.po*. for accreditation. If the notion of "assuring qudity in higher education" remains the
underlying premise for accreditatiorq that notion should shape the accreditation process. If the
notion ofr.fostering change", "implementing CQI' or some other premise comes to the forefront,
then an alternative system should be developed.

It is becoming apparent, afrer reviewing the materials for this report, that (l)

higilighting
effectivenerr, in i"r-r of results, and (2) ensuring improvement systems are paramount in
today,s community and junior college environment. It is incumbent on the institutions being
accredited that they account for effectiveness assessment and improvement systems.
Accreditation should insrrte that these assessments and systems are in place, being utilized, and
leading to improved effectiveness.
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Distance Education," 2000.
Wolf , David B. & Sally M. Johnstone, "Cleaning up the Language, Establishing a Consistent
Vocabulary for Electronically Delivered Academic programs" Change, July/August 1999.

Eligibility
Eligibility Brochure
Eligibility Procedures
Eligibility Report (sample)
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Evaluator Selection and Training
Evaluator Hodbook
Online Team Training (in development)
Data ficr Use in the Selection of ACCJC Evaluation Teams (form)
Reply to Invitation to Serve as a Team Chair Assistant (form)
n"ply to Invitation to serve on ACCJC Evaluation Team (form)
Team Composition ComPilation
Team Member Evaluation Compilation
Team Member Evaluation (form)
Team selection process (description)
Team Training Workshop Agenda (sample)
Team Training Workshop Evaluation (form)
Team Training Workshop Evaluation Compilation
Governing Boards
Trustee Presentations list

Institutional Reports
Annual Report (samPle)
Institutional Annual Reports, Review
Interim and Progress Reports (samples)
Mdterm Report (samPle)
Mdterm Reports, Summary
Substantive Change Report (sample)
Substantive Changes, Review
Internal Operations
Committee on Telecommunications and Electronic Data Storage, Roster
Committee on Telecommunications and Electronic Data Storage, Commission minutes
Correspondence
Executive Director Evaluation (form)
Personnel Policies and Job Descriptions
Project management process (in development; description)
Staff evaluation process (description)
Interregional Accreditation
CIIEA Committee on Transfer and the Public Interest
Interregional Policies on The Accreditation of Institutions Operating Across Regions (Policy)
C-RAC Stutement of the Regiornl Accrediting Commissions on the Evaluation of Electronically
Offered Degree and Certificate Programs and Guidelines for the Evaluation bf Electronically
Offered Degree ard Certificate Programs (Draft)
Measuring and Reporting Ouantifiable Student Outcomes
California Assessment Institutes, Attendance Summary
California Assessment Institute Program (sample)
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Kanter, Marth4 "Accountability Reconsidered," Community College Week,July 1999.
Mundhenk, Robert T., "The Trouble with Outcomes," Communilt College Journal,June/July
2000.

Multi-College Distrists
"Policy and Procedures for the Evaluation of Institutions in Multi-college/multi-unit Districts or
Systems" (ACCJC policy)
Policies

Handbrck of Accreditation and Policy Mamral
Policy Committee Meeting Notes
Policy Updates
Practices on Policy Review (procedures)
Recognition for ACCJC
Accreditation Standards Survey and Results
CI{EA Recognition Process
Evaluating the Evaluators (1994 Survey Report)
Evaluating the Evaluators: Round 2 @roject Renewal Survey Report)
Project Renewal Plan and Time lines
USDOE Regulations and Recognition Process
Self Study Training and Institutional Assistance
"Accreditation I01" (presentation slides)
Colleges Visited ficr Self Study Support (past three years)
Guide to the Institutiornl Self Study and Reports to the Commission
Institutional Visit Evaluation (form)
Institutional Visit Evduation Compilation
Self Study Workshop Agenda (sample)
Self Study Workshop Evaluation (form)
Self Study Workshop Evaluation Compilation
"Accreditation - Self Study'' (video)
Team Chair Training
Handbookfor Interim, Progress, and Focused Midterm Report Visits
Schedule of Evaluation Visits & Team Rosters
Team Clnir Handbook
Team Chair Handbook Evaluation (form)
Team Chair Handbook Evaluation Compilation
Team Chair Workshop Agenda (sample)
Team Chair Workshop Evaluation (form)
Team Chair Workshop Evaluation Compilation
Team Member Appraisal of Visit and Team Chair (form)
Team Member Appraisal of Visit and Team Chair Compilation
"The Accreditation Team Visit" (video)
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Current Issues
Fulton, Richard D., "The Plight of Part-Timers in tt:gher Education: Some Ruminations and
Suggestions," Clunge, May/June 2000.
nundy, Allen, "Basic Skills Problems at Community Colleges and How to Resolve Them,"
Clnnge, May/June 2000.
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APPENDIX A
Proposed Revision of ACCJC Purpose Statement

ACCREDITING COMMISSION FOR COMMTINITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES
WESTERN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE, OBJECTTVES, VALUES AND PROCESSES
The Primary Purposes of the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges

In keeping with the intent of regional accreditation generally, the primary purposes of the
ACCJC are, for institutions offering the Associates Degree within the Western Region:

.
.

To assure quality by determining that standards are met.
To promote the ongoing pursuit of excellence by emphasizing institutional
improvement.

To assure quality the Commission establishes institutional accreditation standards which
emphasize student learning and related student outcomes. As well, each institution has the
responsibilrty for defining characteristics of quality and excellence for itself and presenting
evidence that such quallty and excellen@ are being achieved. The Commission recognizes
institutional differences in ways that protect both general standards of excellence and
individualized educational philosophy and practice, as expressed in institutional mission
statements.

To promote the ongoing pursuit of excellence, ACCJC standards stress student learning
outcomes as central measures of excellence. Commission processes emphasize improvement
through internal assessment, planning and plan execution. Accreditation reviews result in
recommendations for improvement, no matter what the current level of perfionnance exhibited by
the institution. Accommodation is made for a wide variety of internal institutional systems to
promote experimentation and the advancement of higher education practice generally.
The Commission accredits institutions, not individual programs. It does so by examining
evidence of educational effectiveness based on demonstrated student learning outcomes and the
achievement of other institutional goals. Educationd programs and services, resources, and
leadership are reviewed as the means to and support for educational effectiveness.
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Commitment to Values

At the core of the Commission's work is a commitment to values that relate to higher education
in the American context. These values permeate the ACCJC's primary purposes, and support
efticrts to fulfill them.
Excellence: The Commissiorq even as it encourages institutions to strive for improvement
in quality, reflects best practices in its own standards, processes and operations.

Cooperation: The Commission believes in positive working relationships- This extends
to iti interchange with, and service to, member institutions, and with other individuals
and organizations involved with higher education quality improvement. The
Commission encourages collegial relations in the pursuit of institutional objectives.
progress: The Commission recognizes that, to be a responsible influence in 2l$ century
lmirica" purposeful change is to be encouraged in member institutions and the ACCJC's
own undertakings. This extends to support for experimentation aimed at enhancing
opportunities for, and improvement in, organizational and student learning, while
recognizing enduring educational values.

Diversity: The Commission believes that a range of perspectives enhances discussion and
decisions; a diversity of participants enhances learning and organizational environments;
and a variety of institution types and arrangements extends educational opportunity.

Integrity: The Commission strives to be objective, honest and fair in its relations with
member institutions, and it expects them to do similarly with students and the community
served.

Background
The Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) is one of the six regional accrediting
associations covering the United States who pursue continual improvement of education and
cooperation among &ucational institutions and agencies WASC functions through a board of
directors and threJaccrediting commissions: the Accrediting Commission for Senior Colleges
the
and Universities, the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges, and
Accrediting Commission for Sc[ools. The board of directors consists of nine members, each
accrediting-commission electing three members. Each commission, with the involvement of all
participating institutions, develops its own standards, procedures, and fiscd policies under the
authority and subject to the approval of the WASC board of directors. The accreditation actions
of each tommission are certified by the board of directors of wASC.

Voluntary nongovernmental institutional accreditation as practiced by the Commission and the
other reg[onal commissions is a unique characteristic of American education. No institution in
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the United States is required to seek accreditation; however, because of the recognized
advant4ges, most of the eligible institutions in this and other regions have sought to become
accredited. In many other countries the maintenance of educational standards is a governmental
function.

Institutions seeking ACCJC accreditation must first be found eligible through review based on
Commission Eligibility Requirements, and then must participate in a comprehensive self study
and evaluation team review process aimed at determining that all Commission standards are met.
Accreditation ceases whenever an institution requests in writing that its accreditation be
terminated, when the Commission formally acts to terminate accreditation, or when an institution
fails to pay its annual fees.
The Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges was formed in 1962 as one of
the three commissions that form the Western Association of Schools and Colleges. ACCJC
evaluates colleges that offer the Associate Degree and meet the Commission's standards in
California, Hawaii, American Samo4 Guam, the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas, the
Republic of the Marshall Islands, the Federated States of Micronesiq and the Republic of Palau.
At the turn of the millennium, 138 institutions were accredited by ACCJC including I l0 public
and 13 private institutions in California, seven public and two private colleges in Hawaii, and six
public institutions throughout the far Pacific.

Specific Objectives

In pursuit of its two primary purposes the Commission has recognized five major objectives:

l.

To assure the educational community, the general public, and other organizations and
agencies that an institution has clearly defined objectives that relate to student
learning and are appropriate to postsecondary education, has established conditions
under which their achievement can reasonably be expected, presents evidence that it
is accomplishing them substantially, is so organized, stafled and supported that it
can be expected to continue to do so, and meets Commission standards;

2.

To encourage institutional development and improvement through self study and
periodic evaluation by qualified peer professionals;

3.

To develop and use standards to assess and enhance educational quality and institutional
perfiormance, and to validate these standards by ongoing research;
.

4.

To promote interchange of ideas among public and independent institutions through peer
review; and

5. To protect institutions against encroachments
effectiveness or academic freedom.
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which might jeopardize their educational

The College-Commission Relationship

Accreditation is a continuing process, the heart of which lies in periodic self-appraisal by each
institution. In its initial application for candidacy or accreditation, and in preparation for each
subsequent visit, every institution prepares an extensive report with primary emphasis on selfanalysis and evaluation. Between scheduled visits, each institution addresses visiting team
recommendations and submits Annual Reports.
As a result of extensive experience and research, the Commission has determined that there are
certain basic characteristics of quality required of all institutions of higher education. These are
reflected in Commission standards, policies, and procedures. In carrying out its functions, the
Commission has established a code of good practice, both for its relations with the institutions it
serves and with regard to its internal organization and procedures. Every institution seeking
recognition by the Commission is expected to abide by the standards and policies of the
Commission as stated in the Handbook of Accreditation and as may be developed in the future.
As knowledge increases and the needs of society change, institutions are continually evolving in
order to serve their students and community better. Consequently, the Commission periodically
reviews the role and validity of its standards and policies and relies on widespread consultation
with the accredited institutions in the region and the experience of the Commission and visiting
teams to make appropriate revisions. The Commission conducts research to assess the validity,
reliability, and usefulness of its standards and procedures as aids to institutional improvement.
The effectiveness of self-regulatory accreditation, however, depends upon the institution's
acceptance of specific responsibilities, including complying with all of the standards and abiding
by the Commission's policies, procedures, and decisions. There must be institutional
commitment to and involvement in the accreditation process. Where an institution provides
programs not commonly offered by accredited institutions of higher education in the United
States, the institution bears the burden of demonstrating that the subject matter offered is
appropriate to higher education, is academic in quality and rigor, and can be reviewed by peers
from accredited institutions. The process assumes that each institution has the responsibility to
accept an honest and forthright assessment of institutional strengths and weaknesses. As a
consequence, a comprehensive self study report and peer evaluation are required. Only in this
way will the validity and vitality of the accreditation process be ensured.

To further specify the relationship the ACCJC seeks with member institutions, the Commission
has a policy titled "Code of Commission Good Practice in Relations with Member Institutions."
This policy was last updated in January 2001. Its detailed elements are as follows:
In its relations with the institutions it accredits. the Commission makes the commitment to:

l.

Make an initial visit to, or evaluation of,, an institution only on the written
request of the chief executive officer of the institution'
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2.

Revisit an institution only on request by the chief executive, or if a visit is
initiated by the Commission, after due notice to the institution;

3.

Permit withdrawal of a request for initial candidacy or initial accreditation at
any time (even after evaluation) prior to final action by the Commission;

4.

Appraise institutions in the light of their own stated purposes so long as these
are within the general frame of reference of higher education and consistent
with the standards of the Commission;

5.

Use the institution's self study, the team report, and relevant qualitative and
quantitative information in institutional evaluation;

6.

Consider information contained in a minority report that is developed in
response to either a self study or another accreditation report submitted by the
institution; the minority report should be received in approximate conjunction
with the self study or other accreditation report to which it pertains. The
Commission will notify the institution when a minority report is received by
sending a copy of the report to the institution;

7.

Interpret standards for accreditation in ways that are relevant to the character of
the particular institution, respecting institutional integrity and diversity,

8.

Encourage sound educational innovation and assist and stimulate improvement
in the educational effectiveness of the institution;

9.

Publish at least twice annually in the newsletter the names of institutions
scheduled for comprehensive evaluation;

10.

Accept relevant third-party comment on the institutions scheduled for
evaluation. Such comment must be submitted in writing, signed, accompanied
by return address and telephone number, and received no later than five weeks
before the scheduled Commission consideration. The Commission will notify
the institution when a third-party report is received by sending a copy of the
report to the institution;

1.

Establish reporting systems for annual, midterm, and self study reports which
inform the Commission regarding student loan default rates and the standing of
the institution with respect to appropriate state agencies, institutional or
specialized accrediting agencies;

12.

Consider information regarding adverse actions against a member institution by
another accrediting agency or state agency and provide an explanation

I
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13.

Limit oversight required by federal statute and regulations to issues expressly
required by that mandate;

14.

Include on evaluation teams representation from other institutions of similar
purpose and academic program to the extent feasible;

15.

Provide institutions an opportunity to object, for cause, to individual members
assigned to the team designated to visit the institution, with special concern for
possible conflict of interest;

16.

Arrange consultation during the visit with administratiorq stafi, students, and
trustees, and include a publicized opportunity for an open hearing during the
visit;

17.

Address performance with regard to student achievement in reviews of
institutional effectiveness. In addition, the team report should make clear those
standards with which the institution does not comply and those areas needing
improvement.

18.

Provide to the institution a detailed written report on its review assessing the
institution's or program's compliance with the Commission's standards,
including areas needing improvement, and the institution's performance with
respect to student achievement.

19.

Emphasize the value and importance of institutional self study and respect the
confidentiality of the institutional self study and evaluation team report. An
institution, at its discretion, may make such documents public. In event of an
adverse action, the Commission staffwill attempt to reach agreement with the
institution on a statement for public distribution, but the Commission reserves
final authority in case of an impasse. Should the institution issue selective and
biased releases or use the public forum to take issue with Commission actions,
the Commission and its staffwill be free to make all the documents public;

20.

Provide opportunity for the institution to respond in writing to all types of
team reports before they are finalized, supply all final team reports to the
institution before an accrediting decision is made, and provide opportunity to
the institution to appear before the Commission when such reports are
considered. The Commission staffwill notify an institution in writing as soon
as reasonably possible regarding Commission decisions;

21.

Encourage discussion and use on campus of major team recommendations;

22.

Revoke accreditation only after advance written notice to the institution;
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23.

Provide opportunity for Commission review of its adverse decisions, and in
addition, for appeal of those decisions to a panel established by the WASC
Board;

24.

Provide an opportunity for institutional representatives and the general public
to attend those portions of Commission meetings devoted to policy matters and
others of a non-confidential nature;

25.

Refrain from conditioning candidacy or accreditation upon payment of fees for
purposes other than annual fees and evaluation costs; and
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APPENDIX B
COMMISSIONER AND LEADER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS AND
SUMMARY RESPONSE
Commissioner Inteniew Responses

Qf.

Does the Commission operete usefully end elfectively? Please give en example to
suppoft your response.

Generd Summery of Responses:
Respondents addressed this question from two points of view: first, with regard to the
relationship of the Commission to member institutions; and second, with regard to the
internal working of the Commission from the point of view of the Commissioners.
In general, respondents agreed that the Commission operates usefully and effectively for
member institutions. There were several reasons suggested as to why this might be so,
ranging from the attitudes of member institutions regarding the importance of the accrediting
outcome, to the communication skills of the Commission's Executive Director and staffin
discharging their responsibilities to the member institutions. As one public member said,
"Whenever a college is having a problenr, everyone on the Commission strives very hard to
assist the institution to overcome its problem." This thought was echoed by one of the
accreditation professionals who commented that, "The advantage of this Commission is that
it has fewer institutions than other regional associations; therefore, there is a degree of
intimacy ... matters of concern become part of discussions with staffand team members that
is much more complete. Closeness enhances usefulness by helping institutions to know
where they need to do a better job before an area becomes of great concern." This view was
balanced by the observation of another of the accreditation professionals who suggested that
it is the "goodwill of the institution" that is a powerful determinate in guaranteeing the
effectiveness of the process, and critical to the success of responding to sanctions. Two
Commissioners noted that there is a variation in quality of the written reports, and that poorly
written reports can sometimes caused problems for member institutions. One Commissioner
suggested, "There is a need to do more screening of chairs, and eliminate after a bad
experience." In additiorq two respondents suggested that there is room for improvement in
the standards themselves, in content and conciseness, and hoped the Commission would
include that element in this review process. That issue will be addressed further in Question
3 and 5.
Commissioners who commented on the internal working of the Commissioir were generally
positive about the internal processes that allowed them to be effective in meetings. One
Commissioner noted that having primary and secondary responsibilities worked especially
well. Another Commissioner complimented the process sayrng, "Commissioners debate until
there is understanding, with agreement that incorporates the various viewpoints." However,
another Commissioner felt that process to be too time consuming, "Because everyone feels a
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need to express their opinion on the issue at hand, irrespective of whether the points have
been made by previous speakers." One of the accreditation professionals noted a potentially
serious structural problem in the Commissioq that "Institutiond members - presidents,
faculty, public members speak from personal perspective when making decisions about the
organization; for example, in the areas of policy and planning. Other regional
Commissioners generally have clearer sense of when they are deciding on institutional
matters and when acting as an organization board." Another accreditation professional
noted, "The 2-year Commission is more focused because there is a smaller range of types of
institutions; the Commission is practical and moves expeditiously. It is an efficient
operation." Finally, an observation about the timing of Commission meetings lead to this
concenL "Timing may be an issue. For the January meeting, team chairs may not be available
to work with staffor Commissioners. There is no mechanism for fixing erors in a report
after it go€s to the board, so we need to work with team chairs before then."

Suggestions:
A Commissioner suggested the need for additional attention in Hawaii, "to assist in the
process of helping more people become aware of the accreditation process and then
becoming involved in it."

Additiond training was identified as a need to help improve the quality and usefulness of the
written reports. This was seen as most important for team chairs and writers of the Self
Study.

Screening training and evaluation procedures for the development of an eflective
Accreditation team chair should be re-examined, particularly with regard to desired outcomes
for written reports, team communication and institution relations.
Commissioners may need to be reminded about their "global" Commission responsibilities
on a regular basis - perhaps as part ofa yearly re-orientation process, and as needed in the
discussion regarding policy and planning. If written material does not exist explaining this
aspect of Commissioner responsibility, perhaps that material should be developed.

From some of the comments made in response to Question l, a few suggestions can be
inferred:
The Commission should determine whether there is more that they should be doing to
develop the "goodwill" of member institutions, and if so, what.
The timing of meetings with regard to the production of complete and correct Team
Reports should be discussed. Alternatives (in timing or process) for tedm chairs
having difficulty meeting the deadlines should be considered.
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e2.

Does the Commission positively impact and improve the quality of the
eccreditation process through its activities? Please give an example to support
your response.

Generel Summary of ResPonses:
Respondents repliCd to this question in two different contexts. The first context dealt with
the work of the Commission with regard to the evolution of the accrediting process. The
second context dealt with the impact of the accreditation process on member institutions.
There was general agreement that the role of the Commission is positive and formative with
regard to the development and refinement of the process. As one commissioner said, "The
Commission very definitely positively impacts and improves the quality of the accreditation
process." When speaking olthe role of Commissioners, one Commissioner said, "Theirs is a
Lureaucratic role; they are responsible for deciding if policies and standards need to change.
For example, there *ar u special Commission subcommittee on distance Education resulting
in an excellent guide for self studies around distance education." Several Commissioners
mentioned the ioncern of the Commission with regard to treating member institutions fairly
and consistently, and saw this as a positive aspect of what the Commission does in support of
improving the quality of the process. "Commission spends much time working on balance
an-"rs," cbmmented one commissioner. In addition, the subject of training was raised
"ni
here as an example of how the Commission works to improve the process. As one
Commissioner said, "In response to decisions made in the Commission, we continually
improve the training of the colleges in what we expect in the self study and in the training of
team members in *hut *. expect from the team report." A cautionary note was sounded by
one of the accrediting profesiionals, "Mechanisms for reviewing standards and consultation
are strong; Commission has been effective in deciding where they need to tate a leadership
position ind *h"n to follow membership. Commission has not broken much new ground
nationally with regard to standards; it is still focused on resources and processes. It is not
thinking about ne* ways to address issues." However, as another of the accrediting
professionals commented, "New things are learned each time we go out; a standard that is
problematical becomes part of the staffand Commission's awareness and frequently gets
iactored into the training program. Standards get reviewed and revised every five years,

which is more frequent than other agencies."
Several respondents to this question interpreted the "quality of the accreditation process" to
refer to what happens at individual colleges. All of these responses included positive
comments reg-ding the impact of the accreditation process on member institutions. A
sample of those comments follows. "...any team that goes out knows the Self Study
'"Yes, some
influences the school. The validation of the team is very positive activity."
campuses have had major problems and through the accreditation process have experienced

growth and improvement." "All people in the college get involved with the process. The
*What
i".io.5 gro,rpJin the colleges rely on accreditation to foster changes in the colleges."
we hopJwe do is bring the best-of-the-best together to come up with whatever solutions,
remedies, input we can offer. Without question there is a positive impact." "Part of why the
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process improves is the extensive evaluation process that is done with the teams, and that is
used to develop the training. The process does improve the quality at the institutional level.
the people at the institution have been out on teams, they know what to put into the self
study." In the eyes ofthese respondents, the accreditation process is seen as a change agent,
not only in response to problems, but as a tool for general institutional improvement.

If

Suggcstions:

No specific suggestions were made in response to this question. However, the comments
identify areas that the Commission might wish to explore. The fact that several
Commissioners chose to respond to the question only in terms of institutions, rather than the
work of the Commission, echoes the concern raised in response to Question I regarding the
need to strengthen the global aspect of Commission responsibilities. The responses also
enforce the role of the Commission in developing training in support of strengthening the
process. Finally, there is the implied suggestion to the Commission that it might consider
initiating discussions about "new ways to address issues."
Q3. Does thc Commission help institutions improve quality through its stendards, Self
Study, end Team Reports? Do Commission standards, policies, and procedures
heve suflicient emphesis on institutional improvement? Please give en exemple to
suppofi your response.
Generel Summery of Responses:
Respondents generally agreed that the Standards, Self Study, and Team Reports help

institutions improve quality. But their opinions differed regarding whether there is sufficient
emphasis on institutional improvement. In particular, several respondents cited the lack of
emphasis on accountability regarding the quality of the educational program as an area that
needs improvement. Additionally the review currently underway was cited in response to
this question as an example of how the Commission periodically examines the basis for
emphasizing institutional improvement.
Many of the respondent's replies focused on the standards. One Commissioner was
particularly concerned about the changing educational environment and that impact on the
definition of standards. "We've got to start looking at the standards and allow for this
changing environment (e.g., increased use of technology, unbundling of faculty role,
evolution of distance delivery, changing role of learning resources). The standards, once
comfortably identified as discrete units, are getting all blended together." Another pointed
out the increased role of public accountability. "Most of the current standards focus upon
processes and inputs. The public, however, is more interested in what happens with
learners."
In discussing the role of standards with regard to instructional quality and institutional
improvement, one Commissioner had this to say, "I do not believe that the standards as
currently written put enough emphasis on quality of the educational program. I do believe
that in the area of fiscal control, in the library and in the role of faculty that quality is
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considered. However, I do not believe that we have found a way to get at the overall quality
of the educational program that is offered, so I do not believe that the institutional
improvement piece is there." This thought was echoed by a Commissioner, who said, "There
needs to be an emphasis on learning, and a focus on continuous improvement. The
Commission needs a way to express the philosophy of continuous improvement, to engage
the institutions in a dialog about what they do to continuously improve." Another
Commissioner replied, "Some institutions are not paylng attention to institutional research
and planning. More needs to be done in this area." An accreditation professional noted that,
"Institutional accreditation tends to focus on institutional matters more than subject, degree,
and departmental quality. Quality assurance mechanisms do not focus on the educational
programs at this time."

In opposition to the opinion expressed above, the following remarks, each from a different
respondent, reflect an appreciation for how standards work to foster institutional
improvement.
"The standards force the institutions to focus on the whole array of concerns- that puts a
spotlight on quality. The process forces colleges to confront things they might not
otherwise address."
"The entire emphasis of the standards is improvement. The premise is we learn from other
institutions what works very well, and ultimately those things that are highly efficient
become standards. And they continually adjust the standards in one way shape or form
and the whole intent is improvement-- never punitive, but improvement."
"Those institutions that use (accreditation) as an opportunity to stop and reflect on their
practices can improve quality. The standards give tremendous opportunity to do that."

to develop institutional improvement was
expressed by two of the accreditation professionals. One said, "The Commission does a
pretty good job of helping institutions improve; although its influence is moral and
persuasive. It does use its "club" appropriately." Another commented, "Quality
improvement is dependent upon the spirit of the institution; dependent upon how much
attention is paid to the Team Report." This suggests that in order to be more effective, each
institution needs to be encouraged to be more responsible to its communities (internal and

A different

assessment of how accreditation works

external), and perhaps the Commission can be more active in that regard.
There were few mentions of the role of the Self Study and Team Report in developing
institutional improvement. Among the comments recorded, one Commissioner said, "The
Team Reports are most critical to improved quality. The report is a powerful weapon for
improvement." Another observed merely that, "The self studies vary greatly depending on
the institutions." There was no mention of specific Commission policies and procedures in
support of institutional improvement.
Suggestions:
There were several specific suggestions made in response to this question. In addition,
several suggestions can be inferred from the comments. Here are the specific suggestions.
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l.
2.

3.

Q4.

Consider combining Standard One (Mission) and Two (Integrity). (suggested
twice)
Consider the interconnections of Standard 4 @ducational Programs) and
Standard 6 (Information and Learning Resources) with regard to the increased
use of media and technology, development of distant delivery, integration of
non-credit programs, and educational programs that are no longer just
disciplinary-based academic programs. Consider how the two standards
might be integrated.
Consider the impact of different educational program delivery systems and the
unbundling of the faculty function on the content of Standard 7 (Faculty).

Does the Commission meke decisions thet ere fair end justifiable? Does the
Commission take negative actions when warranted? Please give an example to
support your response.

Generel Summery of Responses:
Respondents generally agreed that the Commission strives to make fair and justifiable
decisions, including taking negative actions when warranted. However, one Commissioner
cautioned, "The chair of the visitation team has a big influence on the Commission. The
preparation and operation of chairs is uneven so the decisions the Commission makes could
*...it becomes more
also be uneven." Another Commissioner noted that
difficult to assure
that decisions at two different meetings have the same level of fairness, grven that there is
some turnover at each meeting and events external to the meeting have an impact. For
example, at one meeting, the standard for a straight reaffirmation with a midterm report were
extraordinarily higtU and almost every college reviewed got a decision of a midterm report
with a visit if there were any problems at dl. At the next meeting, there was a discussion at
the beginning about when and why we should have visits, and the number of visits
recommended dropped dramatically." Another Commissioner reported some concern that
the "Commission has hit institutions a little hard on a single standard even though little or no
difficulty was noted on the remaining standards." This Commissioner also "...occasionally
felt as if there was an inappropriate balance in evaluating institutional perfiormance on all

standards."

A public member commented, "The Commission's decisions are fair and justifiable.
Commissioners take great pains to study the issues carefully and then make appropriate
decisions that will lead to improvement. However, at times the Commission may put too
much emphasis on how an institution is responding to the process rather than the end result
of change." One Commissioner said, "Much time and effort is spent on making decisions
that are consistent. The Commissioners discuss this a lot, especially when sanctioning an
institution. They discuss the reasons, and what must be done." Another mentioned that, "The
Commission really struggles to be fair. In areas where there is latitude, they try to decide
which sanction would be most helpful, the "big punch" or "tread lightly."
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With regard to taking negative actions, the following comments were recorded: "I think that
any negative action is looked at very carefully and that dl colleges that are up for review in
the same meeting are treated the same way. ...The Commission does take negative action,
however ... the negative action is rarely for providing a poor educational experience. There
are a few colleges in the region that believe that the Commission should be more rigorous in
its negative decisions, but that is only if they are not the ones who are getting the negative
decision." "This is where a group of people will literally shut the door and sweat blood over a
decision to send a really strong warning to an institution [that had problems] that severely
atrected the campus environment, the instructional staff. And so we made a tough decision
and we did take negative action. We did it and we hoped it would improve the situation and
from what we can see it has." "The Commission does take negative actions when warranted.
They've gone all the way to "show cause" on two colleges in recent times. There are many
actions requiring visits, special reports, etc."
The opinions of the accrediting professional mirrored those of other respondents. For
example one professional said, "Commission has been quite courageous in limiting and in
using its power. Some of the work done with institutions in the Pacific has been very strong
in helping them. There has also been good impact on improving private institutions."
Another noted that the "Commission goes out of the way to be fair. It has a real concern to
be helpful to institutions with appropriate restraint. ...Negative sanctions are taken very
seriously by institutions, although that may not appear to be the case on the outside." While
another accreditation professional thought this Commission did a better job than some other
Commissions, and in a case of negative action, the Commission was "on target".
Suggestions:
Thr; specific suggestions were made in the body of the responses to this question. The first
has to do with the perceived need to have the field understand the need to take negative
actions. "I think maybe, we can get the field to understand the role of the Commission and
our need to take negative action so they don't consider us to be, like the big bad guys and we
are the adversaries. I don't know what we can do about it, but maybe through the presidents
and chancellors we can get the field to appreciate more the role of the Commission."
The second suggestion is related to an internal matter regarding leadership of the
Commission. "I think our Commission goes out of the way to be fair to the various
constituency groups to the point where we take turns rolling the Chairmanship of the
Commission to the different representatives of the constituency groups. Maybe as a
comparative issue, how do the other commissions do it? Do we rotate around the leadership
of the Commission among the representatives of various constituency groups? Does that
work well compared to other Commissions? We might just want to take art intellectual look
at it. I'm not saying it's broken, but I think we tend to be a little to California in this-everybody is equal, everybody has to be represented."
The third suggestion relates to a desire for.historic information to help in making consistent
decisions. "Yes, the decisions are fair. Perhaps they would be more even handed if there
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were numerical data available. Would like to see tables reflecting the team recommendations
to the Commission with Commission action that followed, and a list of sanctions with what
the colleges were asked to do. Example: Two institutions were discussed at the same
meeting. One was not put on Warning after a discussion of what warrants it. The other was
coming back for review six months after being on Warning for what was remembered as
similar problems. Some tabular data might have helped, so Commissioners weren't relying
on memory."

In addition, some areas of concern identified in the general responses might warrant further
discussions. For example, exploring the perceived inconsistency between meetings, unequal
emphasis on different standards, and perceived emphasis on process rather than outcomes
might lead to better Commission performance.

Q5.

Are Commission stenderds clerr, appropriate, consistent, and suflicient to
measure and communicete quality and eccountability? Pleese give an example
to support your response.

Generel Summary of Responses:
Most respondents think that the standards are appropriate and consistent but do not agree that
they are clear or sufficient to measure and communicate quality and accountability. Several
people suggested here, and in response to other questions, that it was time to review the
standards with an eye to making them more referent, especially with regard to the increased
role of technology, and to permit them to be more responsive to local concerns. Some
respondents recorded specific difficulties and concerns.
With regard to clarity, the general sentiment about the standards is "On the whole they are
fair, but may not be as clear as could be in all sections." A public member said, "As far as
being clear, yes they are clear, no ambiguity, and an institution would read them and
understand them fully because it's their profession. I can't say that they are concise, because
it has to be explained what the standard entails, and sometimes you have several paragraphs.
You wish you could put it in a s€ntence, but you can't." A Commissioner noted that they
were not clear, but "They are the best that they could be when they are written. The meanings
of things change over time. Language that is contextual when current needs revision after
time. ...It is hard to remain clear over the span between reviews."
About appropriateness one Commissioner said, "The first three standards are redundant and
could be better if linked. There is redundancy throughout, but some of that yields additional
information." Another Commissioner cited some concerns about a potential California
emphasis, "Some issues come up concerning the "California syndrome", i.e., the tendency to
look at all colleges as California publics." Then also suggested that, " There may be too
many sub-standards. Maybe trylng to be too specific in the standards." Another
Commissioner reported that, "The Commission is discussing whether the standards could be
more outcomes oriented. Now many are process-oriented so institutions can side step
outcomes." Another Commissioner felt that the "...Commission would benefit from just l0
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general standards and less specificity because with greater specificity, the absence of a
particular component as an illustration of appropriate evidence may be interpreted by campus
representatives as unimportant." Another Commissioner suggested that, "The Commission
should increase the emphasis on "effectiveness"" and that " The stenderds do need to take
into account the "local conditions" which can vary tremendously among the member
institutions." One of the accreditation professionals suggested that the stendrrds "measure
what is relatively easy to measure; such as, existence of policy. Not as forward looking as it
might be in asking institutions to look at outcomes. The concentration of institutiond type
and preponderance of publics very much affects how Commission thinks about quality."
Anoiher said that "in general there is a lot pressure to get all Commissions to deal more with
public accountability issues."
Consistency was not specifically addressed in the responses, but sufficiency to measure and
communicate quality and accountability was. One public member generally agreed with the
questions but commented that the standards "must approve on accountability." A
Commissioner stated, "I do NOT believe that the Commission standards are sufficient to
measure and communicate quality and accountability. For example, dmost all of our
community colleges have as one of its missions preparing students to transfer to four-year
colleges. Yet no self study or team report that I have read comment on the success that
students have when they have transferred or even on the numbers that have transferred."
One accrediting professional noted that, "Commissions are more responsive to member
institutions. Greatest accountability is to member institutions." Yet Commissions need to
address public accountability issues also.

Suggestions:

Note: see also responses to question 3.
In addition to the iomments recorded in the summary above, which suggest areas of inquiry
the Commission might undertake, suggestions made by respondents in the course of
answering this question covered 2 different areas. The first deals with the formulation of the
standards and their clarity for use. The second deals with the scope of the standards, their
sufficiency, and their appropriateness. Specific suggestions include:
Regarding clarity:
"Governance standard would benefit from eflorts to clarify the organizational
development components of governance with which the Commission is concerned
and what is meant by culture of evidence."
"Clarity of language is needed for standards, and repeated training for institutions and
teams as to what the language means to the Commission."
"...they are sometimes too wordy."
"Some of them have too much jargon. We need to make sure that it isn't 'Jargonese"."
"There may be too many sub-stindards. Maybe the Commission is trying to be too
specific in the standards."
"Have some questions regarding clarity, sometimes examples would help."
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Regarding sufficiency and appropriateness:
"Link the first three standards."
"It's time to give the standards a reJook to see if they are appropriate for the new
educational environment now, and for the future."
"Must improve on accountability."
"Perhaps we need to put more emphasis on changes occurring in teaching in colleges.
Must addresses distance education without creating a separate ghetto."
"The Commission should increase the emphasis on "effectiveness". The standards do
need to take into account the "local conditions" which can vary tremendously among
member institutions."

Q6.

Does the Commission respond edequetely to issues rnd tensions surrounding
eccreditation? Please give an example to support your response

Gencrel Summary of Responses:
Although the nature of the "issues and tensions" was not defined, respondents generally took
this to mean one of three things. First, threats to the Commission in fulfilling its mandate, as
one Commissioner noted, "The only tension I ever felt was when a District filed a complaint.
That took much time and many resources to respond to." Second, issues brought to the
attention of the Commission by participants regarding the participants and the process.
Third, issues related to the perceived need to change the standards in response to
currenVfuture conditions. The feeling of the Commissioners is that the Commission does
respond adequately. As one public member said, "...painfully so. I sometimes feel that we
could move a little faster toward a decision, but it's much better to consider it very carefully
when you are affecting an institution that is as important as one of our educational
institutions." Although another Commissioner cautioned, "There are times when the
Commission is inclined to overreact, or react too soon."
In the first category, a few respondents made reference to legal responsibilities, for example
one Commissioner said, "In our litigious society, the Commission must always be careful
about the issues and tensions surrounding its actions. In a recent case, I believe the
Commission got into trouble because the decisions was not clearly enough linked to the
standards."

With regard to the individual college or District experience, one Commissioner said,
"Confidentiality is a concern. Mainly the Commission knows about and responds to tensions
at the local level. Sometimes things said in confidence to Team Members are not held in
confidence." Another Commissioner noted, "There have been institutional an{ District
challenges (for example with regard to militant challenges and pressure surrounding the issue
of affirmative action). The Commission responds adequately within the limits of
confidentiality and without micro-managing. It is nimble at not responding to political
interest groups that are inappropriate." But most Commissioners agreed with this thought,
"'When key issues are brought to the attention of the Commission, they look at everything
related to the issue and try to make fair and justifiable decisions on how best to respond to
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the issue." One of the accreditation professional noted, "The Comrnission puts a lot of
responsibility on the Executive Director, while the Commission is shielded from the issues."
Another said, "Most responsibility in this arena is dealt with by the Director and stafi, for
example working with new administrations or regulations."
The area of iszues related to changing educational conditions brought many thoughtful
responses. "The Commission has retreats to spend time on issues, there is no time at the
meetings to discuss issues." Another Commissioner identified distance education as "the"
issue to watch. A different respondent noted, "ACCJC has been very involved in distance
education and with the Inter Regional Accreditation Committee's efforts to address distance
education offered across State and regional boundaries." Another Commissioner suggested
that it is in the area of responding to the changing "culture of American higher education"
that the most important issues can be found." This respondent asked this question: "Is having
voluntary, peer, self-evaluation in the form of accreditation still relevant when considering all
the challenges, changes and issues that are coming up, (e.g., monitoring the self-evaluation
process, unbundling the faculty role, distance education, and learning assessment)?" An
accreditation professional noted, " The Commission is trying to respond to broad issues like
evidence of learning outcomes, dealing with new providers and public accountability. Most
folks do not want to move in the new arenas, but not so with ACCJC." Another said, "The
use of retreats to focus on topics outside decision-making is a good idea."
Suggestions:
There were few specific suggestions made in response to this questiorl other than identi$ing
some of the broader issues, in all three categories, that might be effectively discussed by the
Commission. Those are noted above. The few who mentioned the retreat seemed to believe
that it was valuable and therefore should be continued. One Commissioner took the
opportunity offered by this question to reiterate a concern related to an educational issue, "I
think that it is essential that, as a second stage, we need to revise the standards to assure that
quality and student outcomes are being measured by the college."

Q7.

Does the Commission use

it's accumulated information/date to assist member

institutions facilitate change? Please give en example to support your response.

Generel SummarT of Responses:
The key to this question probably lies in how the word "facilitate" is interpreted.
Traditionally the knowledge generated by the institution during the Self Study and from the
Team Report, as well as the focus of attention by the institution on the institution was seen as
the change motivator. Several respondents also noted the influence of Conimission
publications, workshops and training on institutional change. There was general agreement
that the Commission does work to help institutions facilitate change in these ways and also
by providing advice during the accreditation process and referrals as needed. In the opinion
of most respondents change is a by-product of the process, at the discretion of and under the
direction of the member institution, and should remain that way. The opinion of the few
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others seems to suggest that a re-focus of accreditation activities toward quality
improvement, rather than quality assurance, should be considered. The potential conflict
between the role of accreditation as a validation of quality assurance, related to standards
performance, versus the role of accreditation as an active change agent for quality
improvement, is central to an important issue facing accreditation throughout the country.
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The majority of respondents seemed most comfortable with the Commission as a passive
agent of change. "Why does ACCJC need to facilitate change?" asked one Commissioner.
Another said, "I'm not sure the extent to which the Commission does, or should, promote
institutional change." As a public member said, "Facilitating change is about the toughest
thing you can do in the world. What we are going to do though, is to be sure that our
message to the institution does give them an opportunity to facilitate change." Another
public member described the relationship of the Commission to institutions as a synergistic
'one. "A synergy that is created when all of these diverse individuals come together to offer
our support based of our experiences, the data we have gathered, things we have learned
from the better institutions and also from those that have needed help." Another
Commissioner was in favor of sharing information, "Whatever information we have
accumulated we should share with institutions, whether or not the Commission would take
the lead in facilitating change - f'm not sure whether we are equipped and well enough
staffed to do that. But the information can be shared."

Among those who would like to see a more proactive Commission, one comment was "We
need to enlarge the role of the Commission as change agent." And, "That's definitely our
dual role - quality assurance and being geared to improvement." Another said, "In one case,
a college requested to do a modified Self Study to test itself against Baldrige criteria, and the
Commission allowed that. As a general rule however, I don't think that the Commission
does anything to facilitate change if it is not related to self improvement of the college to
meet standards." Another Commissioner cautioned about switching to a quality
improvement model of accreditation, " I do not think using the Baldrige criteria for
accreditation is the way to go, it relies on internal processes, rather than outcomes."
There were several positive comments about the ways in which the Commission
communicates with the field. Of particular note was the support of the Assessment Institutes,
the web-site, and newsletter and other publications, as well as the visits of Director, stafi, and
Commissioners to coach and support institutions. An accreditation professional noted, "On
one level I agree that more could be done in this area, but the Commission must think
carefully about what areas of change should come from within the Commission's purview.
Most other accrediting bodies have more extensive annual reports, for examplq. It would be
worth thinking through the idea of disseminating more information about change."
Suggestions:
The general sense in response to this question seems to be to continue to provide the
information/data that the Commission is currently doing - with improvements as it is
possible to develop. There were few specific suggestions made in response to this question.
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However, in addition to the suggestion noted above (creating a more extensive annual report
and providing more information about changes that might affect accreditation) there were a
few others:
..f am interested in developing a resource bank to which colleges could be referred to meet
specific n@ds."
"I am interested in an andysis of labor market changes."
..I do not think that ACCJC has done enough to publicize and promote California Assessment
Institutes. "
"The website should be more comprehensive'"

eS.

Does the Commission echieve e balance between being the evaluator of
institutionally determined quality vercus being the impetus for institutional
chenge? Plerse give en example to support your response'

Generel Summery of ResPonses:
The responses of the Commissioners to this question mirror those of Question 7. Most were
clear about the value of the Commission's evaluation role, and less clear about the role of
being the impetus for change. As with question 7, there was recognition that it is the
institution's iesponsibility to make changes. Most were comfortable with the balance
achieved, and with the primary function of the Commission being related to evaluation.
As one Commissioner said about the balance, "This occurs naturally, particularly when the
Commission issues a report evaluating an institution less favorably than it would desire.
ACCJC feels it must provide solid evidence to support any recommendations it offers that
call for change in the institution." Or, put another way, "The Commission is generally pretty
cautious aboi-rt pushing change. They try to get the institution to see the need." Another
Commissioner noted that some balance is found in the distinction between meeting a
standard and a suggestion for improvement, "Almost all Team Reports differentiate between
suggestions fur inrprovemsnt and fur &,eos wir€re the r,ollege is not .n ct mpliancc wirit
standards. Formalrecommendations are only related to the standards." Still another
Commissioner suggests that the instruments of the process contain the seeds for change.
"Most important in the process is the evaluation of the institution's self-evaluation because
someone from the outside can tell the institution how it is perceived. And that serves as a
change catalyst." Another Commissioner cautioned, "The Commission cannot serve as
"legiilature" and'Judge". The process should encourage Districts to change, but the
em-phasis should be on assessing quality." A Commissioner identified another area needing
balance. "We have to constantly strive to achieve a balance between evaluation an institution
and informing them of trends in higher education."
Some Commissioners noted some concern about over-reliance on the process, "There is
concern (in the accrediting process) about how the institution is responding to the process,
how their processes are carried out, a concern that they are being done correctly, rather than
looking at the end result." Or, in one instance, on the perceived California bias of the
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process, "I think we are still too California-based to become an effective impetus for
institutional change. ...a lot of the change that has to occur depends on the local conditions."
The final word in response to this question is reserved for comments made by the
accreditetion professionals. One mentioned, "The Commission intends that colleges respond
to its diagllostic comments and that the college take measures that make sense to that college.
No one size fits all.- And, "When the institution wants to change and when accrediting
experience gives help, change will happen. When an institution does not want to change, the
institution will not change."
Suggestions:
Again few suggestions were made. One was, "I r@ommend not substituting Baldrige
criteria for current Commission strnderds." An implicit suggestion was made in recounting
the positive eflects of the Hawaii Community College Chancellor's Office assessment of the
system using the ten stenderds. Perhaps other member systems would benefit from such an
exercise.

Q9.

Docs thc Commission dcmonstrete leedership to its member institutions by
providing informetion pertinent to changing educational conditions end future
trcnds? Plcese givc en eremplc to support your responsc.

Gencrd Summery of Responses:
All but three respondents responded solely in the affirmative to this question. Cited as
examples of leadership were the publications, website, Assessment Institutes, workshops,
presentations at conferences, and general responsiveness to needs of member institutions.
One Commissioner said, "The Commission is really good about sending out informative
articles without overloading the Commissioners or the colleges. The staffhave really tried to
help private institutions, which frequently have less access to current trend data." One
accrediting professional noted, "The Director does inform constituencies about issues from
the standpoint of accreditation rather than fiscal matters, which dominate State and CEO
concerns." Another Commissioner uggested that, "The Commission needs to be discrete
about when to create their own conferences, etc., and when to promote those already offered
by others." Another Commissioner said, "The Commission tries to strike a balance between
informing colleges about environmental pressures and trends, and tryrng not to get too far
ahead of the institutions, and between not forcing them to respond, just informing." This
thought was echoed by a Commissioner who said, "The Commission should move slowly in
providing leadership. It must not be too far atread of its member institutions." Another
Commissioner related thoughts about the Commission's paper about distance education: "I
believe that the paper will eventually go to the institutions sayrng that ACCJC believes that
this represents changing educational conditions and future trends. And that the institutions
should be aware of what should go into decisions about distance education. In this case I
believe that the Commission did demonstrate leadership in providing pertinent information.
However, it does not happen very often."
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The three responses that identified room for improvement included these comments from one
Commissioner. "It is difficult for an institution that needs to make a lot of change to also be
told, "And here are the future trends." It's a stick and carrot thing. Depending on what the
institution s66ms to require, you have to us€ a little of both. We can probably do better at
that." Another Commiisionir said, "We're not there yet as a Commission. We're still
enforcing standards rules, operating by rules of the game and an organizational structure and
operatin! poficies established before. And we're not getting ready to provide information to
pio1not"-"-h-ge - given that we will change in response to future trends and conditions. I
do that, but we haven't yet." An accreditation professional noted, "The
ini*
"att needs to focus on its role of quality review and assurance. That information is
Commission
hard to come by. The key is to helping institutions understand and utilize information on
quality review and quality assurance. (Our current) Mission-based accreditation does not

*.

focus on definition of qualitY."
Suggestions:
were no specific suggestions contained in the responses to this question. Implied
suggestions include the maintenance and improvement of traditional communication systems
wiifr'ttre field and the Commissioners. A plea for more forward and future-oriented thinking,
responsive to individual institutions, is implied in the comments above. In additiorU it seems
junior colleges would
that good information about what quality means in the community and
be appreciated by member institutions.
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elg.

For institutions experiencing difiiculties, are the current follow-up
ilTlngements, i.e., e one-day visit by r two-person team, suflicient?

Generel Summaly ResPonses:
The responses to tiris qulstion can be easily and quickly summarized by saying, it depends'
In the majority of casei, where there are few difficulties and the team is experienced and
knowledgeabie, the one-day visit can work very well. "A two-person visit is very effective.
I thinh t6 a hrge extent, it is not intimidating. ...we go in as an ally." On the other hand, one
Commissioner noted that, "A one day visit can be very cosmetic. Need time for
conversations among Team Members. Depends on the enormity of the problems." One
accreditation profesiional said, " In most cases it probably is. One could always work at
gving those visits more focus or clarity. There may need to have more expanded review of
ieports for institutions that are likely to receive a negative action."
Among conoerns cited by respondents, the statement of one Commissioner summarizes what
most orthers said, "I think as i rule of thumb, that the kind of difficulty that the institution is
in ought to be the determinant of the size of the team and the length of visit." Another
Comitissioner said, "This is an area that we had better look at as a part of our procedure.
I'm not sure if we are really effective or not."
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Suggestions:
onewere no specific zuggestions made about this topic, other than determining if the
day, two-personfollow-up visit is an efFective practice'

Th;

e11.

Do thc Self Study, Teem Report, end other reports offer e sufficient basis for
Commission ectibns? Is the current rrrangement to heve typically one or two
Commissionen s€nyc es in-dcpth reeders of cvaluation visit meteriels sulfrcient?

Genenl Summrra of ResPonses:
t"rort t"sponaents Lefieve that, most of the time, the information provided is a sufficient basis
for Commission actions. Says one Commissioner, "Rarely does it not." Another
*If the Self Stuay (and Team Report) has been done well, it easily provides a
commented,
respondent
sufhcient basis and support for iommission actions." However, more than one
professional said,
commented on,rn"r,,"nn"ss in the quality ofthe reports. One accreditation
iThe weak spot is the uneven quality oit."rn Reports." Another Commissioner suggested,
..Evenness oir"port quality *r.rta bi an issue for us to look at." Training of Chairs was also
Team
mentioned here, evenincluding the content of Team Reports, "I tend to like the
the
identify
Reports that are not strictly simply reading back the standards... They should
,r."d, of the institution tt .t. i"tking, rither than sayrng you don't come up to meeting a
"t
so the
specific standard. There is a tendenryto be a little standard-oriented, too much so,
just a measurement for the institution."
standards become something in themselves more than
in
However, several Commissioners stated a desire to have more informatiorq "It is crucial
in-depth
many cases for the Commissioner to call the team chair for clarification and the
Or, as
reader needs to listen carefully to the Chair's perspective on visitation materials."
dialogue) I
another Commissioner said, "\ilithout (the Chair and the Commissioners having a
Team's
the
find that sometimes the Commission members afe second-guessing
and say,
recommendation, and that's not good. ...Sometimes, I wish I could tdk to the Chair
..What did you do this for?" ...That would make the Chair more responsible in making
recommendations"

With regard to the current practice of two Commissioners doing in-depth evaluations of
"This way you can
material's, respondent believe that to be an effective and useful practice.
questions.
answer
prepare
to
spend more time on the ones that you are responsible for, to
in
The rest are read, but with less study." Commissioners felt that the system worked even
"In-depth
Team,
the
that
cases where the Commission might ieach a different conclusion
the
readers present the case and theJustification for any recommended actions. Sometimes
In
teams.
visitation
the
by
recommended
Commission supports actions thit differ from those
for
such cases, the-Commissioners occasionally incorporate knowledge of recomniendations
visitation
other colleges that have or have had similar circumstances as a basis for modiSing
Commission
the
"sometimes
Team recommendations." Although one Commissioner stated,
justification.
chooses to deviate from the visitation team's recommendation without adequate
the
Sometimes I feel there may be a hidden agenda in place. Although generally
Commission struggles to be fair in all cases."
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Suggections:
Several ruggestions were made in response to this question:
More than one Commissioner srggested making a conversation with the team chair part of
the review process. "For comprehensive visits we include, as part of the Commission
consideratioq a short dialogre between the Chair of the visit and possibly even the CEO of
the college visited. ...After a presentation the CEO leaves. The Chair stays and gives the
Team recommendations. Then the Chair and the Commission have a dialogue." The
Commissioner noted that there would be an additional cost to the institution to implement
this practice.
Additional training of Chairs was suggested with regard to writing, and content, of Team
Reports to achieve better, more usable, report qudity.
Onl accreditation professional noted that, "Some other regional commissions solve the
problem by having a staffmember on every visit who is responsible for writing the report,
but that system is very costlY."
revise accreditetion standerds and
end serrye the chenging contexts of higher educetion?

Ql2. In what ways, if eny, should the Commission
processes to better

fit

Generd Summery of Rcsponscs & Suggestions:

Several of the other questions elicited responses related to this question. You will find that
the responses and suggestions included here are echoes of that previous information. In
reply to the way the question was asked, responses took the form of suggestions. Some
ad-diessed the general approach to the revision process, many related to content of specific
standards, while still others addressed the conceptual basis of accreditation.

General approach suggestions included:
"Clarity of language should guide revisions. Perhaps standards should have addenda of
examples."
"Make them more relevant to the changing conditions and environment for education."
"standards should continuously be revised to reflect current thinking, and should include
accountability."
"Get rid ofthe jargon."
"There are so many overlapping questions and there is no tie-in with the fact that they are
overlapping - and that we are trying to correct."
"It would be appropriate to change standards related to prevalence of distance education if
they are really needed, but I would caution against reacting to every new trend of issue."
"I think we need a better balance between input (i.e. information resources) and output (i.e.
student outcomes."
Specific content suggestions included.
"Put more emphasis on learner outcomes than is currently the case
rates, job placement, student retention, etc."
"We need to gather evidence of student achievement."
"Need to focus on outcomes in standards, practices and policies."
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issues such as pass

"Will

need to address partnerships between institutions and businesses, etc."
"Revise governance standards for greater clarity."
"Need more emphasis on assessing community opinion and institutional effectiveness."
"Certainly the emphasis on student learning, which is pretty much of a given now, is one
the things that needs to be emphasized and we have to learn to measure better."
"Need to address all modes of distance education as incorporated into curriculum."
"Changing demographics need to be looked at beyond diversity."

of

Conceptual suggestions included :
"Maybe we should rethink the topics. People get accustomed to the standards, and they get
stale. ...They need to be just as comprehensive, but with a fresh rubric."
"Would like to see fewer and more general standards."
"Conceptual framework is now rooted in functional areas of institutions. There are some
models that do not divide institutions in traditional ways. For example looking a
leadership in relationship to outcomes."
"Academic audit is another interesting model to consider."
"We need to get closer to the classroom."

to till or new services
should thc Commission provide that promote and advance excellence in its
institutions and in higher education?

Q13. Whrt new roles would be eppropriete for the Commission

Generd Summe4r of Responses & Suggestions:
Like the last question, most responses to this question also took the form of suggestions.
Some were in favor of focusing on current endeavors. Others had suggestions of arena for
further exploration.
Focus on current endeavors:
"Not sure new roles are needed or advisable. Perhaps greater depth is needed in current
roles."
"Continue with the roles that it has traditionally performed. Commissions purpose is to
evaluate institutions for quality assurance and bring information to bear in making
judgments in this regard. Not sure that any new roles are right for the Commission."
"I think if our Commission just stays where it is and doesn't add any mote new roles, but
serves present roles more effectively, guiding and facilitating our own self review, I think
it would be fine. I don't think we ought to be getting into any more issues."
"Can't initiate and evaluate at the same time. Must concentrate on evaluation role."
"Not sure Commission should take on too many roles. It is more advisable to retain a focus
on evaluation of excellence and quality assurance."
"Not a new role, but early articulation on quality review and assurance."
"Accreditation organizations are under-capitalized, in the absence of additional capacity
cannot do more."
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Arena for further exploration:
"Information about inter-regional issues, and we need to look at global aspects as well."
"Institutes or written guidelines for issues that institutions are having trouble with... such as,
assessmeNil, planning, substantive change, distance education, and faculty/staff
evduation."
"Online Commission work."
'Maybe Commission could send a team as a facilitating group to work with colleges to solve
educational problems.

"

"We might be wise to have an open community night to discuss accreditation and what it
means when a team goes in. ...Public does not understand accreditation."
"Public has absolutely no idea what an Accrediting Commission is. I think you need to open
up that channel a little more, to make the Accrediting process just a little more an open
proc€ss that people understand."
"perhaps publications and a conference on Quality in Higher Education (WASC does)."
"An annual meeting of institutions accredited by ACCJC to discuss specific topics of interest
to community colleges would be useful."
"Whatever new roles must be in the context of outcomes, distance education, and new
providers."
"Identi$, devise, and evaluate a model of institutional quality assurance; provide software
and coaching in this area."
"Providing moral leadership is an important role."

Q14.

To whet ertent should the Commission build and engage in pertnerships'
elliences, end collaboretions thet shape and edvance higher educetion?

Gcnerel Summely of Responses:
Many respondents felt that since stafftime is limited, and the primary purpos€ of the
Commission is institutional quality assurance, the focus of partnerships, alliances, and
collaborations should be strongly rooted in the accrediting community. "ACCJC must
maintain connections with its counterparts in other regions, and must maintain networks with
WASC senior and school divisions because ACCJC is in the middle." said one
Commissioner. Another Commissioner echoed this thought, "I would like to further
encourage regional partnerships and alliances :rmong the regional accreditation groups, and
possibly weninclude people other than the Executive Director in engaging in various
p".tn"rrtrip activities between regions." As another Commissioner put it, "Regional alliances
are good for looking at national standards for accreditation." An accreditation professional
commented, "There are seme opportunities for the Commission (staffhave done well in this
regard) to explore increasing activity among regions. Adoption of common policies might be
considered."

But not all Commissioners believe that such associations are mandatory, "I do not believe
that this is a major necessity, except for working with other regional accreditation agencies to
assure that institutions which operate in more than one region are evaluated properly." A
different Commissioner said simply, "When appropriate."
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A Commissioner pointed out that positive partnerships already exist, "With CHEA Western
Cooperative for Telecommunication, NCFIEMS for data collection, other regions, IRAC and
others." One Commissioner suggested that ACCJC "Could build a partnership with CPEC
and the Pacific Island equivalent." Still another thought that it would be worthwhile,
"...getting the community colleges, the state university system and the UC system working
even partly together - it's just amazing what they can do." And there was an advocate for
alliance with business, "Connections with business employers is important because of the
workforce training that the colleges provide." But an accreditation professional cautioned,
"An important feature of accreditation is its independence, especially from government, so
alliances need to be considered in light of need for independence and focused on a task such
as institutional quality, integrity and effectiveness."

Suggestions:

In general there seems to be general support for maintaining connection with other
accrediting agencies, as long as such activities do not sap the strength of the Commission.
Support for other connections are less well agreed upon. This might be a good topic for the
Commission to explore in the context of resource allocation.
establish better communication, information, and
networking resources and systems with end among member institutions and

Q15. How cen the Commission
otherc?

General Summary of Responses & Suggestions:
Respondents recognized that the Commission is already engaged in many activities designed
to establish better communication, information and networking resources and systems with
and among member institutions and others. Due to the way the question is worded, most
responses took the form of offering ideas about the subject. In addition to maintaining and
strengthening the current efforts involved with producing newsletters, web page, other
publications, conference presentations, Assessment Institutes, leadership institute and
training workshops (which some Commissioner felt was quite enough) several suggestions
were made:
"Better use of technology. Could use website instead of written Self Study for Team
Members to review. Could interact with Districts through technology."
"IJse technology such as list serves."
"Provide an electronic bulletin board for discussions."
"I'd like to see an annual conference." "I think an annual meeting would help."
"Continue training efforts with member institutions. Perhaps institution-specific Team
training."
"Need to do more with legislators."
"Make available information from others, with more glitz.'?
"More involvement of institutions in issue discussion."
"Wonder if we could sponsor area meetings where people could come in to talk about
colleges with Commissioners hearing institutional perspective on changes in education."
"Have workshops etc. in Hawaii to get more people there involved."
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"Ongoing connection with members could be enhanced, for example by utilizing
accrcditation liaisons urd Self Study chairs."
"Contacts beyond the region could be broadened beyond the Director."

Qf5.

lVhet crn thc Commission do to catalyze rnd support innovetion'
crpcrimcntetionr leerning, end change in its institutions rnd in higher
cducrtion?

C'cnerel Summrly of Responses & Suggestions:
Again the form of the question has lead to suggestions forming the body of most responses.
gut in addition to the srggestions, several observations were made. One Commissioner
noted, "I{eed to support the idea that higher education institutions ought to be learning
orgonizations, with innovation and change encouraged from that point of view." Another
Commissioner wants to have the Commission encourage broader discussion of issues as a
catalyst, "Consistent with work being done, take time with constituents to probe issues, such
as distance education and new providers."
Several respondents focused their attention on the Standards and Reports of the accreditation
process as vehicles for catalyzing and supporting innovation. For example, one
*I
bommissioner said, think by making the accreditation standards and our processes such

that you accommodate outside-of -the-box thinking, we allow for dif[erent ways of thinking
- about the role of faculty for example. ...Make the standards much more arnenable to
experimentation, innovation and change in an institution." A difFerent Commissioner said,
"An institution could have flexibility in how it applies the standards. The Commission
already does that for those institutions that request a different process. It is responsive and
that isgood." Another Commissioner went further, "I think as much as we can within federal
laws we ought to allow institutions to experiment without getting prior approvd and, if it
doesn't worh to stop it without having to report everything to ACCJC." Another
Commissioner zuggested that "standards should be focused on outcomes rather than
prooesses. Give institutions a chance to use a different model, maybe add a little more
flexibility in a strong institution. Look at AQIP model." Another Commissioner who
mentioned this thought said, "Continue to support experimental Self Studies." Another
Commissioner thinks that, "The best catalyzing is through Commission recommendations,
particulady those that address planning to plan, and research-based planning." Doing what
the Commission dready does serves as the catalyst in this situation.
Organizationally, several Commissioners felt that the Commission had a role to play,
primarily in the area of communication. One said, "Emphasize best practices, publicize
those. Perhaps parts of the Team Report could be considered for Commission publication."
Another Commissioner believes that "It's a matter of being able to share the experience of
viewing a highly efficient organization's success, how they have achieved it, and how they
have served their student body." Finding ways to share this information would then become
important. Sharing information is also at the base of this suggestion, "Commission could be
of service by providing an institution with policy on good behavior (best practices) re: quality
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and quality assurance." In the context of a different kind of communication, "Increase
collaboration between Hawaii and the Pacific Island institutions. ACCJC currently has too
much of a California bias, despite its continuous effort to resist such emphasis," says a

Commissioner.
as a catalyst for change. One said,
"The Commission should not take the lead in these areas except to provide information when
requested." Another stated, "I am not in support of having ACCJC assume the role of a
catalyst for change."

Not dl Commissioners were enthusiastic about acting

In investigating some of the ideas ptesented here, the Commission would do well to
remember what one accreditation professional said, "Commission should model focus of
change on the principles of quality and quality assurance. Accreditation is about quality, not
change."

Ql7.

What can the Commission do to increase institutional commitment to assessment
end improvement of student learning? Qqality rssurance and improvement
besed on that learning?

Generel Summary of Responses & Suggestions:
Since this question asks for suggestions, most replies take that form of answer. Suggestions
range from ideas based on general observations about the problem to specific ideas for
helping to solve it. At the same time, there is recognition of the work done by the
Commission in this area already. "The Commission has taken strong steps by working with
the Chancellor's Office to take leadership on assessment." Along those same lines, one
Commissioner said, "Take on a greater leadership role, including assigned staff, to make sure
that the CAI and assessment assistance to institutions are well done." But, as one
Commissioner reminded, "The emphasis on student learning is only a part of accreditation
and should not drive the entire effort."
Several Commissioners looked to the standards for a way to increase institutional
commitment. One said, "Make sure that standards that refer to student learning are clear and
well understood by all institutions." Another thought, "To increase the commitment to
assessment and student learning by the institutions, the Commission has to change the
standards to more specifically require that institutions address these issues." In order to do
that, a Commissioner suggested "The Commission needs to do something about defining
desired outcomes. What is student learning, for example?" An accreditation professional
said, "There is a need to develop tools for the Commission and institutions to measure
outcomes. We need to bring about agreement on what constitutes evidence of student
learning and how to use information to make judgments about quality." One thing that might
help: "Maybe a guideline on assessment would be helpful. That is the missing piece,
"helping them see the way''." Or another tactic might be to "Highlight those organizations
that are doing premier jobs, maybe even going so far as to give in-depth reporting on how it
is they've accomplished what they have accomplished." Finally, as one Commissioner
pointed out, "The standards require looking for evidence of institutional commitment to
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assessment. Institutions need to have data and use it." This suggests that the collection and
eflective use of data might require additiond training.

A different approach was suggested by another Commissioner, "Recast the way Self Studies
are done, link planning and student outcomes." Someone else said, "Change criteria to
become more outcome-based. An emphasis on" or requirement for, multiple measures and
institutional review of those measures as the basis for institutional and program changes
would produce better qudity results." The effectiveness of this idea depends on the correct
use of data. "The standards require looking for evidence of institutional commitment to
assessment. Institutions need to have data and use it." One accreditation professional
reminds us that the Commission should "...become more insistent on institutions developing
strong systems of assessment. Commission can provide informatiorq coaching and
encouragement, but should not say how it should be done, as colleges are all different."
Discussion of this fascinating topic will continue to be of interest to accrediting commissions,
not only in this area, but also throughout the nation. This is a complex subject, as one
Commissioner said, "student assessment and improvement of student learning, those are the
two things that we are trying to get at that seem to be the most important, and we're not
really doing well enough now."

Q18.

Is there eny other information you would like to share with me regarding the
Accrediting Commission, its procedures, policies, standards, or ections?

Genenl Summery of Responses:
In addition to compliments for the high level of professional demeanor, leadership and for
the work of the Executive Director and Stafr many Commissioners cofilmented positively
about the high quality, motivation, spirit, ethics, and fairness of Commission members. The
accreditation professionals were also quite complimentary about the Commission. "The
Commission is in many ways exemplary. The willingness of the Commissioner to engage
institutions is very strong characteristic. The Commission is willing to take a stand when
*I
needed." Another said, do believe that his Commission does a better job than most
Commissions because of a long history of synergy between the Commission and the
colleges." Another said, "The broad-based institutional experience of those on the
Commission serves it well. The Commission has a strong executive sense."
Other comments were made about issues of importance to individual members. They follow
in no particular order.
"Some of the time in our discussions of the institutions we may be a little over-concerned
about how they do something, rather than what they do. The two things we need to work
on are to be sure that our procedures aren't a reason (an end?) in themselves, and that our
standards are good and clear."
"ACCJC should continue to take a periodic look at itsell its policies, and its procedures. The
Commission sometimes errs in favor of political realities rather than slavishly insisting on
strict adherence to the standards."
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"There appears to be several people who are willing to raise issues about whether we are
treating the various institutions equitably."
"It's a significant loss to watch excellent Commission member's terms expire."
"May want to look a past serious situations in a retreat and ask, Could we have handled this
better? Could benefit by development of hypothetical situations to be used in training,
particulady of team chairs."
"One ofthe things that is hard to resist is to be prescriptive, which is a mistake. There is an
element of expectation that the standards must be met... The Commission must be very
careful to define its role. For example, distance education is a delivery method. Why has
it been separated out? The Commission needs to be on guard about such things."
"Commission should look for needed changes in standards, but should not change them
purely in response to complaints and/or questions received. Be on the alert for needed
changes in internal policies and procedures as well."
"Commission should get more direct input from students in assessing colleges."
"Will higher education in the Western region ever consider becoming a single
Commission? I'm advocating taking a look at the concept." (The current system is a
disadvantage for community colleges in Hawaii.)
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COMMISSION SELF-EVALUATION RESULTS

N:

12

Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges

Preamble

Just as the accreditation standard on governance (Standard l0) calls for periodic selfevaluation of governing boards, it is incumbent upon the Commission to adhere to the same
standard and conduct its own evaluation. This three-part evaluation helps the Commission
identify those areas of Commission functioning that are working well and those that may
need improvement. Self-evaluation assists the Commission in focusing on specific directions
or priorities and activities, thereby strengthening Commission organization and operations.

At the same time, evaluation enables the Commission to build better communication and
understanding among its members, leading to a stronger, more cohesive working group. It
clarifies what is expected of individual members and offers a better understanding of what
Commission members expect from themselves and from each other.
Methodolow

The three-part Commission

self-evaluation

is

completed anonymously

by

each

Commissioner every two years. Each Commissioner receives and completes the evaluation
prior to the January meeting.

I, "The

Commission as a Whole," is intended to measure how well the Commission
adheres to its own statements of good practice as a unit. This part is collected at or before the
January meeting for compilation by staff. The compiled results are reviewed by the full
Commission at its spring retreat (every two years), during which sufficient time is allowed
for discussion and critique.

Part

Part II, "The Commission as Individuals," provides Commissioners the opportunity for selfreflection based on activities expected of Commission members. It is completed by each
Commissioner as a self-evaluation and is not seen by others.

Part

III,

"Commission Operations Survey," contains an operational gvaluation and an
evaluation of how the Commission is addressing curent issues. The instrument is revised
and updated in each iteration to reflect new concerns. Part III is collected at or before the
January meeting for compilation by stafl and the compiled results are reviewed and
discussed by the full Commission at its spring retreat.
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COMMIS SION SELF-EVALUATION INSTRUMENT
Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges
PART I. TT{E COMMISSION AS A WHOLE
MEAIIRESPONSE
I = Strongly Agree to
4 = Strongly Disegree

Ihe Commigion

A.

l.

2.
3.

4.

Sheper rnd rupportr its mission.
Commission standards and policies are based on good practices in higher education.
The Commission constantly engages in study and discussion of good practices and
curr€nt issres affecting higher education.
The Cqnmission examines its mission on a regular basis.
The Comrnission regularly evaluates whether its mission is being accomplished.

t.17
1.60

t;t0
t.70

B. Teker rcspoorible ection on the rccredited status ofinstitutions rnd makes br.ord rccreditation policy.
l.l7
5. The Commission bases decisions on its established standards and policies.
public
of
their
own
stated
in
terms
private
institutions
and
appraises
6. The Commission

standards.

7.
8.
9.

purposes within the context ofaccreditation
Decisions alfecting the accredited status of institutions reflect the Commission's
commifrnent to improving e&rational effectiveness, with particular ernphasis on student
Commission proc€sses ensure consistency in accreditation
The Commission gives appropriate consideration to re,ports and recommendations of
evaluation teams when making accreditation recommendations

decisions.

l-50

learning.

decisions.

1.50
1.58
1.25

C. X'unctions rs r unit
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Commission processes support majority decisions.
The Commission honors diverse opinions.
The Commission has established proc€sses to promote cohesiveness of the group.
The Commission engages in ongoing and comprehansive self-evaluation to foster improvanent.
The Commission maintains a strong partnership with the Executive Director as a team member

D. Hrr identified its stakebolderr rnd underrtrnds their needs rnd

1.27
1.33

t.73
1.00

perspectives.

15. The Commission has a clear understanding of the diverse interests of its mernbership,
including those ofprivate and public colleges and institutions located in the Pacific Islands.
16. The Commission provides its membership with effective leadership and direction
on accreditation

L09

issues.

1.67
1.25

17. The Commission communicates effectively with its institutional membership, other
constittrencies, and

agencies.

1.33

18. The Commission provides appropriate guidance to institutions

as they prepare

t.25

self studies and other reports.

19. The Commission provides institutions with appropriate follow-up to accreditation decisions.

t.l7

E. Monitorc end evaluates how it is fulfilling its goels, function, end mission brsed on outcomes, not ectivity.
1.83
20. The Commission engages in regular and meaningful discussion of its effectiveness.
r.42
policies.
its
setthg
and
revising
means
for
has
effective
The
Commission
21.
1.80
22. The Commission employs an effective method of evaluating its actions.
Please comment on the following items.
23. As a Commissioner, I am most pleased about the following things which the Commission has accomplished or is
currently wrdertaking :
Need more information and expeience for honest and fair evaluation.
Maintaining high quality commission membership & stalf.
Sndy of technolog,, & change. Prcject RenewaL
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twhetd rccent cot t vversy. Prcject Renewal is a thorough undertaking which will have many benefts.
Timely ra,iev ord decisions or colleges being reviewed.
The tdenhip pCIgmn and joint accrcditation candination atz important projects that contribute to the long term success

ACCJC

of

accrditatior.
CCLDI
S i mpl

if; cati or of

s tanda

ds

Cottsidemtion of rc-dmfting standatds in light of distance education and other changes in progmm delivery to meet needs of 2 I st
C.

Ptoject Rene*al

A slnrycrfx'us qt student leaming as a centml measure of institutional elfectivmess!

24. At e Comnirioner, I hrve som€ concernt rbout the following:
Prccessfor *alutiott of distance leaming and new technologies
Lcgal actiot blun by sone colleges whm they dimgrce v,ith what I believe is a very unbiased commission.
I havelelt at times that sone votes verz the result of personal agendas mther than detetmined on the individual issue.
None.

Our stardatds

donlfoas

enough on outcomes.

None.
None.

Moving bqottd poliq level on Distance Ed to procedural level more appropiate at campus level.
That the conmission reJlect more m evaluating its actions and elfectivmess.
That the volume atd cycle of instintioul reviews vis a vis the size of the Commission and sta/f, consume available time at the
expenne of continuous self (conmission) evaluation and improvement.

25. As r Commisioner, I would like the Commission to emphasize the following in the near future:
Student evaluation and local public assessment of semices provided within local disticts.
None.
None.

Continue efons in ctoss-regional cannections.
A revision of the sundards tofoctts mone on outPuts.
How technologt will impact the accreditation process and reporting.
Cultutz of evidence-What all that may be: CAI.
Value/meaning of AA degrees.
#24 in cmjunctia, with #23
The adoption of a snndatd on student leaming as the centmlfocus of institutional evaluation with other standardsllowingfrom
this corc element.

26. (Xher Comments:
None.
None.
None.
None.

Executive Director is doing a supert iob.
Continue spending time on the changing world of accreditation.
None.

More significant role of vice chair; any way logistically that we can reorder agenda and/or deadlines so that burden to
commissioners des not concentmte upon nnas peiod pior to January annual meeting.
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PART

II.

THE COMMISSION AS INDIVIDUALS

RETAINED F'OR PERSONAL REFERENCE
Pleese indicate the degrre to which ytxr rgree or disagree

l=Strongly

l.

Agrec

2=Agree

3=Disagree

with the following strtements.
4=Strongly

Disegrec

S=Don't Know/l{ot Sure

I recognize my ethical responsibilities by accepting and subscribing to the defined

purposesofaccreditation.

2. I resp€ct the role of the Commission and in no way mizuse the power inherent in the offrce.
3. I function effectively as a Commissioner by staying informed on educational and
accreditation issues.
4.
attend professional workshops, educational conferences, and training sessions.
5.
attend and actively participate in Commission activities.
6.
rwiew agenda and supplemental materials prior to Commission meetings.
7.
am active in the development of policy and practices of the Commission.
8.
assist in formulating recommendations for institutions.
9.
serve as an objective decision-maker on the accredited status of institutions.
10. I base my decisions on consistent criteria for all institutions.
I vote on Commission actions based on accrediting policies and existing

ll.

| 2 3 4
I 2 3 4

5
5

t2345
t2345
12345
t234s
t2345
12345
t2345
t2345

Commission standards.
12. I complete my assignments when I serve as a reader and evaluator for institutional reports.l
13, I respect the confidentiality of relationships between the Commission and the institutions
it accredits.
14. I refrain from commenting to the media or members of the public on Commission actions
I
or matters before the
15.
do not publicly rcpresent the Commission unless so directed.
promote and maintain good relations with fellow Commission members.
16.
17. respect the opinions of other Commission members and abide by the principle of

2345
23 4

5

12345

Commission.

r2345

majority rule.
Pleese indicete the degree to which ytxr egree or disagree

l=Strongly

Agrce

2=Agrce

3:Disagree

with the following stetements.
4=Strongly Disagrce S=I)on'l KnowAlot Sure

18. I keep an open mind and promote the opportunity to think through other facts and
points of

view.

I

2345

I
I
I
I
I
I

2345
23 4
2345
2345
23,1
234-s

19. I inform the Commission when a matter under consideration might involve or
appear to involve a conllict

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

2345
2345
2345

ofinterest.

interest.
assigned.
I
lparticipate in evaluation activities and performance of the Executive Director.
I arive at Commission meetings and activities on time.
I remain at Commission meetings and activities until all business is completed.
I avoid situations that might involve or appear to involve

a conflict of
interpret accreditation issues to various constituencies as

Notes to Self:
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5

5

PART III. COMMISSION OPERATIONS
MEANRESPONSE
I = Strongly Agrec to
4 = Strcngly Dingree

A- Connldoner Tnlnlng
l. Tbe Cmmission€r qientation provides

sufhcient backgroturd to successfrrlly
begin a Cmmission appointment.
lew-Cqrmissioner nentcing provides good ongoing zupport and edrcation.

3. What sugs€sti@s would you

t.70
2.13

make to ACCJC to improve training for Commissioners?

Ned aon qcAerce for an hotest atd fair evalutiott. Haryever, I luve rcceived immdiate
sofarfiatDn Vof & Dr. Hertwtda.
Norla.

If therc is a nentoring pryron, I'm rmanane of it. I did rcceive truininglrprn David,
Nue.
Annul rreaingg wirt new Conmissioners befote theirfirul meeting.
No oriattatiot oraentoingvhen appinted to Cqnmission.

nesPonses to

all

rcquests

for

help

but it *vs much to absor:b in orc meeting.

Nqrc.

Cmonissioer orientation is v,eak; mentoring association could
assigrd ; Canutissioner nsnual.

B Strfi

be

strcngthmed. Retrcatfor new commissioners with mentors

Support for Commirlon

4. Cmmissim nreeting materials are complete.
). Commission meeting materials are received in a timely marurer.
6. Reading nat€rials for discussion of issrrcs are informative.
7. Committ€e $pport from stalf facilitates Commissioners' focus on zubstantive issues.
8. Other comnunication between stalf and Commissioners is appropriate and professional.
9. Guidanc€ prcvided by staffis appropriate.

1.08

t.25

t.25
1.09
1.18

l.l8

10. What srggestiurs would you make to ACCJC for improving staffsupport to the Commission?
Nqp.
Norp.

ACCIC las a conmitted & talented staf vhich alwoys provides apprcpiate and useful suPprT.

Nop.
taf npport

S

ou ts tond i n g.

Norc.
None.

Memotwtfu rc

to

lotg & rcpetitious.

c. Conmllrion Declrlon-mrking Procercr

ll.

t2.
13.

t4.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Tbe Cosunission has effective means to ensure that its accreditation actions are
sppmpriate and consistent frorn institution to institution.
Self strdies provi& adequate assessment ofcolleges' strengths and weahresses.
Team repcts provide a bolanced assessrnent of the college's sbenglhs and weakrcsses.
Together, self$udies and team reports provide an adequate description and analysis
upm ufrich to base accreditation decisions.
Relevant Cmmission policies provi& adequate ground rules for making decisions.
Cornmissiq reader procedures are clear.
Use of r€ad€rs fovides sulfrcient expertise to assist the Commission in making decisions.
Staffanalyses of institutional reports are adequate for making decisions.
Th€ Cqrunission takes negative actions when warranted.
The Commission clearly communicates its decisions to the institution.

21. What

firther ensue accreditation prooesses are effective?
constituencies have input into sefsndies ard teceive copies of tum reporTs.

suggestions would you make to

Insrc tlwt all college

None.
None.
The canent Prcject Reneval should do this quite will.
None.
Ine.fective Conmissioners should be replaced after thefirst

term. Notfair to other Cqnmissioners.
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l.u
1.82

t.55
1.50
1.58

l.@
r.70
1.70
1.75
1.42

If self studies arc vell u,itten # I 2.
Staffned to be carcful not to try to get

team chair to change team tecommendations; stalf should/could provide that input as
analysis.
Self studies do not al*uys ptovide adequate assessmmt of a college's strengths & veabtesses. Sone team ,eports atz better
than others depending upon ability/conrmitment of team chair. Readers do not receive mateials in sulJicimt time to male indepth evalutiors.

saf

MEANR.ESPONSE
I = Strongly Agree to
4 = Strongly Diregree

Commirion 3tructurc rnd internrl

D.

pnDcesseg

representation.

22. Commission composition allows for appropriate constituent
23. Tlre Commissioner selection process is
24. Tlre ollicer selection process is
25. Tlre Cqnmission committee strrcfiue is
26. Procedures for creating and revising policies are
27. Op€rating rules (Bylaws) are
28. Cqnmissiqr self+valuation processes provide timely and relevant information for improvement.
29. The January/June timing of Commission meetings is optimal, considering the needs of

fair.

fair.

effective.
effective.
effective.

l.l0
1.50
1.36
1.40
1.58
1.55
1.80

r.33

the institutions.

l.l8

30. The mganization of Commission meetings is eflicient.
31. Commission meetings are of the ap'propriate length to allow for all business to be condrrcted

l.l8

e{ficiently and effectively.

32. Wbat suggestions would you make to improve Commission structure and processes?
Need morc infomution & experience for meaningful rccommendatiott.
None.
At times I hovefelt tlut sonte decisiotts are made because of personal browledge & itonnation of
than because of the rcading nuteial pruvided for all cornmissioners.
Infom rte mtirc Conmission of the conmissiqter selection process.
I think new methd of selecting offcers is reasonable.
None.

afew conmissioners, mther

Nqre.
Prcblem wirt Jamnry & digesting mountains of nateials. Sone reotdeing of reception of campus repolts in order to get
mateials to Conmissiotrers in Nov-Dec pior to Jan. meeting.

E.

Pertlclpetion/lnvolvement of Commlssionerg
33. Commissioner participation on team visits aids Commissioner understanding of the

t.t7

accreditation process.

34. Commissioner participation in conferences

and meetings of other organizations promotes

Commissioner urderstanding of accreditation.

35. Commissioner workload, while demarding, is appropriate for decisions involved.
36. Communication between and among Commissioners at meetings and retreats is adequately
provided for.

37. The Commission is sufiiciently visible

1.30
1.33

1.27
among member institutions.

38. Commission interaction with other commissions is useful.

2.tl
1.56

39. What suggestions would you make to facilitate Commissioner participatioMnvolvemert in accreditation?
None.
None.
None.

Should do more of #33 & 37. #34 is desimble, but how can the Commission assist this in happening?
None.

Nqre.
None.

F. Communication with Member Institutions
40. The ACCJC newsletter is an effective device for communication with member institutions.
.

The ACCJC web site is effective for communicating with manber institutions.
42. Ttrc handbooks are effective for communicatins with mernber institutions.

4l
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1.55

1.50

L45

MEANRESPONSE

I - StronSly Agree to
Dingrce

4 = StronSly

43. Telephm, email, and other communication

used by ACCJC are appropriate and

effctive

institutions.
irutitutiqrs.
institutions.

l'44

mcans of commrmicating with rncrnber
4 ACCrc, deff is nrfliciently available to mearber
45. ACCrc Fojocts a profeesimal irnage to mesnber

.

46. Wbat srgge$ions would

|

'27

l'18

you make to ACCJC for improving communication with member institutions?

Nqte.
Anend as nwty collegefuetiots/cofenences (at rcasorableDa,id,s letten to instintiors arc catefully crufted to avoid misunderstanding. I'm surc they arc helpful to colleges.

Coild rcwsletten

bc

de

morcftequent?

None.

Nqre.

Nue.
Not suru/dot't

lotm hov efective our ptesent conmunication is.

G. AccreditetlonTnlning
Frm ),ogr inspectiur of team taining

materials and fust-hand experiance you may have had at training workshops, please
evaluate thc taining cmPon€nts.
1.40
47. The ciantatim-providod w the comnission to visitinq team mfipgrs is
l '38
48. Th€ alentatio-proviaea to colleses PreDariu self sMies is
1.40
shdies.
self
guidance
completing
to
colleges
proviae
effective
49. Accr€diting Cdmissim lrardbooks
l'80
50. Ttc Acq€ditittg Cmmissiqr web site is a helpful training
51. Accr€diting Commissim silaff support furcluding om-site assistance, phone consultations,
l'33
aod e-mail-cmmunicatiqr to colieges is
I .m
52. Tlp Assessment Instihrte focuses attention on measruement of student

useful.

useful.

tool.

helpful.

learninS.

53. What ruggestions would you make to ACCJC for improving training for mernber institutions?
Nore.
Norre.

Nop.
Hondbak

cotrtd pruvide emmples of god rcspotrses to standards... ...naybe

pur

r"spor'tEes too.

None.

Nor.
Norlr..
Not mrc.

I1

AcctpdltetionProceg

54. Tb€ traditimal accreditation paradigm is the most effective way to ensrue institutionat quality.
55. Th€ t.aditioEl rccreditation paradign is the most effective way to ensure

institutioal imlrovement.
56. Th€ acceditation proccss reliably directs institutiond

attrention to self improvement.

57. Prrepantim of tlre self shrdy fost€rs institutional improvemant.
58. Teasr visits fost€r institutional improvanent.
59. Accreditatiur processes advance college measurement of learning.
60. The rccreditatim process encouages institutions to enhance the capacity to perform
reeearch aod planning

62.
63.
64.

65.

ftr institutidul

improvement.

Cqnmissim seivices adequately assist institutions with self improvemenl.
R€p6ts reoeived and issued by the Commission are of high
Th; Cqrnissim fosters exchange of ideas and transmission of good practices in the field.
Accreditation is an effective process for maintaining the integrity and quality of

gdi$:

Strndrrdr

66. Eech of thc trn rccredltrtlon rtenderdc k ronronrtate for

l.
2.
3.
4.

1.60
1.58

t.67
t.64

2.tl
1.40
1.55
1.59

t.u
1.09

cmrmrmity colleges.

L

t.44

rlgetrffi

InstitutionalMission

Iositutiqullntegrity
InstitutionslEffectiveness

Educatiqul Programs

L4l

1.55
1.45
1.45
1.33

MEANRESPONSE
I = Str,ongly droe to
4 = Strongly Dingree

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Stud€nt Support and Development

r.42

Information and Leaming Resources

1.33
1.33
1.50

Faculty and Stalf
Physrcal Resources

Financial Resources
Governance andAdminishation
67. Eech of tho ten rccreditrtlon rtendrrdr is g!gg!y_$$g$

10.

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

l0

1.50

t.67

InstitutionalMission
Institutionalhrtegrity

1.58
1.75

InstitutionalElfectiveness
Educational hograms

r.67

Shd€ntSupportandDevelopment
Information and Learning Resources

1.58

t.75
t.42

Faculty and Stalf
Physical Resources

1.50
1.50
1.50

Financial Resources
10. Crovernance and Administration
68. Erch ofthc ten rccredltetion rtendrrdr

L
2.
3.
4.

t.42

InstitutionalMission
krstitutionallntegrty

t.u

kstitutioNulEffectiveness

1.50

F;&rcationalPnograms
Student Support and Development
Information and karning Resources
Faculty and Staff
Physical Resources
Financial Resouces
Governance and Administration

t.42
1.58
1.42

t.42

t.67
1.33
1.58
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rUTI]RE DIRECTION
This portion of tbc qrrcstioruraire seeks guidancc in determnmg the futrue roles the Commission slpuld assume to better serve its
institutims and to sbape the fuhre of higher education. The folowing questions were irrcluded in the Project Ranewal Survey
cmpletod by ncmber institutiqs and evaluatiqr team members in spring 2000. At the beginning of each set of iterns is a
general stoteo€nt that reflects a synthesis ofinfannation collected by other regional acq€diting agencies wtro are also
aaernining how tby can best address the changing dimensions of accreditation. Please indicate *,ttat pritrity ACCJC should
place ur mh itembelow.

Trensformation of Accreditation Processes
MEANRX,SPONSE

Ertrcnely Iligh Priority = 1
Ertrcncly I.ow Priority = 4
Gencnl Strtcncnt

tl.

Accreditation processes must meet diverse needs and types of institutions and changing contexts and

values of higber cducation.

l.

Accreditation proccsses should be focused on the futwe and on assisting higher
edrcatiqr in noving touard the future.
2. Accreditatim processes strould hold achieved learning as a central commitrnent

quality.

and as evidence of
processes strould be integrated into the ongoing improvement systems of the

1.83
1.25

3. Accreditatiqr

1.58

institution.

4. Accreditation

pf,ocesses

5. Accr€ditatim

processes should capture and share institutional best practices, innovative

2.09

slptild be streamlined and cost-effective.

1.54

initiatives, and benchmarks.

6. Accrcditatim

process strould be continuous, versus periodic, and include ongoing assistance

and consultatim from ACCJC.
7. Accreditation process should allow more inclusion from bwiness and industry.
8. Accreditatisr proc€sses and reports should be split into distinct categories: quality assilrance

and quality

improvement.

2.35

Gcnerel Stetcncnt #2. New roles and serrdces are needed from ACCJC.
9. ACCJC should beome an infcnratiqral resource for stakeholders, learning, synthesizing,
and re,porting to firther exc€ll€nce in higher education.
10. ACCJC sbould focus on being an advocate for, spring board for, and partner in change.

l.

shild esiablish mentming ud coaching systexns, linking ACCJC evaluators and
otlrer agencies to institutims fm continul improvement.
12. ACCJC should become a serr.ice organization that learns liom its institutions, slrares
that learning; and continually improves.
I

2.05
2.90

2.00
2.00

ACCJC

Genenl Stetement #1. ACCJC

2.11

2.00

needs to build and participate in partrerships, alliances, and collaborations.

13. ACCJC strould partner with other regional, professional, and specialized accrediting
agencies so that the evaluation processes are more integrated with one another, reducing

drrylicatio of

elTort.

14. ACCJC should become

1.91

a consultative parhrer

unique, innovative, and experimental

projects.

15. Business and industry strould bc included
improvenrent of higher

with mernber institutions that are exploring

education.

as partners

2.25

in the ongoing quality assurance and
2.5O

Genenl Strtement #4. ACCJC communication and learning

systerns should be

fully developed and responsive to stakeholder

n€eds.

16. ACCJC slpuld increase stakeholder understanding of its mission and work, beyond
a few key people at menrber

institutions.

1.50

17. ACCJC should develop new systerns of communication to better engage and inform member
institutions and other

stakeholders.

2.

l0

Gcnerrl Strtement #5. ACCJC strould take a proactive role in leading and shaping the futue of higher education.
18. ACCJC shonld provi& fonnns for discussing and addressing tren&, issues, and future
directions fon higher

education.

2.09
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1

9. Accreditation

systerns should serve as catalyst and support for change, innovation,

improvernent, and

exper'imentation.

l-@

Generrl Strtement #6. ACCJC should focus its efforts to improve institutional quality on student leaming
20. ACCJC should focus its efforts in quality improvement on achievement of each institution's
urique mission through student

outcomes.

outcomes.

1.33

What chould the priorities of ACCJC be es it moves into the nert century? The strtements below cepture the General
Statementr by which the previous set of questions on the suriyey wrs catcgorized.
Rrnlred in order of importrnce for ACCJC's work in the future.
MEANRESPONSE
Highest Priorit5r =
2

1

.

1

Transforming accreditation standards and processes to better ht and serve the changing
2.08
3.58

contexts and cultures ofhigher education
22. Providing new roles and services that promote and advance excellence in higher education
23. Building and engaging in partnerships, alliances, and collaborations that shape and

4.42

advance higher education

24. Establishing communication, information,
among member institutions and

others

and networking resources and systems

with and
3.33

25. Catalyzing and supporting innovation, experimentation, learning, and change in higher education 3.75
26. Focusing institutional commitment on assessment and improvement of student learning and
on qrulity assurance and quality improvernent based on that

learning

1.17

STAKEHOLDERS
As ACCJC continues to define its mission, vision, and futwe directions, it has many important stakeholders in the work of
accreditation. When you consider the products or outcomes of the accreditation process, wtro should be the primary benefactors
customers, or stakeholders?
Below please check the 4 stakeholder groups you consider most important to accreditation. (The number indicates the total
selection that it€m among its 4 stakeholder groups.)
D

I
I
I

Institutions = 9
Institutional Administrators = 2
Teaching Faculty = 5
StudentVl-earners =
Employers = 2

l0

o

o
o
n
I

Business, Industry = 1
FederaVState Government = I
General Public = 5
ACCJC Commission & Staff=3
Media = 0
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tr
I
o
n

Commtrnity = 9
Counselors = 0

Institution Staff=
Other = 0

I

APPENDIX D
EVALUATING THE EVALUATORS: ROUND 2
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Beckground
1993, the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of WASC initiated a
comprehensive survey tb evaluate the standards and procedures it used to accredit colleges. This
information was used, in part, to revise the standards. In 2000, a survcy was developed that had
many of the same questions as the 1993 survey. The purpose of this approach was to ensure that
a comparison could be made from 1993 to 2000. This survey was conducted by the RP Group,
independent of the Commission. The intention was to survey the college community including
facuity and staffwho had been on visiting teams and had prepared college self studies using the
1996 standards. This report presents the findings of this survey.

In

Thc Survey
A total of 1236 surveys were distributed to two groups:

o
o
o

Members of visiting teams during the 1998-1999 and 1999-2000 academic years
Staffand faculty members who had participated as self study chairs or chairs of standards
during preparation of the self studies reviewed in the 1998-1999 and 1999-2000
comprehensive visits
All College Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) and Accreditation Liaison Officers (ALOs)

Six hundred and sixty-six completed questionnaires were received, for a response rate of 54Yo.
This is lower than the 1993 study, which had a 70Yo tesponse rate.

The Survey Findings
In general, survey findings were very positive for both team members who participated in
Accreditation reviews and college staffmembers who participated in the self study process, as
well as for CEO's and ALO's. Also, the findings indicate positive increases from the survey
conducted in 1993. Although the causal factors related to this change cannot be categorically
stated, it appears that Accreditation in the year 2000 may be viewed more positively than in

t993.
As with the previous survey, many of the areas surveyed were the satne, as the intention of this
survey was to compare the two time periods. However, there were some additional areas added
to the 2000 survey. All areas surveyed appear below.
were generally very satisfied with the process of Accreditation. Not only
were they satisfied with Commission attributes such as Commission orientations and staff
Process

- Respondents

l4s

support, they were also very satisfied with the quality of the visiting teams and the
communication with the Commission in regard to the decisions made.

Utility

In most areas, respondents felt that the Accreditation process was useful to the college.
Specifically, they felt that Accreditation was most useful in broad contexts, such as helping the
institution look at its mission and goals, in turn, stimulating planning and program review.
Accreditation, however, was not perceived as very useful for developing measures of
effectiveness at the course level or improving the functioning of the Board of Trustees.

-

Standards - The standards were evaluated on their ability to assess quality, their clarity, and
comprehensiveness. High marks were received on all three measures.
The l-arger Value of Accreditation -Ihgh marks were received in almost all areas; the most
positive responses were for the ability of the process to identify important issues for the college
to address, along with the belief that, overall, the Accreditation process is valuable to the college.

Transformation of the Accreditation Process - Questions taken from the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools' survey were used to determine how respondents see the
future of Accreditation. Clearly, respondents view the Commission as a resource for quality
assuran@ and quality improvement, as well as commitment to improving student learning. Yet,
over a third of respondents gave a low priority rating to having the Commission advocate change
or include representatives from business or government on teams.
Although respondents gave generally positive opinions, there were some notable exceptions,
specifically:

o

Respondents gave lower than average ratings for the usefulness of Accreditation results
in some measures of effectiveness, leadership, campus relations, staffing, and in

improving specific department functions.

o

While quality and clarity of the standards were rated fairly high, comprehensiveness
the standards was rated lower than the other two areas.

o

As with the 1993 survey, the perception that the Commission takes negative action when
warranted is viewed with some skepticism.

o

There were fully a third of respondents who stated that colleges moved either slowly or
waited until the next Accreditation to act on team recommendations.

o

In every area surveyed, respondents perceived the selfstudy as less accurate than the
visiting team report.

o

of

Respondents do not appear to be ready or willing to embrace the increased input from
business and industry in the Accreditation process.

t46

Regardless of these negative findings, the overwhelming opinion of respondents is that the
Commission is doing a fine job with the Accreditation process.

Finally, the full report and the appendices provide the following: data on the survey process,
outcomes of the survey, comparisons with the 1993 survey, policy implications, and detailed
responses by demographic grouping.
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APPENDIX E
ETHNOGRAPHIC INTERVIEWS SUMMARY
Brckground ofStudy
In fall 2000, the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges (ACCJC)
contracted with Company of Experts (COE) to assist it in one aspect of its Project Renewal.
COE was to conduct interviews of staff involved in self study processes at three member
institutions. Interview questions focused on perceptions of the accreditation process and
responses to a comprehensive survey conducted the previous spring. Three institutions were
selected to represent the range of institutions accredited by ACCJC. They were the Defense
Language Institute, a private military institution, Fresno City College, a large college in a multicollege district, and Lassen College, a small college in a single-college district. After reviewing
institutiond self studies, two members of the COE conducted day-long interviews with
individuals and groups at each campus.

Findings of Study
The ethnographic interviewers congratulate the Commission on the generally excellent
reputation it appears to hold in the field. The 38 people interviewed at the three institutions in
the study gave many, many commendations to the Commission both programmatic and in terms
of Commission stafr These commendations are noted throughout the report.
Aspects of accreditation that might need improvement are also noted throughout the report. In
the view of the ethnographic interviewers, areas that could be improved tended to cluster in
seven areas: Standards, Public information and public relations, Models, Team and/or staffvisits,
Commission decisions, Follow-up, and Training. They are listed below in order of perceived
institutional priority according to the judgment of the ethnographic interviewers:
Standards:

Redundancy, both within and across the standards; rigid and checklist-y, the language
and/or conceptual frameworks don't always "fit" the institutions and seem biased toward
California Community Colleges; institutional confusion between the role of WASC and
the California Community College Chancellor's OfEce (Title 5, Partnership for
Excellence, Outcomes-based funding); lack of involvement of District office and trustees,
especially in Standard 10.
Public information and public relations:
Not visible; not enough presentations at conferences; web site needs to be kept updated
and interactive; not enough in-person visits; narrow dissemination of newsletter; lack of
information pieces or briefs on various aspects of the accreditation process, pieces that
could be easily used within the institutions, including resources for implementing the
recommendations; no professional journal for discussion of such issues as outcomes and
assessment; too much in handbook; lack of promotion of services, including the
California Assessment Institute (CAI); video received mixed reviews.
Models:
Lack of models and best practices, especially outcomes and assessment and self studies;
could be put on web.
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Team and/or staff visits:
Too briet, team doesn't visit enough classes or meet with students; not enough visits (in
baween and/or during self study process); not enough open forums; sometimes don't
have right people on team because the dropped out at last minute; team sometimes talks
to "old" players, not the current players, not always people from institutions that are "one
step up" or similar to one they're visiting.
Commission decisions:
Waited too long to act (Lassen).
Follow-up:
Not enough follow up after the Commission decision; are the colleges following up on
recommendations?
Training:
CAI weak at first, but getting stronger and more useful; for self study teamVALO
trainings, always held in major metropolitan areas; need to be rotated to locations
throughout the state.
Company of Experts very much enjoyed being of service to the Commission and its membership
in one aspect of the Commission's Project Renewal.

ls0

APPENDIX F
REVIEW OF STANDARDS
Stenderd

One:

INSTITUTIONAL MISSION

Those institutions which are public generally have a mission statement that parallels the
legislative intent of the authorizing body. Most institutions connect the allocation of resources to
inititutionally adopted priorities and goals rather than directly to the mission statement;
therefore, deleting references to resources allocation in this section and placing that reference
elsewhere may be appropriate.

In addition to currency to the mission statement, a major question or expectation should be the
assessment of,, Does the institution actually achieve its mission.

Strnderd

Two:

INSTITUTIONAL INTEGRITY

The integfity of course content is implied in the statements, "The institution represents itself
clearly, accurately, and consistently..." and "current information is provided in the catalog
conce*ing...curricular...and course offerings;" however, with regard to course content the
integrity of the institution would be more specifically addressed by stating an expectation that the
couise outlines are fully adhered to and that course outcomes are consistent with those
objectives.

Standard

Three: INSTITUTIONAL

EFFECTMNESS

agree with an earlier observation that institutional mission statements tend to be very broad and,
in the case of the California Community Colleges, aligned with the statutory mission assigned to
them. Moreover, the mission statements tend to describe the students that institutions serve but

I

not necessarily what the institutions propose to do with such students beyond offer courses. As
suclU Standard Three reflects some of the imprecision attendant to a vague mission statement and
could benefit from some editorial modification. I offer the following as possible modifications:

The institutienrdevelops and implements a broad-based and integrated system of research, evaluation, and
planning to assess institutional effectiveness in accomplishing ils mission and purposes as a
htgner education institution, and uses the results for institutional improvement. The institution
identifies institutional and learner outcomes which can be validated by objective evidence.

A.l

Institutional Research is ftrcused, rystematic, integrated with, and supportive of

institutional planning and evaluation.
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A.3

The institution lus defined the criteria /or
evaluating how well, and in what ways, it accomplishes its mission and purposes: and has
implemente& processes to rystematically gather information related to these criteria.

A.4Theinstitutionprovidesevidencethatitsprogramevaluations@
used lo improve programs, practices, and services.

8.3

The institution engages in systematic and integrated educational, financial, physical, and
human resource planning and implements changes to improve program$ practices, and services.

C.l

The institution specifies intended institutional and learner outcomes and has

clear

documentation of their achievement.

Gven the suggested editorial changes to the existing Standard Three,
reordering sub-section A in the following manner:

I

would also suggest

Change A.l to A.2 - to follow definition of criteria for evaluation with statement that research be
fiocused, systematic, and supportive of both planning and evaluation.
Change A.2 to A.3 to follow statement that research be focused and systematic with statement
that adequate sources are provided in support of systematic research and evaluation.

-

Change A.3 to A.l - to begin the section with a statement on the importance of defining the
criteria for evaluating institutional effectiveness.
The remaining statements contained in Standard Three, I believe, can stand as they are.

Standard

Four:

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Impact of Issues and Trends on Standard Four
The Learning Paradigm and the Competency Movement
The concept of focus on "learning" versus "teaching" is not significantly addressed in the current
standards. Standard Four does have language addressing "learning outcomes for degree and
certificate programs" (B 3 ) It also has language addressing "evaluation of student learning"
(D.3 ) It might be improved by adding language assuring that criteria have been developed for
certifying that students have achieved learning outcomes for degree and certificate programs.
Gven the acknowledgement that not all ACCJC institutions are likely to embrace the "learning
paradigm" in the coming six years, and that the standards need to be broad enough to be all
inclusive, the editorial board may find the existing language sufficient.
Effectiveness and Accountability
Standard Four as it currently is written requires all institutions "to have in place clearly defined
processes for establishing and evaluating its programs." ft also requires that an institution
"ensures the qudity of instruction, academic rigor, and educational effectiveness of its courses
and programs." Based on feedback that the External Review Committee has received, there is
indication that Standard Four could be worded to focus more directlv on outcomes.

ts2

Distence Educetion
While Distance Education has very definite implications for Standard Four, those implications
also reach far beyond instruction. For Standard Four, we recommend that Distance Education be
reviewed with the same standards as other instructional methodologies. The External review
Committee also recommends the dispersal of Distance Education review among the standards as
appropriatc. In particular, the standards editorial board is asked to look at Distance Education
implications in Standards 4, 5, 6, and 8.

Technologr
Technology has both academic and administrative applications, and needs to be reviewed
accordingly. The ERC expressed concern that the standards not inadvertently define how
technologgy should be addressed at the carnpuses, since a variety of models currently exist. For
Standsrd Four, technology may be included as a tool for instruction" for assessment, and as a
resourc€. The langUage currently in Standard Four, A.4 may be sufficient.
Outsourcing
This is covered in a generic fashion in D.6., but the editorial board will want to ensure that the
specific issues are addressed. While the standard states that all courses and programs must be
"designed, approved, administered, and periodically evaluated under established institutional
procedures", some editing could assist to clarify the intent of this standard.
Time to Degree
Standard Four already requires that institutions offer programs in a manner that allows students
to complete "within a reasonable time". With the great diversity of programming available today,
further proscription would be unadvisable.

Internetionel Educetion
This issue is closely related to the issue of Distance Education. Like Distance Education, its
impact is seen across most aspects of the institution, so would probably be best integrated into
the standards than standing alone as a new sub-part.

Standerd

Five:

STUDENT SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT

In this standard the statements mostly describe an institutional focus on students, but these is not
a direct statement about student-centeredness. For clarity, every statement regarding "services
should be clarified by the term "support services."

Modify the language of current standards to
r Elevate the importance attached to faculty providing out-of-class mentoring and support
services to encourage learner achievement

o

Encourage institutional provision of opportunities for students to engage in self
assessment as a means of determining their readiness to move on to advanced
courseVcompetencies

1s3

Standard Six:

INFORMATION AND LEARNING RESOURCES

Issucs Summery
Over the yea^rs, accreditation standards have been discussed and then changed as needed. As
new minor issues and concerns arose and were addressed in the accreditation process, the normal
procedure was to have them inserted as sub-issues underneath appropriate, existing standards.
Such was the case when increased recognition of the value of distance learning led to
significantly increased use. Institutions began to feel increasing pressures to change the
comfortable and familiar procedures of the past and develop distance learning programs.

When it came to accreditation standards it initially appeared that the best fit for distance learning
would be under Standard 6, Information and Learning Resources. However, with time and
further consideration, it became apparent that that decision was insufficient and did not take into
account the entire distance learning process.

When distance learning in the '90s was increasingly being recognized as filling an unmet need, it
usually represented a substantive change under the accreditation process for higher education
institutions. Since distance learning needed to be identified and examined during the self-study,
a determination had to be made as to where it would best fit under the ten existing standards. A
careful analysis of Standard 6, Information and Learning Resources, showed it dealt mainly with
equipment, software, and supporting personnel used primarily for the purpose of electronic
storage and retrieval of information, whether in print form, directly from a stand-alone computer,
or through a system of networked computers. Since libraries traditionally have been the
established repository for storage and retrieval of print information, it was a natural extension to
have them also responsible for all electronic information storage and retrieval. It also made
sense to place all of the equipment, software and supporting personnel under one semi-discrete
standard, Standard 6, Information and Learning Resources. Since technology plays an integral
role in all distance learning programs, it was assumed that the best possible fit would again be
with Standard 6, already heavily equipment and software oriented. Over the years, this placement
appeared to work reasonably well.

Unfortunately, just placing distance learning under Standard 6 was insufficient. Distance
learning is a procgg that cuts across all areas of the campus. It is not just a semi-discrete
collection of equipment, software, and support personnel. Distance learning goes to the core of
the reason for the college--student learning. Distance learning extends the knowledge, expertise,
and experience of the faculty member beyond the four walls of the traditional classroom.
Students can participate in courses without having to physically come to a specific classroom on
campus multiple times a week at special pre-determined times. However, providing access to
higher education to these previously disenfranchised students came at a cost.

All services (as identified by the accreditation/self-study process) that are guaranteed to
traditional on-campus, classroom students must also be guaranteed to students in distance
learning programs. This means that all of the different elements of the campus that directly or
indirectly provide services to students who physically come to campus, must now adapt their
154

operations to provide the same services to students who are participating in distance learning
progranu and, in many cases, may never set foot on campus. And for accredited institutions,
their distance learning program ttrough the selfthey must prove the quality
study/accreditation process. Since, as stated before, a quality distance learning program cuts
across all areas of the campus, elements of the distance learning program should appear under all
ten accreditation standards. In other words, distance learning is part of the mission of the college
and all ten standards are designed to address and support that mission.

of

Identified below in the form of questions are some of the key issues pertaining to a distance
learning program that should be recoguznd and addressed under one or more of the ten
accreditation standards

:

I.

Is distance learning clearly covered by or part of the institutional mission?

1I.

Are all of the applicable elements under institutional integrity appropriately

applied to the institution's distance learning program?

m. Is distance learning an integral part of the institution's measurement

of

effectiveness, including its research, evaluation, and outcomes assessment activities?

IV.

Does the distance learning program remain within the parameters of the
institution's educationd programs and does it meet all of the criteria identified in
Standard 4? Is Information Literacy a clearly identified element in the institution's
educational programs and does it apply to all students?

V.

Does the distance learning program meet all of the student support
development criteria as listed in Standard Five?

and

VI. Does the institution meet the special needs of distance learning students
through its information and learning resources, including but not limited to,
equipment, software, training, and support as identified in Standard 6? (Information
Literacy is an essential element for quality and success under this standard.)

VII.

Does the institution provide appropriate faculty,

stafl and

professional
training to fully support and successfully operate its distance learning program?

VIII. Does the institution specifically

identify sufficient and appropriate physical

resources for its distance learning program?

IX.

Has the institution specifically identified financial resources and appropriate
contract/agreement controls to guarantee a viable, dependable, continuing distance
learning program?

X.
does

Is the Governing Board fully cognizant of the distance learning program
it uphold its responsibility on issues of quality, integrity, and policy?
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and

In summation" a viable distance learning program with integrity cuts across all l0 standards. A
distance learning program must be an integral part of all campus activities as identified by those
standards. Each campus/distria organization must be fully aware of the special needs of a
distance learning program and provide the necessary support and change to help guarantee its
success.

Modify the language of current standard to
o Indicate that equipment and materials should be updated, as needed, and that qualified
staff be provided to train users in effective application of technology to teaching and
learning rather than just student learning.

Standard Seven:

FACULTY AND STAFF

The institution has sufficient qualified full-time and part-time faculty and staff to support its
educational programs and services wherever offered and by whatever means delivered.
Consistent with its mission, the institution demonstrates its commitment to the significant
educational role played by persons of diverse ethnic, social, and economic backgrounds by
making positive efforts to foster such diversity.
Overview
Write standard components in behavioral, measurable terms.
Place evidence samples along with each substandard category. Require a check mark for which
evidence is being cited and provide a space for additional evidence where the respondent can
write in others sources of evidence.

There is dated terminology used in some of the standard components. Such as "teaching"
emphasis instead of emphasis on "student learning".
Include the term "administrators" in the first sentence, after "faculty".
Clari8r "whatever means delivered" with some examples.
Expand "diversity" to include gender, culture, disability, and sexual orientation.

Add "at every level of the institution" after "educational role".

A.

Oualifications and Selection

A.I

Add "administrators"

A.1 Add "to perform assigned functions in support of' after "experience".
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A.2 Add "developed by a broad base of people" after "public".
A.3 Add "r@ent" before "leadership".
A.3 Change "efuive teaching" to "producing high
A.4 "degrees"

B.

levels of learning".

are irrelevant for vocational faculty.

Evaluation

B.l

Add a last sentence "The evaluation system for each category of staff is developed with

representation from those categories".

B.2 Add "results" after "effectiveness".
Change "teaching effectiveness" to "production of learning".

B.3

B.3 Add "community" to "in institutional service".

C.

StaffDevelopment

C.l Add "and resources" after "opportunities".
C.3 Add a new one "The results of staffdevelopment programs are systematically evaluated and
improvements are made in the programs".

D.

General Personnel Provisions

D.2 Add "improve" after "assesses".
D.3 Add "developed by participating appropriate staff'.
D.4 Add "maintained in a central location" after "personnel

recOrds are".

Supporting Documents for Standard 7 (EVIDENCE)

List of evidence on page 53 should be moved to support the actual standard components they
support. Some of this evidence is inappropriate,

#6

as mentioned below.

Salary Schedules- There is nothing in the standard dealing with compensation.

#7 Affirmative action policy

and plan-

Not in California after Prop 209.

#8

Criteria and procedures for employing, evaluating and compensating faculty
programs- Nothing in the standard dealing with compensation.

#14 Too general, meaningless.
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in special

ADD "Budget for StaffDevelopment Programs"

Standard

Eight:

PHYSICAL RESOURCES

8.1 "...wherever & howevef' needs to be expanded to include technology and IT-oriented staffl
This standard should have a significant technology element. Maybe administrative systems and
technology should be included here, too.
Standerd

Nine:

FINANCIAL RESOURCES

This standard should reflect the need for institutions to consider technological expertise. A
"sinking fund" or method to upgrade and replace equipment should be included in institutional
planning for technology.

Standard Ten:

GOYERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

Impact of Issues and Trends on Standard Ten
Part A. of Standard Ten concentrates on the responsibilities and practices of governing boards.
This standard has the potential for ensuring that critical issues and trends are addressed at the
highest level of policy-making. It is at the level of college-wide, system-wide, or district-wide,
policy-making that boards can support or hamper development of trends such as the learning
paradigm, distance education, or technology. Boards can also impact these initiatives through
funding decisions, and even through selection of key administrators. While Standard Ten A. is
probably not a pace for interjection of specifics, language could be added to assure that Board
members are somehow regularly educated or updated on the critical issues and trends.

B. of

Standard Ten concerns Institutional Administration and Governance. Here again,
policies become a major factor in the successful implementation of new initiatives. Plans and
budgets that allow for, and even support, innovation and change are critical. Standard Ten B.
already clearly mandates faculty, staff, and student input in decision-making, policy-making, and
planning.

Part

Part C. of Standard Ten deals with Multi-college Systems or Districts. This standard requires
system or district offices to "support the missions and functions" of the colleges. It also
emphasizes the role of the district/system chief executive officer in effecting priorities for the
institutions. (10.C.1.) In order for colleges to institute new initiatives in most systems or districts,
support at the highest level is necessary. The existing substandard on communication (10 C.5.) is
important to maintain.
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APPENDIX G
DISTANCE LEARNING
Students Using Technologr to Access Higher Education
Since the early years of this country, students who wanted to learn and receive recognition for
their formal learning had to physically travel to designated classrooms. Rooms for learning and
their associated teachers were located in communities throughout the country, whether they be
parochial, public, or private. Additionally, when we were still an agrarian society, most students
only complaed a few of the initid grades. As the country developed, urban centers grew,
economies improved, and pockets of wealth were formed, institutions of higher education were
founded and developed. Initially, they were sparsely scattered throughout the country. For the
few who wanted to pursue a higher education, many had to travel great distances to get to the
designated classrooms. Access to higher education was only available to a lucky, relatively few
people.

In the mid and late 1800s, forward-looking entrepreneurs began to use technology to fill an
education vacuum that had developed. They provided access to courses in the areas of
technology, general education, and higher education. Initially, students could access those
courses ihrough the U.S. mail and/or newspapers, two of the earliest examples of distance
learning. Then in the first-half of the 2fth century, students began receiving their course work
over the radio. And just after the midpoint of the 20th-century, many students could utilize the
newly developed television to complete courses in higher education. Finally, in the most recent
manifestation of distance learning, as the 20th century neared a close student access to higher
education was profoundly increased through the development of low-cost computers and the
Internet.

Throughout the history of the development of distance learning, the number of students
accessing higher education through some form of technology was very, very small compared to
the number of students who participated in traditional classrooms settings. This began to change,
somewhat, in the 1990s. As the number of students wanting a higher education increased and the
funding for higher education institutions remained steady state or continued a decline, many
institutions became concerned about the increasing enrollment pressures. Some sought new
ways to become more efficient in using the revenues they received, to make their dollars stretch
farther. A new recognition by institutions of higher education for using technology to reach
students began sweeping the country. The initial result was a dramatic increase in using
television and televised courses. And then in the past few years, the greatest increase has been in
using computers and the Internet to conduct courses.
Distance learning received little attention in the just-past decade when the number of students
taking distance learning courses via television was insignificantly small. It was a time when most
students took just a few distance learning courses to supplement their traditional classroom
courses. Institutions of higher education were able to maintain their traditional monopoly
without any real threat from the outside. However, in the second half of the '90s when distance
learning started spreading like wildfire, became the "in" thing to do, and threatened the status
quo, many major concerns and problems arose, especially for accredited institutions--the least of
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which being competition from commercial concerns.
Distance learning courses and programs represented issues of substantive change, a change in
mission. And the importance was compounded when complete degrees could be earned through
distance learning programs. Although initially unrecognized, quality distance learning programs
cut across all organizations within the institution. A quality distance learning program becomes
an integrd part of the entire operation of the campus; it cannot be a narrow, isolated, temporary,
tacked-on operation. Thus, one of the major concerns for accredited institutions became how to
guarantee to distance learning students the same quallty of instruction and education that was
traditionally guaranteed to on-campus students, as defined by the accreditation process.

With a traditional higher education setting, all services reside physically in buildings on campus.
A student desiring some service is expected to go to the office or location on campus providing
that service. This includes registration, financial aid, classroom instruction, instructional
resources, etc. Each service has a specific location on campus, and the student in order to access
that service, travels to that location. But this centuries-old paradigm is generally not appropriate
for the distance learning student. A lock-step process designed for the convenience of the
employees of higher education institutions is usually incompatible with a flexible distance
learning system designed to give access to many heretofore disenfranchised students.
Historically, with the traditional system, the burden was on the student to appear at a specific
place within specific time parameters to receive desired services. But today, if an institution
chooses to provide a distance learning program, the onus is on the institution to provide access to
student services for all distance learning students through some appropriate form of technology.
Distance learning students must be able to access student services without having to physically
appear on campus. Failing this, the campus places in jeopardy the quality of instruction and
learning experience for the student.

Listed below are a few

of the myriad of

questions that accredited institutions should ask
themselves when they want to develop a rational, equitable, effective distance learning program-one with integrity.

l.

How can we make our distance learning program an integral part of our institution's mission?

2. Do we have a clear and rational set of reasons as to why we are developing a distance
learning program?

3.

Are we prepared for a long-term commitment in the development and operation of a distance
learning program?

4.

Do we have or can we locate the funding to develop and maintain a viable distance learning
program?

5. Do we have or can we obtain the necessary set of specialists to develop
distance learning program?
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and maintain

a

6.

Do we have or can we develop the facilities and equipment, the infrastructure support, for

a

viable distance learning Program?

7.

Do we have internally, or can we locate from outside sources, people to train our faculty and
other personnel in developing and conducting courses through a distance learning process?
And then provide continued support?

8.

Are we willing to make the necessary changes that will guarantee all students equal access to
all student services, whether on-campus or in the distance learning progfam?

g.

Where and when n@essary, are we willing to develop agreements with outside providers for
their specific services, to establish a system to monitor their perfonnance, and to have in
place alternative resources to be used, if necessary, to guarantee distance learning students
unintemrpted service?

10.

Are our faculty ready and willing to accept the additional learning and changes that will be
needed in order for them to be able to conduct their courses and reach additional students
through some form of technology? Even if it leads to changes in their duties and
responsibilities, such as the narrowing of their span of control (unbundling) and working T
oni member of an instructional team? If not, can we locate outside resources to assist us in
moving forward in this learning/evolutionary process?

I

are we willing to begin the evolution into instructional objectives and
learning outcomes for students?

l. With the help of others,

lZ.

willing to have an evaluation system in place that proves that our distance learning
courses are at least as good as our traditional classroom courses? Or, in other words, is
student learning in our distance learning courses at least equal to student learning in our
Are we

traditional classroom courses?
13.

Are we willing to enter into conversation with other institutions regarding articulation
agreements as related to our distance learning courses? And conversely, with appropriate
d6cumentation, are we willing to accept their distance learning courses as equal to their
traditional courses? Will we be open to accepting transfer of credits for students across
regional accrediting agency boundaries?

In a nutshell, some of the key

issues institutions face regarding distance learning programs are

listed below:

l. College mission
2. Legitimate reasons for program development
J.

Infusion of the distance learning process into all campus organizations and operations

4.

Sufficient funding for development and support, on a continuing, long-term basis
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5.

Sufficient and appropriate staffing for training and support for all affected campus personnel,
on a continuing basis

6.

Appropriate facilities, equipment, and infrastructure with technical support

7.

Student services for all students

8.

Changing faculty responsibilities

9.

Quality and trustworthiness of outsourcing, with appropriate backup

10. Evaluating distance learning programs and measuring learning outcomes

I

l.

Transfer of creditVarticulation agreements

In summation, distance learning provides new opportunities to students who have had access to
higher education withheld from them because of the highly restrictive on-site, specific-time
structure of traditional classroom methods. However, providing access to these here-to-fore
disenfranchised students through a distance learning program requires careful planning,
coordination, commitment, and control by the higher education institution.

CONCLUSIONS:
Districts and Campuses must be aware of all of the implications of developing and maintaining a
quality distance learning program. They must be fully aware of all of the issues and challenges
involved. Through its publications and web site, the Accrediting Commission for Community
and Junior Colleges should provide members with specific information and links covering all
key issues and best practices related to distance learning programs and the accreditation process.
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APPENDIX H
REVIEW OF BIBILOGRAPHY
Commission Activities

ACCJC - Public Session
June 4,20fi)

I attended the captioned meeting

as a member of the Project Renewal External Review

Committee.
agenda and subsequent minutes (in preparation) of the meeting
to review the subjects, discussions, and deliberations that occurred.

I refer the reader to the attached

OBSERVATIONS

My observations are of

a more general nature having

to do with the process of the Public Session

portion of the Commissioner's meeting.

I was disheartened by the lack of attendance from the constituent member
institutions. Here was an opportunity for involvement and observation of the workings of a
group of individuals whose decisions have significant impact on the quality, viability, and
success of regionally accredited institutions. Few were in attendance. Perhaps the agenda
discussing the "nuts and bolts" of operations such as the budget, calendar, and staffreports was

I must

say that

information that member institutions felt they already had at hand. However, there were
discussions regarding policy and agency relations that were of note because they addressed
direction and practices that will govern the commission in the future.
The public session also provided a venue for getting to know and understand the commission;
it's mission and challenges. The meeting put into perspective the constraints for continued
excellence and success of the accreditation process. It was refreshing to listen to educational
colleagues discuss the processes and the difficulties encountered over the past year, and the
potentid remedies that could be initiated.

SUGGESTION

A more well publicized meeting announcing the benefits and understanding that would come
with participation would be of value.
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Commission Meeting
Januery 7-t,2OOl
Report: January 13r 2001
The Commission operated in a very businesslike and efficient fashion, yet it was also clear that
the commissioners were a team and respected each other. Commissioners were careful to leave
the room if there was any possibility of a conflict of interest.
The Self-study as well as current and previous Team Reports and other reports are read by
commissioners using guideline forms with key questions for Eligibility Review, Comprehensive
Evaluation" Focused Midterm Report/Visit, Interim Report, Interim Report/Visit, Progress
Report, Progress Report with Visit, Substantive Change, Addenda to Annual Report, Show
Cause Report with Visit, Review of Commission Action.
The team readers had diligently prepared and gave strong rationale for recommended action.
Prior to taking action" the question of consistency was raised and other actions referenced.
Clearly the Commission tried to do whatever would be helpful to the institution. Yet, the
Commission was committed to determining whether or not the institution met the standards.
There was some joy expressed when an institutional report demonstrated that prior
recommendations had been helpful to the institution in making improvement. Institutional
representatives from one college clearly affirmed that the Team Report had "served as a spark"
for immediate change and collaboration. They indicated the visit had served as a "catalyst" for
faculty participation. Another institution was referred to as having been "resuscitated" by
persistent action of the Commission. The organizational memory of commissioners and staff
was also present and shared.
The Commission noted areas where the process could be improved; for example, the uneven
quality of Team Reports and a new trend of a few team chairs to consolidate the
recommendations into a single recommendation. Also noted, were items that had implications
for future consideration; such as, substantive change a reports. The discussion reflected feeling
that standards on information systems were weak. Some concern was expressed regarding the
role of the accreditation liaison.
The Commission was hospitable to institutional representatives who spoke on behalf of their
respective colleges. Questions were direct and related to issues raised in the team report.
Commissioners were fully aware of the tendency of institutions to paint a rosy picture that much
had improved since the site visit. While commissioners listened carefully, they were not swept
away by rhetoric.

I was impressed by the commitment of commissioners to help institutions, to uphold standards,
to be fair and consistent. The collegiality among public members, administration, faculty, and
Commission staffwas very evident. The staffis clearly effective in both leadership and support
of the Commission. The Commission expressed pride in the Guidelines on Technology for the
delivery of instruction, indicating a feeling of "being ahead of the game."
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ACCJC Rctrert
Junc 7,2(XX)

I attended the captioned Commissions' retreat

as a member of the

Externd Review Committee.

These retreats serve to keep the commissioners current with educational issues and proposals,
and allow them to engage in self-evaluation with the goal of commission excellence.

OBSERVATIONS
The commissioners are representative of the majority of their constituents. Representation is always
difficult to balance with total satisfaction of the member organizations. Gender balance is equitable,
however, minorities appear under-represented. There is an obvious respect for each other's positions, as
well as, a camaraderie developed over short, but intense sessions together. They are frank with one
another and I had the impression that they are very receptive to new information and thinking that would
make them better commissioners. The commissioners felt comfortable with observation from outside
and are as committed to their experiencing and benefiting from the same rigor of review as the member

institutions.
PROGRAI\{ A}ID AGENDA* *

a.

b.

c.

Commission Excellence and Self Evaluation - Led by David Viar and Wallace
Albertson, the commissioners discussed the definition of mission and excellence.
Mr.Viar discussed four questions that need to be asked regarding effectiveness of the
Commission. He followed with the six general areas that are measurements of
effective Boards. The commission then held a very inter-active discussion on this
subject.
Distance Learning - Led by Sally Johnstone, she discussed the impact,
methodologies, and outcomes of Distance Learning. The Commissioners were
provided realistic examples of four different scenarios and small groups discussed
implications of evaluation, outcomes, and other significant challenges vis a vis the
current standards.
CRAC draft

CONCLUSIONS
The commissioners take their responsibilities very seriously. Every one of them participated in
these learning and discussion sessions with enthusiasm. It is remarkable to have such prominent
leaders in the education field give the amount of time required to continue to develop their skills
in the assessment aren4 after having spent many long hours reviewing self Studies and
recommendations and deliberating on related actions. The commissioners should be commended
ficr their dedication and diligence.

RECOMMENDATIONS
None
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refer the reader to the attached agenda and meeting minutes for a more detailed description
of the program and discussions led by Viar and Johnstone.

Self Study Training end Institutional Assistance
As with other ACCJC publications, the Guide to Institutional Self Study and Reports to the
Commission is a very solid document. It is well written and very clear. The suggestions in
boxes in the area of a comprehensive self study are excellent. And they are especially
meaningful when going through the standards. The carefully selected appendices fill out the
information that is necessary for success. Since this is a 1997 editiorL it is expected that some
the information will have changed and updating will be ne@ssary.

of

The self study workshop agenda is another solid piece of work. It represents the end result of
using constant feedback from participants to fine-tune and change. It is expected that this agenda
will continually evolve as the environment changes and additional feedback is received. As with
other evaluation forms, the evaluation form for the self study workshop should be revised. The
information that's collected is appropriate, it's simply that the form looks dated and should be
redesigned and updated. As an example, a small square box could be placed in front of "poor",
"fair", "good", and "excellent," to be checked off. This would leave more room for comments
uk.y," there is a
and suggestions. And the way values are assigned to the descriptors under
question about how much meaning one can place in the values that are computed for "pace".
Regarding the self study workshop evaluation compilation, it appears that the key is reversed.
Based on past observations of the External Review Committee, it doesn't make sense that the
participants would rate Format, Content, Video, Colleges, between *fair" to "poor." Since the
agenda and approach are always undergoing fine-tuning, expected ratings should be between
"good" and "excellgnt."
The videos need to be updated. If monies are not available in the budget for this, perhaps
ilrrangements could be made with one or more of the members to bring this about. Some have
studios and related personnel on their campuses. As with printed materials, they leave an
impression about the organization and the process. Impressions about both should be as positive
as possible.
Overview and Context of Accreditation is excellent. David Wolf has given this presentation a
number of times. Response from the audience has always been very positive and many have said
this is the first time they have had the opportunity to see the complete accreditation picture. This
presentation has been very helpful to them in understanding the accreditation process because
they had only known about one narrow portion of the whole process. Overview and Context of
Accreditation glves renewed confidence in the process. If it is continually updated, it will
remain an important presentation for all ACCJC members, especially those individuals new to
the accreditation process.
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Team Cheir Training
Team Chair WorkshoP
Westin Hotel, Mllbrae
August l8,20OO

Situation: Site Visit team chairs for fall 2000 were convened at the Westin Hotel, Millbrae, for
the purpose of assuring quallty of visits across diverse colleges. More lhan l5 chairs and I team
assistant were in attendance. The ethnic mix of team chairs included Hispanic, Black, and Asian
as well as White representatives, three of whom were female.
As the group walked through the Teon Cluir Hatdbook provided for each participant, Dr. David
Wopana Oi. Cari Browning alternated presentations, giving pertinent examples and helpful
suggestions. Potential problem areas were discussed. Emphasis was placed upon the need for
to srpport boih the College Report and the Team Report. In order to assist colleges in
"ui-J**
efforts toimprove, team chairs were strongly advised to limit and focus the number of
their
recommendations. The urthority of the chair was made clear and that the final report of the
Team Visit belonged to the team chair. There was ample opportunity for team chairs to ask
questions as well as share experience from previous visits. (Only one chair appeared to be new
to the role.)

Observation: The small group exercise of Writing Effective Recommendations was taken
seriously by the participants. The responses generated considerable discussion
which should improve the quality of recommendations.
Attention was given to sensitive issues such as dealing with the media or difficult persons.
The Handbook is extensive in content and includes samples of useful forms and model reports as
well as day-by-day site visit outlines of activities.
Suggestions:
The review of the pilot multi-college evaluation policy and outcomes could lead to an additional
section in the Team Chair Handbook The review should be shared in a forum of chancellors
for comment.
Encourage greater participation of team assistants in training sessions.

More time could be spent in the training session on effective meetings with Board members
during the site visits.
Recommendations:

A.

Additions to the Team Handbook which could be helpful in conducting site visits include:
Appraisal Forms to elicit cornments on Standards and Team Handbook.
Statement on Confidentiality which could be distributed to the media.

l.
2.
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3.

Guidelines for meeting with Board members, including a briefing paper for Board
Members regarding their role in accreditation.

B.

Consider adding a training session or handbook for Accreditation Liaison appointees with
emphasis on the annual report on changes in the institution and preparation of the self-study.
The collection of more extensive and specific data on institutional ihange could encourage
change if information were promulgated to member institutions.

Institutional Reports
Review of tnstitutional Review and Action: Closed Session Agenda l/8,llglZOOI
U23/01
Back8round
On January 19,2001I visited the ACCJC offices in Santa Rosa and reviewed materials from the
Closed Session of the Commission when it met to take action on various reports and visitation
team recommendations. I reviewed three notebooks of materials from the meeting on l/g and
l/9 plus letters to colleges generated from this closed session. Additionally, I perused a number
of forms used by commission members as they reviewed reports from the colleges and from the
visitation teams. Primarily, I investigated the agenda for the meeting and the miterials that
supported the agenda items.
Review
Based on the agenda for the meeting, I conducted my review as follows.
Readers Procedures and Reader List
"Procedures" is a one and a half page document that spells out duties and responsibilities
of readers. All commissioners examine all team reports; two or more cornmiisioners
conduct an in-depth examination of one or more institutions.
Review of Commission Policies and procedures
The "Glossaqr of Commission Action, Definitions, and {Jse" is a one and a half page
document that defines terms used with Comprehensive Evaluations and program R"portr.
The "Policy on Commission Actions on Institutions" is three and a half pages. It brilfly
describes the meaning of each action taken for Candidate institutions. Initial
Accreditation, and Accredited institutions.
Vdidity and Reliability and Conflict of Interest
There is a one and a half page memo on validity and reliability. It explains what the
Commission does to try and insure validity and reliability. Tlie document references the
Conflict of Interest Policy.
Observation
Neither the concept of Validity or Reliability is defined or explained in the document.
The "Conflict of Interest Policy" is a one and a quarter pageieport that describes the general
intent of the Commission regarding fairness and avoidance of conflict of interest. It contains
four principles regarding conflict of interest.
Observation
This policy is quite clear and provides quite a bit of information in a short space.
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Review of Comprehensive Evaluations
I reviewed five accreditation team reports for various types of institutions. Basically the
reports follow the same general format with some slight variations. The most prevalent
format is as fiollows;
Title Page
Listing of Team Members
Summary (sometimes called Introduction and Summary)
Description of college
Review of visitation team activities
Strengths with brief exPlanation
Recommendations (list, referencing appropriate standards)
Body of Report
Introduction
General Commendations (Listing)
Maj or Recommendations (Listing)
Standards Review
Response to previous team's recommendations
Observations
Analysis and Conclusions (sometimes just Conclusions)
Recommendations (if warranted) with references to specific standards
Observations
There is an overall format for the team report but there are some slight variations in headings and
in content in the various sections of the report. Summary section varies among reports. It seems
to lack "punch" as the first section of a report. The Observations section appears to be the most
detailed and comprehensive of the report. The Analysis and Conclusions section, or just
Conclusions, contains a gteat deal of analysis, or summary of Observations and not many, clear
and concise conclusions. At times the Conclusions section seemed to contain some minor
recommendations. The General Commendations are just that, very general in nature, and
provided in list form. The Recommendations suggest the "what" that should be changed but not
the "how to" of change and improvement.
Other Reports
Other reports which I reviewed included:
Focused Mid-term Report
Focused Mid-term Report with Visit
Interim Report
Interim Report with Visit
Eligibility Review
Substantive Change Reports
Requests for Alternative Self-studies
Observations
Most of these reports were assigned to one commission member to review. When a report was
combined with a visit, there were, at time, two commissioners reviewing the reports.
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Reader Reports

I reviewed the following forms

used by commissioners when

they undertake their reviews of the various reports submitted by colleges and review teams. I
perused some forms completed by commissioners and in other cases blank forms.
Reader Report: Comprehensive Evaluation
Reader Report: Substantive Change
Reader Report: Review of Commission Actions
Reader Report: Eligibility Review
Reader Report: Focused Midterm Report/Visit
Reader Report: Focused Midterm Report
Reader Report: Interim ReportA/isit
Reader Report: Interim Report
Reader Report: Progress Report with Visit
Reader Report: Progress Report
Reader Report: Show Cause Report with Visit
Reader Report: Addenda to Annual Report
Observations
The first four report formats are more comprehensive than the others are. The Comprehensive
Evaluation is closely aligned to the standards. The form asks for written comments in some
places but appears to be rather "cramped" to allow commission members to write comments
The Substantive Change form poses a series of Yes/No questions and asks for written comments
The eligibility review asks Yes/No questions for each standard and asks for comments. Review
of Commission Actions form asks a number of essay type questions about commission actions
and the review report. The other reader reports are one page or less forms requiring some written
cornments.
All of the forms seem to be appropriate for the tasks they serve and easy for commission
members to understand.
Commission Action Letters
Finally I reviewed letters from the Executive Director to the colleges informing them of
Commission actions. The letters appear to the point and easy to understand. In a few cases"
followed the strand from the college's self-study, to the visitation team report, to the
commission's review of the report, to the action letter. In these cases, the action letters reflecter
the tenor of the recommendations put forth by the review team and the commission reviewers

Recommendations
Validity and Reliability memo
Provide a simple definition of the terms "validity" and "reliability" in the beginning of the rnen,,
to provide the background for the ensuing discussion.
Comprehensive Evaluation Reports
Provide an outline format for the entire report with headings and subheadings for team leaderr
follow when writing their reports. Briefly describe what should be in each section Thrs will
bring about more conformity in the presentation of the reports.
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Instead of a Summary in the beginning of the report start with a short section called "General
Conclusions and Determinations" which captures the major findings and recommendations of the
report. Thus the first section readers go through will present the "meat" of the report and it will
be up-front in the report.

Many ofthe Commendations are too general and seem to be mentioned in passing. Have team
members complete a short form providing more specifics about the commendation. These forms
can then be shared with the field as a "Best Practices" approach.
As with many dissertations I read, Conclusions become summaries rather than informed
judgments or results. Conclusions should become direct, rather short findings that emanate from
the ObservationVAnalysis section of the report. Some sample conclusions can be given to team
members to help them write conclusions.

Current Recommendations follow the quality assurance role of accreditation. They point out
"what" needs to be improved to conform to standards. They do not reflect an emerging quality
improvement accreditation role regarding "hod' some area can be improved. Perhaps a format
such as; Conclusions - Recommendations - Suggested Enhancements can be adapted in the
reports.
Distance Learning
The bibliographic entries for distance learning are very solid and useful. The one exception is
the Inter-Regional Statement on the Evaluation of Electronically Ofiered Degree and Certificate
Progrons & Evaluation Guidelines. It is a draft, a work in progress, and in its present state
should be removed. Gari Browning's, Distance Learning: A Guide for the Self-Study and
Evaluation Visit, is the document that should be used. This document is very well written and
will be extremely useful in the self-study process. All other entries are very meaningful, cover
various aspects of distance learning, and should remain in the bibliography.

For distance learning, this bibliography is just a beginning. It is in no way comprehensive or
complete. This statement is not meant as a criticism but just an observation.
desire to fill out the bibliography under this topic of distance learning,
then appropriate articles, books, and other resources should be identified and added such that all
of the questions that Gari Browning has listed under each of the Ten Standardsin, Distance
Learning: A Guide for the Self-Study and Evaluation Visit, are covered. The self-study
participants would then have sufficient resources to be able to determine what is appropriate in
all of the areas of distance learning identified under each of the ten standards and would be able
to see how others have addressed the issues.

If it is the Commission's

Since this area changes so rapidly, perhaps a small group of up-to-date experts should be used to
review this section of the bibliography every six months and make appropriate additions and
deletions.
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Eveluator Selection and Training
The Evaluator Handbook has had years of fine-tuning. It is clearly written and concise. For
example, on Page l, the Team Selection Process is described in three paragraphs. It is brie{, to
the point, and fully understandable. The Handbook contains the necessary information and the
format is such that it is a very useful document.

The Data Sheet for Team Member Selection, Reply to Serve on Team form, Reply to Serve As
Team Chair Assistant form, Team Member Evaluation form, and Team Training Workshop
Evaluation form, all collect the information that is necessary to make an informed decision.
However, most of them appear bulky and uninviting. Consideration should be given to revising
these forms. The same information would be collected, but the look and feel of the form would
be improved. As an example, in some cases lines that are designed to collect a word or two of
information should not extend all the way across the page. In other instances, consideration
should be given to dropping the lines and only having a colon after the information description.
Unless it collides with tradition, a different font might be used. As another example, in the Team
Training Workshop Evaluation, the large boxes under the words of rating could be replaced by a
small box in front of the word that could be checked. This would provide additional room for
comments. The size of the boxes is so great that they become the center of attention of the form
and are very distracting. Their sole purpose is simply to identify an area in which a person can
make a mark to select a descriptive word. In summation, these forms, generally, look very old
and dated. Updating them, redesigning them, will give them a more positive, acceptable
appearance. This may seem a very small thing, but it is just one of many important elements by
which people will judge an organization.
As with the Evaluator Handbook, the Team Training Workshop Agenda has been fine-tuned
over the years. Every time the workshop is conducted, evaluation forms are collected and
decisions are made regarding potential changes for the next session. With this kind of feedback
loop, you would expect this workshop to continually evolve to meet the needs of the participants.
There is a question about the Team Training Workshop Evaluation compilation. It appears that
the key values for Format, Content, Video, and Colleges perhaps have been reversed. Based on
past observations, it's hard to believe that all of these elements in this workshop are rated
between "fair" and "poor". The accurate ratings would be expected to be between "good" and
"excellent". That concern aside, this is a good chart and it holds useful information on which
informed decisions regarding this workshop can be made.
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APPENDIX I
OFFICE AUDIT
Facilities & Eouioment. salaries and Benefits. Onerations. Budqet

I

met with David Wolf on August 146 and again on October 24h to discuss a number of items
falling under the general subjects to which I was assigned. I also had the opportunity to talk to
other staffmembers.
meeting, Dr. Wolf supplied me with a number of pertinent documents that had been
prepared by Barbara Dunham. I will draw from them in this report.

At the

FACILITIES

ANd

EQUIPMENT

My first task was to observe the office layout and facilities. There are approximately 1,500
square feet including common area for secretarial and support services, three private offices for
the professional stafi, along with a small supplies and storage room that serves as a kitchen as
well. The curent rent is $1.35 per foot per month and there are two more one-year lease options
with annual increases of $.05. Layout and space is currently adequate and restroom facilities are
directly adjacent. There is an additional offsite storage unit for non-current files. Parking
appears to be slightly overcrowded, but sufficient at present. Dr. Wolf indicated that he was
fairly satisfied with the current facilities. More space will be needed in the future to
accommodate additional staff.

The equipment and computers are considered very satisfactory. The organization is fortunate to
have a knowledgeable MIS staff member, Tom Lane, who is very capable in network and data
management allowing for consistent computer operations. Mr. Lane discussed his concerns that
the commission would not keep up with changing technology and member institution needs
without sufficient additional funding. Specifically, he is concerned with hardware and software
configurations and updating staff training. There is also a very practical need for voicemail. I
have asked Mr. Lane for a paper discussing technology infrastructure. Data backups are made
regularly and there is offsite record duplication storage of the most essential records.

SALARIES and BENEFITS
Dr. Wolf and I then discussed personnel salaries and benefits. He indicated that current levels of
pay were adequate and competitive for the geographic area with some needed modifications that
are in process. However, he did mention that salaries were on the low'side compared to peer
groups nationally. Some staff felt salary increases and workload were somewhat imbalanced and
echoed this concern. One stated that the very small annual increases were like "taking a step
backward". Benefits include: medical, dental, vision, travel accident, disability, and life
insurance. The retirement plan (SEP-IRA) was last reviewed in 1998 and there is an ongoing
effort to receive approval for participation in the retirement plans that are available to the
California public educational community.
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I

reviewed personnel policies,

job descriptions, and the Executive Director evaluationform.

The

staff evaluation process is canently in fuvelopment.

OPERATIONS
Dr. Wolf considers the ACCJC to be a "service agency'' and therefore operations are formulated
to meet that mission. He categorized three processes in this service:
l) Ordinary Service and Maintenance, 2) Process - Eligibility or Midterm, 3) Professional and
Institutional. The ACCJC is involved in some interagency projects. Data sharing with the CCLC
requires additional staff time, as did a past paper with the CCTA entitled "Resources for Boards
of Trustees". The staffs responsibilities and duties are structured to meet these demands and
criteria. One additional professional staff may be required in the near future and part-time
clerical help could also be beneficial to smooth out workloads.
Underlying this "service" philosophy is the focused effort to provide the constituents with "best
practices" and "shared problemVshared solutions" data and information. The office makes every
effort to respond to inquiries with answers within a day's timeframe. This is a challenge with
current stafi, workloads, and stafftravel schedules.

The ACCJC is committed to good communications with its member institutions and produces
four newsletters per year along with the annual report. Feedback from the institutions has been
positive and constructive.

I

reviewed the Handbook for Interim, Progress, and Focused Midterm Report Visits (2000
edition) along with the flmmary of Midterm Reports. I also examined three Midterm reports
from member institutions. After reviewing this data it was apparent that the "self review" and
"team visit" process does provide an impetus for change and improvement in institutions that
are accredited. There was substantial evidence in each of the institution's Midterm reports to
drssess the changes that were made, or the focus that was gtven to areas of concern, that lead to
an improved process or educational delivery system. One institution wrote in their report that
"the midterm report provides discipline, focus, and follow-up to observe tangible improvement.
We now systematically and regularly examine and evaluate ourselves in all facets". The
ottached Commission Actions chart and Commission Action Summary chart indicate a year over
year improvement in members'meeting the criteria setforth in the Standards.
The proposed Commission Operations Survey and The Commission As Individuals evaluation
forms are attached. They show the first drafts of a process for improvement through member or
self-evaluation. These are new formats and a new process that will allow for input to effect
improvement. There are also evaluation forms for every commission meeting to assess quality
and benefits and seek advice for enhancement of future meetings.
Bookkeeping is processed using Quicken 99 software. Financial information is provided to the
Budget and Personnel Committee and the Commission every six months Financial controls
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appear adequate. Drafts in excess of $2,100 or those made to Dr. Wolf require two signatures.
prepares
Financial records are submitted annually to an outside CPA Mark McDonnell, who
America.
Bank
of
with
is
done
Banking
urdited Financial Statements and a Management Letter.
Long-term cash reserves are invested through Morgan Stanley Dean Witter of Santa Cruz in
conirvative interest-bearing instruments such as CD's, government securities, and money
market funds. (suggest locaiing a Morgan Stanley office closer to the present ACCJC ofEce)
There are approximately 25 tamvisits required per year. Previous scheduling adjustments flve
has
evened out'iast highs and lows. In response to the needs of the institutions, Dr. Wolf
instituted several .f,-g"r to provide for more effective visiting teams. This has resulted in an
is as
increase in team sire ana member diversification. The criteria used in selecting a team
follows:

l)
2)
3)
4)

Appropriate individuals for institution to be visited
Appropriate size of team
Assurance that requisite expertise is included within the team composition
Use of a database to select and to develop a stronger and deeper pool
experienced team members

of

The current "team service book" requires manual input along with information from the DBASE
4 software. However, this system will be converted over the next several months to Access to
improve retrieval and selection of suitable team members. The current eleven databases will be
combined in a single more efficient and reliable resource. The Access software system is used
by a number of other regional accreditors with very good results.
The perceptions of value regarding the regional accreditation process, result-s, and benefits by the
l3g member institutions will be available for review when the responses from the most recent
survey are tabulated and published. This survey should serve as a guideline for clarification of
perceptions, a recitation of unmet needs of the institutions, possible operational or other changes
itt"t n".O to be made, and will have impact on cost for services and future staffing and budgeting-

I

reviewed the Interregional Policies on The Accreditation of Institutions Operating Across
Regions. Having beei personally involved in the initial process as a member institution that
nouU t-r, to operate under the policy, I was pleased to see the protrcol developed.

BUDGET
The annual budgets for Fiscal Years 1999-2000 and 2000-2001, reflecting a fiscal year end of
produce
June 30, are appinded. Through careful management of expenses, the FY00 budget will
expense
and
a surplus of- $34,048, whereas additional expenses (primarily legal reserves
associated with project Renewal) will produce a projected fiscal deficit of about $76,355 for
FyOl. Revenue generation is primarily from member fees and evaluation service charges with
additional miscellaneous returns from bank interest and investment income.
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Historically, the member institutions have requested three-year constant and non-discriminatory
fees. This has generally resulted in a surplus the first year following the new rate
implementatiorq a breakeven situation in the second year, and a deficit the third year (FY0l is
the third year in the cycle thus producing a deficit). This three-year fixed fee structure produces
an artificial and problematic situation. Such a lengthy duration of static revenue conflicts with
the accelerating annual costs of doing business. This creates an environment that could require
important decision making to be more budget driven than quality driven. Furthermore, undue
executive director time could be involved to manage budget rather than mission. Finally, the
three-year structure results in a much larger increase in fees every three years. Small annual
adjustments would provide a more relevant and business like model and provide adequate
funding for equipment upgrades and appropriate salaries. Dr. Wolf and I discussed the need for
a thorough review of the fee structure, and as important, the timing of the adjustments to those
fees. This ess€ntial review takes the form of a recommendation at the conclusion of this report.
RECOMMENDATION:
That the commission appoint a committee, reflecting the diversity of its constituents, to review
the relevancy, adequacy, and methodology of the fee structure to insure fiscal health and to
provide the financial means for excellence in the ACCJC accreditation process.
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